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Abstract 

A concerning marginal minority of Australian Muslims are believed to be fighting abroad for 

terrorist organisations such as ISIS. Consequently, it is plausible that there are certain 

variables influential in the violent radicalisation of some Muslims, although no evidence 

exists ascertaining the prevalence of this radicalisation process. Existing international 

research, although prone to methodological limitations, has identified possible reasons for 

radicalisation that may apply in the current Australian context. The present study seeks to 

explore (a) the prevalence of radicalised thinking, or otherwise put, violent extremist 

thinking, (b) the prevalence of factors possibly contributing toward radicalisation, and (c) 

which of these factors were associated with radicalised or violent extremist thinking among 

adolescent Muslims within Islamic schools. A mixed-methods design was employed in the 

present research to address these aims.  

For the qualitative component of the study, nine focus groups comprising a total of 

94 participants were facilitated to explore adolescents’ perceptions of violent radicalisation. 

The quantitative component utilised an online questionnaire, which utilised novel and pre-

existing scales and questions to explore factors implicated in radicalisation, manifestations of 

extremist thinking and different forms of terrorism. In total, 334 responses were received 

throughout the phases of the research. Participants recruited for this research were students 

enrolled in two Islamic high schools in Australia.  

During focus group discussions, participants sympathised with the Palestinian plight 

and supported Hamas’s conflict with Israel. All participants were opposed to ISIS except for 

one, who expressed support but did not recognise ISIS as a terrorist group responsible for the 

inhumane atrocities they were committing. All participants, including this one participant, 

unequivocally objected to terrorism and the taking of innocent lives.  
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Focus groups also explored several potentially significant predictors of violent 

extremist thinking, namely racism and the perceptions of the media. Participants were very 

aware of anti-Muslim racism. A significant negative perception was observed among many 

participants who held the view that the media was biased against Muslims in Australia.  

The quantitative component of this study, measured various manifestations of violent 

extremist thinking including takfir (pronouncing a Muslim guilty of apostasy), perceiving a 

utility in terrorism, support for suicide bombing targeting soldiers and civilians, support for 

Al-Qaeda and bin Laden, support for groups that attack Western soldiers and civilians, and 

approval of Muslim attacks on Israeli soldiers, American and Australian soldiers (in Iraq, 

Afghanistan or based domestically) and Australian and American civilians (in Muslim 

countries and domestically). The results indicated that, while a very small minority of 

participants exhibited extremist attitudes, the majority held moderate attitudes and opposed 

terrorism. However, a modest proportion of participants did not formulate an opinion or did 

not respond to certain questions. 

As the questionnaire highlighted, several factors previously implicated in 

radicalisation were present among the participants, including ambitions for Islam on the 

international stage, religiosity, Muslim identification, perceived threats to Islam and attitudes 

against Westernisation. A smaller proportion of participants ranked high on other implicated 

factors, which included perceiving the West as being against Islam, perceiving anti-Muslim 

racism, awareness of socio-political events, and low Australian identification. Other factors 

tested showed minimal levels of alignment. Despite many participants exhibiting higher 

levels of these ‘risk factors’, participants who actually exhibited extremist thinking were 

uncommon, as already mentioned.  

This study employed correlation and multiple regression to identify that a consistent 

pattern of factors correlated with the different expressions of extremist thinking measured 
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within the questionnaire. The factors which always or nearly always correlated with extremist 

thinking included religiosity, Australian identification, Westernisation, integration, thinking 

the West is against Islam and anti-Western sentiment. Other factors were sometimes 

correlated with extremist thinking, including an awareness of the socio-political atmosphere 

of society during the year 2014 and gender. The remaining factors failed to correlate at all, or 

correlated on a minor number of examples of extremist thinking, including age, Muslim 

identification, ethnic identification, experience of racism, perception of racism, awareness of 

the socio-political events of 2014, ambitions for Islam on the world stage, and perceiving 

threats to Islam. However, one manifestation of violent thinking did not match the above 

pattern of correlates: approval of Muslim attacks on Israeli soldiers. This might suggest that 

participants considered this manner of violence is conceptually different from other forms of 

violence. 

This study demonstrates the uncommon prevalence of violent extremist thinking and 

the commonality of moderate thinking among adolescent Australian Muslims. Certain 

limitations to this research’s methodology do exist which will be discussed. However, these 

do not jeopardise the conclusions drawn from this research. The findings of this study serve 

to inform policies and practices that can be adopted by schools, communities and 

governments to prevent violent radicalisation. 
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Chapter One: Introduction 

 

In recent decades internationally, groups espousing terrorism in the name of Islam have 

emerged, urging Muslims to inflict violence and terror against both Muslims and non-

Muslims who do not subscribe to their ideologies such as Al-Qaeda, Jemaah Islamiah and 

ISIS (Anderson, 2016; Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade, 2004). Erudite orthodox 

Islamic scholarship has unanimously denounced these groups and their ideologies, 

identifying them as violent extremist groups not representative of mainstream Islam (‘Letter 

to Baghdadi, n.d.; Royal Embassy of Saudi Arabia, 2010). Yet a minority of Muslims, 

particularly young Muslims, continue to be influenced by their appeal. The process of a 

young Muslim’s indoctrination into such extremist thinking can manifest in sympathising 

with acts of terrorism to perpetrating acts of terrorism (Merari, 2005; Victoroff et al., 2012). 

The seeds of contemporary terrorism in the name of Islam have insinuated that Muslims 

resort to violence to establish an ‘Islamic’ state and oppose non-Muslims (and indeed 

Muslims who object to their teachings, otherwise known as takfir (Calvert, 2010, Qutb, 

1964). Most victims of acts of terrorism have been Muslims, whether at the hands of Al-

Qaeda (Helfstein, Abdullah, & al-Obaidi, 2009), Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS or 

ISIL) in its Muslim majority Iraq (UNAMI & OHCHR, 2015), or terrorist organisations in 

general (Bureau of Counterterrorism, 2012).  This dogma has gained growing support in light 

of the West’s occupation and/or invasion of some Muslim lands (such as Iraq (Ramakrishna, 

2005), and foreign policies considered biased against the Muslim world (Silke, 2008).These 

beliefs have motivated Al-Qaeda (Nesser, 2006) in their so-called jihad against the West (and 

other Muslims in general).  

Although estimates vary by populations, region and definitions, overall, only a minority 

of Muslims sympathise with terrorism. For example, one study in the U.K. found that of 608 
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Muslims, 2.4% held views sympathetic toward violent protests and terrorist acts (refer to 

page 61 and onwards for a lengthier discussion of the prevalence of such thinking) (Bhui, 

Warfa, & Jones, 2014). However, the ramifications of the views of this minority have been 

severe, leading to the planning or perpetration of terrorist atrocities in both the Muslim world 

and the West, the most prominent being the terrorist attacks in the US on September 11, 

2001. Although the proportion of the adult Australian Muslim population that aligns with 

extremist ideologies is unknown, there are other indicators that radicalisation may be 

occurring. For instance, 420 Muslims are believed to have left Australia to join Syrian 

terrorist groups such as ISIS and Al-Qaeda linked groups (Brown, 2017). 

Researchers into this phenomenon have identified correlates and have posited theories 

and models to explain radicalisation. However, there is a paucity of evidence supporting what 

causes violent radicalisation/extremism, and existing evidence has inherent methodological 

limitations. In recent decades, retrospective analyses of terrorists, empirical cross-sectional 

investigations and a comparatively small number of  experimental studies (which can be 

considered applicable to radicalisation) have explored the possible causes and risk factors that 

lead to terrorism and radicalisation. The findings from these studies have contributed to the 

current body of knowledge associated with extremist thinking and terrorism. However, 

further research needs to be undertaken to understand the radicalisation process. Specifically, 

little attention has been directed to Muslim adolescents; a population in which radicalisation 

has undoubtedly been shown to occur. Further, although some have attempted to ascertain the 

prevalence of extremist thinking among adult Muslim populations, no enquiry has been 

undertaken within Australia focusing on adolescent Muslim populations. 

This study intends to fill this gap and achieve several aims. First, it seeks to understand 

the prevalence and nature of radicalised thinking amongst Australian Muslim adolescents. 

Second, it serves to identify what potential correlates of radicalisation are prevalent amongst 
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adolescents. Finally, it aims to provide empirical evidence identifying which potential 

correlates are in fact associated with radical thinking. While utilising social construction as its 

theoretical framework, the study’s aims have been accomplished through a mixed methods 

approach. The quantitative component involved administering surveys to adolescent Muslims 

in Islamic high schools to measure potential correlates and various manifestations of 

extremist thinking.  The qualitative component of the study involved conducting focus groups 

as a means of exploring issues related to violent extremism. This is cross-sectional research. 

It does not investigate the development of extremist beliefs within adolescent Muslims. 

However, investigating factors associated with those who do harbour extremist thoughts, as 

done here, can suggest their importance in the process of radicalisation. Scholarly literature 

investigating the psychology of radicalisation identifies a number of factors which contribute 

to radicalisation. Such factors include the influence of extremist ideology, association with 

extremists, empathic and altruistic motivations underlying terrorism, Western relations with 

the Muslim world, socio-economic disadvantage, personal experiences, criminal activity, 

globalisation and modernisation, the influence of cultural and religious identities, integration, 

racism and Islamophobia, ideas about Muslim superiority and supremacy, emotions, age and 

gender. Chapter Two discusses these factors in detail.  

Factors that can catalyse radicalisation include actual recruitment into terrorist groups 

and exposure to extremist propaganda, which has become increasingly accessible due to the 

internet. Mainstream media also plays a role. For example, broadcasting graphic images from 

war-torn Muslim countries evokes a strong reaction that can increase support for terrorist 

groups, or in exacerbating risk factors of radicalisation such as racism and Islamophobia 

(Nasser-Eddine, Garnham, Agostino, & Caluya, 2011). Certain events, may also accelerate 

radicalisation. For example, terrorist groups have used the West’s occupation of Muslim 

lands to justify their attacks (Nesser, 2006). Experiencing traumatic events first hand or 
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developing awareness about fellow Muslim struggles also serves to influence support for 

extremist thinking. Chapter Two discusses these in further detail. 

Certain theories have been posited to understand the development of radicalisation. 

Such theories include terror management theory, uncertainty reduction theory, significance 

questing and compensatory control theory.  Some theories focus on certain triggers, such as 

group threat, death salience, the need for significance and the need for control as causing 

radicalisation. Other theories identify morality as a pretext of radicalisation, such as moral 

disengagement theory, the theory of integrated moral conviction, and situational action 

theory. Social learning theory also seeks to explain radicalisation. Again, Chapter Two 

discusses these models.  

Finally, a number of models of radicalisation have been developed. Some posit the 

individual as the instigator of further radicalisation, such as the New York Police Department 

(NYPD) model. The Danish Intelligence Service (PET) model conceptualises extremist 

individuals and groups as instigators. Several models involve a first stage of radicalisation 

being characterised by an individual already in a state of vulnerability to the radicalisation 

process. These include the integrated model, Wiktrowicz’s model, the PET model, the NYPD 

model and the staircase metaphor. Conversely, the root cause model and Roy’s model present 

models primarily concerned with how this vulnerability is developed, acknowledging the 

influence of various micro and macro factors. These models are discussed in more detail in 

Chapter Two. 

There is currently a paucity of methodologically robust empirical evidence which 

serves to explain the causes of radicalisation. Case studies of known terrorists have been used 

retrospectively to inform scholarly positions. However, such retrospective analysis is prone to 

hindsight bias, does not include direct access to the terrorists themselves, and fails to argue a 

strong case for what caused an individual’s radicalisation. Other research is based on cross-
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sectional and correlational analyses, but cannot be used to infer causes of radicalisation. 

Some research exists that is experimental in design. Although such methodologies present 

stronger cases for causation in contrast to case studies, cross sectional and correlational 

approaches, this form of research may contain poor ecological validity. Each form of 

evidence has its advantages and disadvantages. It is evident however, that more empirical 

evidence is needed to explain the radicalisation process, especially with a focus on earlier 

phases of radicalisation. 

Specifically, there are two areas requiring further empirical investigation: first, a more 

robust understanding of factors that may contribute towards radicalisation; and second, an 

understanding of the prevalence of radical/extremist thinking or attitudes among young 

Australians who may sympathise with terrorism. This research seeks to fill these gaps and 

contribute to the limited body of knowledge in this area.  

This research sought to address these gaps by attempting to: (a) understand the 

prevalence of thinking/attitudes among Muslim adolescents that may lead to violent 

extremism, (b) identify the possible factors implicated in the radicalisation of Muslim 

adolescents, and (c) test which implicated factors are associated with extremist thinking and 

sympathy with terrorism.  

The theoretical framework used in this research is social constructionism. Social 

constructionism asserts that within the realm of human phenomena including attitudes, 

opinions and perspectives, reality and the ‘truth’ are all subjective and are socially 

constructed (Berger & Luckmann, 1966). This aligns suitably to a study of the phenomenon 

of radicalisation, given that radicalisation’s implicated factors are predominantly influenced 

by social forces.  

To address the aims of this research a mixed methods approach was implemented. The 

quantitative component consisted of cross-sectional research undertaken with 269 Islamic 
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high school students. This involved administering a questionnaire that measured a number of 

implicated factors for radicalisation and various measures of extremist thinking. The 

qualitative component of the research comprised nine focus groups of metropolitan Islamic 

high school Muslim students in Australia. These focus groups aimed to explore attitudes and 

knowledge about terrorism and extremist thinking. In so doing, this qualitative component 

augmented this research by providing a much-needed and comprehensive insight into how 

Islamic high school students subjectively object to, or sympathise with violent extremism. 

Further to this cross-sectional analysis, this research also included a quasi-experimental 

study that compared the responses of a sub-sample of the final participant group drawn from 

one target school recruited for the study at two time points in 2013 and 2014. Before the data 

collection commenced in 2013, the socio-political climate in Australia was relatively 

uneventful compared to that in 2014 (i.e., before the data collection point in 2014). Events in 

2014 included the rise of ISIS and its terrorism, the Prime Minister’s official heightening of 

Australia’s terror alert level, and the Australian Police Force’s counter-terrorism operations. 

There were proposed changes to anti-terror legislation which were perceived as targeting 

Muslims. Finally, certain members of the Muslim community experienced harrassment and 

abuse. These events are discussed in Chapter Three. The occurrence of these events between 

the two periods of data collection created the fortuitous opportunity for an in-depth 

investigation of the influence of factors implicated in radicalisation such as uncertainty, death 

salience, significance loss, identity, racism and relative group deprivation.  

Chapter One of this thesis will outline a general introduction to the thesis. Chapter Two 

will provide a review of the literature on radicalisation. The term ‘radicalisation’ will be 

defined, the exploration of radicalisation will be considered from an Islamic perspective, and 

correlates of radicalisation such as risk factors, triggers and catalysts will be presented. The 

chapter will also summarise key theories and models posited in the field. In Chapter Three, 
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the socio-political and developmental (psychological and spiritual) contexts relevant to this 

study’s participants will be summarised. Chapter Four addresses the theoretical framework 

employed to direct this research, namely social constructionism. In Chapter Five, the 

methodology selected for the study will be outlined providing a synthesis of the quantitative 

component (i.e., the questionnaire) and the qualitative component (i.e., the focus groups) of 

the investigation. Chapter Six will present the quantitative findings of the study. Chapter 

Seven will delineate the qualitative findings that emerged from the focus group component of 

the research. Chapter Eight will provide a discussion and interpretation of the prevalence and 

nature of radicalised thinking measured in this study. Chapter Nine will discuss and interpret 

first, the prevalence rates found for the factors investigated in this study that have previously 

been implicated in radicalisation and second, the relationship these factors shared with 

radicalised thinking.  Finally, Chapter Ten will conclude with a summary of findings and 

implications for future research and recommendations for policy and practices associated 

with addressing radicalisation specifically in Australia, and more broadly, internationally. 
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Chapter Two: Literature review 

 

Introduction 

The threat of terrorism perpetrated in the name of Islam has become of great concern 

worldwide. Research into terrorism in the name of Islam has mainly focused on the contexts 

of Europe and America with little research within the Australian context. Furthermore, even 

less research has been devoted to the process of radicalisation that may lead to violent 

extremism or terrorism. Existing research into the radicalisation process has involved 

convicted terrorists, studying their lives retrospectively to identify correlates of radicalisation 

including risk factors, triggers and catalysts1, for the emergence of radicalisation. Models 

have been developed, and theories have been applied, to explain radicalisation and factors 

that contribute toward it. This literature review will summarise research focusing on 

‘radicalisation’ (the term ‘radicalisation’ will be defined further below). Gaps in existing 

research will be identified as part of the review.  

Radicalisation is not phenomena specific to any one group of people. A possible end 

product of radicalisation is terrorism, although this is not always the case (Schmid, 2013). 

Various groups, including religious and political bodies, have arguably been sustained by 

fighters who underwent radicalisation; for example, Spain’s ETA (a nationalist group), 

Ireland’s IRA (a Catholic group), the KKK (an American white supremacist group), Sri 

                                                 

1 These terms can best be understood from an epidemiological perspective. A ‘risk factor’ refers to a factor that 

increases susceptibility to an unhealthy event (in this case, radicalisation). A ‘trigger’ initiates or stimulates an 

action (or in this case, radicalisation). And a ‘catalyst’ is a substance (or in this case, a factor) that accelerates a 

chemical reaction (or in this case, radicalisation) (Harris, Nagy & Vardaixs, 2010). 
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Lanka’s Tamil Tigers, and Sinhala Buddhists groups.  However, this research will focus on 

radicalisation among adolescent Muslims within an Australian context.  

This chapter will review the literature related to radicalisation within a Western context, 

broadly. The chapter will begin by reviewing the Islamic perspective of the notion of 

radicalisation and its corollary, extremism, to provide the reader with an Islamic lens through 

which to view these concepts. It will also draw upon existing literature to establish a 

definition of radicalisation. This chapter will go on to discuss factors that have been 

implicated in the radicalisation process.  Theories and models posited to explain 

radicalisation will also be discussed. The literature covered in this literature review does not 

comment on radicalisation and its contributing factors during the age of adolescence. Hence, 

this chapter provides a rationale behind why the present study, focusing on adolescents, is 

needed to add to the current body of literature on radicalisation.  

Radicalisation and extremism in Islam 

In Islamic history, extremism emerged as early as the eighth century. The Kharawij or 

Kharijites were the first known group of Muslims to hold extreme views inconsistent with the 

mainstream community, earning them the label ‘seceders’ or those who exit the community. 

Among other violent extremist manifestations, they were responsible for the assassination of 

the 8th century caliph (political successor to the Prophet Muhammad), Uthman bin Affan 

(Awan, 2008; Tahir-ul-Qadri, 2010). Contrary to mainstream Islam, they deemed that 

disobedience to their interpretation of the Qur’an was a form of disbelief and permitted the 

killing of Muslims and non-Muslim minorities in Muslim lands (Tahir-ul-Qadri, 2010).  Al-

Mutairi (2001) comments that contemporary violent extremist Muslims and their groups are 

very similar to the Kharijites in their ideological underpinnings. Some commentators have 

argued that the ideology of contemporary terrorists is based upon the ideology of the 
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Kharijites  (Ahamd Kamaal Abu al-Majd, Saalim al-Banisaawi, Lt Hasan Saadiq Sadat, all 

cited in Al-Mutairi, 2001). Others like al-Samuraa’ee (Al-Mutairi, 2001) refute the idea that 

modern terrorists developed their ideologies from the Kharijites.  

References to ‘extremism’ and ‘radicalisation’ can be found in the Qur’an (Islam’s holy 

text) and hadith (authenticated collections of Prophet Muhammad’s statements, actions and 

tacit approvals).  For example, the Qur’an (5:77) cautions against extremism in religion, 

“Say: O people of the book, exceed not (la taghlu)  in your religion the bound, trespassing 

beyond the truth, nor follow the vain desires of people who went wrong in times gone by, 

who misled many, and strayed (themselves) from the straight way.”2 Similarly, in the hadith, 

Prophet Muhammad said, “Beware of going beyond the bounds of the religion. The people 

before you were destroyed by going to extremes (ghuloo) in their religion” (Ahmad, ibn 

Khuzaimah, al-Nasaa’ee, & ibn Maajah, all cited in Al-Mutairi, 2001). The imperatives found 

in the above verse and hadith refer to the prohibition of ghuloo, an Arabic noun that has 

various connotations including excessiveness, extreme, exaggeration and other similar 

meanings. Certainly, extremism that leads to serious harm such as the killing of innocent 

people is categorically prohibited.   

Based on these references to extremism and radicalism, Islamic scholars have identified 

and defined the following terms.  Al-ghuloo is the term used for extremism, being hard and 

strict beyond the proper limits, and in the religious sense, to go beyond the limits of Islamic 

law (Al-Mutairi, 2001). Similar to this concept is al-tațarruf, which refers to coming to the 

limit of something, such as the limits of sharia (Islamic law), i.e., radicalism (Al-Mutairi, 

2001). Hence, al-tațarruf is a more general concept than al-ghuloo (Al-Mutairi, 2001). 

Islamic scholars also use other terms that are attributes and manifestations of extremism such 

                                                 
2 Other translations render the verse thus ‘Say, ‘People of the Book, do not overstep the bounds of truth in your 

religion and do not follow the whims of those who went astray before you– they led many others astray and 

themselves continue to stray from the even path.’ (Abdel Haleem 2005).  
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as at-tanațu’ (exorbitance or extravagance in speech or action), at-tashaddud (forcefulness or 

rigidity), and  al-‘unf (harshness, an antonym for gentle or soft) (Al-Mutairi, 2001). Al-

Mutairi (2001) discusses ways in which extremism can occur in one’s doctrinal beliefs, in 

one’s actions, in one’s interpretation of Islamic scriptures, in its rulings, and in one’s attitudes 

towards others (Al-Mutairi, 2001). 

As stated earlier, extremism has been observed in the belief systems of various Islamic 

sects. The Khawarij, for example, rejected human arbitration in political disputes based on 

the verse of the Qur’an “Verily the rule is for none but God” (Qur’an 6: 57; 12: 40, 67).  

According to mainstream Muslim scholars their interpretation was in violation of the sunnah, 

the prophetic way (Al-Mutairi, 2001). The Khawarij, as well as the mutazilites, raafidha and 

jahamiya, were groups which developed extreme ideologies in religion by declaring sinful 

Muslims to be disbelievers (Al-Mutairi, 2001). This formed the basis for permitting the 

bloodshed of such ‘disbelievers’ (Al-Mutairi, 2001). Extremism has also been applied to 

religious actions (deeds), specifically deeds of worship. Ample examples exist within the 

Prophetic hadith which criticize this form of extremism.3 

Terrorism and its ideology are considered a form of religious extremism whereby the 

terrorist violates sharia (Islamic sacred law). Terrorist organisations might claim to be 

carrying out jihad, a term and concept that forms a part of Islam, in terms of terrorist acts. 

However, the mainstream opinion of Muslim scholars is that terrorism is a form of extremism 

and is not jihad.  

                                                 

3 For example, the Imams Al-Bukhari and Muslim recorded a hadith about 3 men who asked the Prophet’s 

wives about his acts of worship and upon hearing it seemingly thought little of them. They said, “Where are we 

with respect to the Prophet. Verily, Allah has forgiven for him his past and later sins.” One of the three men 

said, “As for me, I shall pray the whole night long.” Another said, “I shall fast continuously without breaking 

my fast.” The third said, “I shall remain away from women and will never marry.” The prophet then came and 

said, “By Allah, I am most fearful of Allah and most conscious of Him. However, I fast and break my fast, pray 

and sleep and I marry women. Whoever turns away from my way of life is not from me.” There are other 

examples of extreme deeds that the prophet disapproved (see Al-Mutairi (2001) for a more developed 

discussion). 
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For example, the Council of Senior Ulema, the highest scholarly body in Saudi Arabia, 

collectively issued a fatwa denouncing terrorism (Royal Embassy of Saudi Arabia, 2010). 

Prominent Pakistani and British scholar Dr Tahir-ul-Qadri (2010) argues at length why 

terrorism is forbidden in Islam.  In sum, within contemporary Muslim scholarship terrorism is 

rejected as a valid manifestation of jihad because it violates Islamic laws and principles of 

jihad.  

In 2014, a statement entitled ‘Letter to Baghdadi’ (n.d.) was released online refuting 

major tenants of ISIS’s ideology. This included a denunciation of the killing of innocents and 

journalists, the unacceptability of labelling Muslims as apostates, and Baghdadi’s illegitimacy 

in calling ISIS a caliphate and waging offensive jihad. The letter initially included 122 

Muslim scholars as signatories, including scholars who were prominent throughout the world. 

Further signatories who are scholars or Muslim leaders continue to be added. 

Definition of radicalism 

The previous section discussed Islamic references to extremism and radicalisation. This 

section will provide definitions of radicalisation drawn from the literature focusing on this 

phenomenon.  

The term ‘radicalisation’ is a key term used when discussing trajectories towards 

committing acts of terrorism. However it is often used in such discourse without being 

defined. For example the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO) provides no definition 

of radicalisation (AAP-6) (Allied Administrative Publication No. 6, 20134). Further, the term 

‘radical’ and its derivatives are not defined in the Department of Defence’s Dictionary of 

                                                 
4 This is NATO’s reference document of the Military Committee Terminology Standardization Programme 

(MCTSP) 
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Military Terms (2017), which is the United States’ Department of Defence’s version of 

NATO’s AAP-6.  

Radicalisation carries several dictionary definitions. Of relevance to the present 

discussion, it applies to social or political change. The Oxford Dictionary defines radical as 

“representing or supporting an extreme or progressive section of a political party” (Oxford 

Dictonary, 2017). To radicalise therefore, as defined by the Oxford Dictionary, is to cause 

someone “to adopt radical positions on political or  social issues” (Oxford Dictonary, 2017). 

The Cambridge Dictionary defines the term ‘radical’ as “believing or expressing the belief 

that there should be great or extreme social or political change” (Cambridge Advanced 

Learner's Dictionary & Thesaurus, 2017).  

Neumann (2008) defines radicalism as “what goes on before the bombs go off”. 

However, this definition is extremely limited as it fails to give consideration to the dynamics 

associated with the period preceding an act of terrorism that would be classified as 

radicalisation. Several clearer definitions have been proposed. According to the Netherlands’ 

General Intelligence and Security Service (AVID) report, radicalism refers to “the active 

pursuit of and/or support for far-reaching changes in society which may constitute a danger to 

the continuity of the democratic legal order (aim), possibly by using undemocratic methods 

(means) which may harm the functioning of that order (effect)” (AVID, 2007, p. 10). The 

report goes on to state, “by extension, then, radicalisation is the process of increasing 

readiness to pursue such changes – possibly by undemocratic means – and/or to encourage 

others to do so” (AVID, 2007, p. 20). By contrast, AIVD’s definition is more detailed than 

Neumann’s and mainly focuses on political change by undemocratic means. 

Mandel (2010) explores at length the meaning of radicalism extracting from lexical and 

commonplace usages of the word. Mandel concludes that radicalism is best defined as, “an 

increase in and/or reinforcing of extremism in the thinking, sentiments, and/or behaviours of 
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individuals and/or groups of individuals.” However, this relies upon an agreed upon meaning 

for the term ‘extreme’. Mandel (2010) refers to extremism as terrorism. The Danish 

Intelligence Service’s PET model parallels Mandel’s conceptualisation of the term, asserting 

that radicalisation is  “a process, by which a person to an increasing extent accepts the use of 

undemocratic or violent means, including terrorism, in an attempt to reach a specific 

political/ideological objective” (PET, 2009, p. 1, as cited in Veldhuis & Staun, 2009).  

Further, the European Commission (EC) defines radicalism as “the phenomenon of people 

embracing opinions, views and ideas which could lead to acts of terrorism” (European 

Commission, 2006).  

Based on the definitions cited above, and given the absence of consensus on an exact 

meaning, the following definition of radicalism will be utilised to conceptualise the term 

within the context of this literature review. Radicalisation involves an individual or a group in 

a process of indoctrination to a set of beliefs that support acts of terrorism manifested in one’s 

behaviour and attitudes. Radicalism however does not necessarily equate to terrorism. For 

example, an individual may be a radical (a supporter of terrorism) yet hold no intentions of 

committing acts of terrorism or violence. This then raises the issue of whether it is 

‘radicalism’ or ‘terrorism’ which should be the central focus of concern. Some theorists hold 

that radicalism typically precedes terrorism (Sageman, 2007; Silber & Bhatt, 2007), making 

radicalisation an equally important topic of investigation. However, there might exist some 

individuals who commit terrorism whilst circumventing the process of radicalisation, which 

warrants attention in current research. Regardless, for the purpose of this research, focus was 

placed on radicalisation as a process (as defined above) preceding any violent act such as 

terrorism.  

Other broader definitions of radicalism and associated terms exist that will not be 

discussed in this literature review. Such definitions encompass certain traditional or 
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fundamental practices in Islam that contrast starkly with Western cultural practices. For 

example, Murshed and Pavan (2009) branded wearing the hijab (the Muslim woman’s 

headscarf) in the West as a form of radicalism. Due to the excessive use of broader non-

Muslim understandings of radicalism, extremism and fundamentalism (used seemingly 

synonymously), al-Mutairi (2001) criticizes the West for branding practicing, non-secular 

Muslims as extremists alongside those who, by an Islamic definition are extremists, such as 

terrorists. In the Western media, terms like ‘fundamentalist Muslims’ vaguely imply 

opposition to modernity and freedom of thought, denoting bigoted and oppressive positions 

(Renold, 2002). Also, Islamic political parties, such as Hizbut-Tahrir and Jamat Islami, which 

seek to use the democratic process to win power in the government, and establish the sharia 

as the underpinning framework for their constitution, are branded as ‘radical’ (Wiktorowicz, 

2005). The above connotations of radicalism/radicalisation are not utilised in this research.   

Since the present work is based on a definition of radicalism that utilizes terrorism as a key 

construct, the term ‘terrorism’ will also be defined. Similar to radicalisation, there is no 

consensus on what defines terrorism. For the purposes of this thesis however, the general 

definition of terrorism (drafted during the 1999 ‘International Convention for the Suppression 

of the Financing of Terrorism’) will be presented, as follows:,: 

Any other act intended to cause death or serious bodily injury to a civilian, or to any 

other person not taking an active part in hostilities in a situation of armed conflict, 

when the purpose of such an act, by its nature or context, is to intimidate a population, 

or to compel a Government or an international organization to do or to abstain from 

doing any act (Golder & Williams 2004, p. 274).  
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Risk factors and correlates of radicalism amongst Muslims 

The previous section presented definitions for radicalism and its associated terms. This 

section will examine factors that have been implicated in radicalisation, particularly factors 

that have been identified that place one at risk of radicalising. 

Religious risk factors 

The justification for committing acts of terrorism can extend to reasons beyond religion 

(Satana, Inman, & Birnir, 2013).  However, for the terrorist who gives his or her life for their 

‘religion’s cause’, religion can be the most significant reason (Guess, Tuason, & Teixeira, 

2007). The following section discusses how Islam has been used to justify terrorism.  

The Salafi/Wahhabi movement 

The Salafi and Wahhabi movements have been considered by some to influence a shift 

towards radicalism. According to the International Crisis Group (International Crisis Group 

(ICQ), 2007) the Salafi movement, particularly the jihadist version (as opposed to the 

reformist version) opposes the West's oppressive military and political presence in Muslim 

lands and hence advocates for armed resistance. Schwartz (2007) calls this offshoot ‘neo-

Salafism’. Members of the Wahhabi movement, while separating themselves from Salafis, 

share the neo-Salifist’s extreme intolerance for ‘infidels’ or non-Muslims (Schwartz, 2007). 

How popular the jihadist channels of the Wahhabi/neo-Salafi movements are in Australia is 

unknown. Salafi-Wahhabi literature and scholarly influence has reached many Muslim 

populations due to the support of the wealthy Saudi government in the form of propagation of 

literature, particularly during the hajj (annual pilgrimage) (Schwartz, 2007). This should not 

be cause for concern, as Silke (2008) explains that only a minority of Salafi Muslims support 

global jihad.  
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Radical Muslim figures 

A number of contemporary Muslim figures have received increasing attention and have 

advocated that terrorism is an Islamically valid form of jihad. In the 20th century, Syed Qutb 

(died 1966) was a prominent Egyptian scholar who was believed to have been instrumental in 

laying the foundations of contemporary radical Islam (Calvert, 2010). Qutb’s (1964) book 

Milestones, advocated for the Muslims’ need to use power to make God sovereign in the 

world, including in both the ‘decadent’ Western and Muslim worlds. Without being given the 

opportunity to explicitly promote violence as a result of his execution, interpretations of his 

works following his demise have founded violent and radical agendas in Egypt and abroad 

(Calvert, 2010). Other historic scholars that have contributed to modern radicalism included 

Abul A’la Maududi and Abd al-Salam Faraj (Hassan, 2008). It is believed that a fatwa issued 

by the 14th century scholar, Ibn Tayimiyyah (whose views influenced Abdul Wahhab and the 

Wahhabi movement), were foundational in inspiring these 20th century scholars in their 

radicalist views (Schwartz, 2007).5 

In terms of the contemporary context, two Muslim figures are prominent in the 

advocacy of terrorism, Osama bin Laden, who died in 2011 and Anwar al-Awlaki who also 

died in 2011. Osama bin Laden, a Saudi citizen, fought alongside the U.S. in Afghanistan 

against the Russian invaders (Scheuer, 2011). Later bin Laden formed and led the terrorist 

organisation Al-Qaeda (Scheuer, 2011). He signed a fatwa advocating the killing of 

American military and civilians ("Bin Laden, others sign fatwa to 'kill Americans' 

everywhere," 1998). Al-Qaeda was involved in several attacks on the U.S. including 

                                                 
5 This fatwa of Ibn Taymiyyah has undergone scrutiny by a group of 15 leading Islamic scholars who gathered 

in Mardin, Turkey, in 2010. By referring back to an original manuscript of the fatwa they concluded that two 

letters of one word were distorted. So instead of being an order to ‘fight’ those outside Islamic authority as their 

due, it was actually an admonition to ‘treat’ such people according to their rights (al-Turayri, 2010; Murshed, 

2011). 
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embassies, a navy ship and the attacks on September 11, 2001 where New York’s twin 

towers were destroyed and Washington’s pentagon was attacked (Scheuer, 2011).  

Anwar al-Awlaki was also recognized as a prominent advocate for terrorism as a form 

of jihad. Interestingly al-Awlaki publicly denounced terrorism after September 11, 2001 

(Bormann, 2011). The belief is held that his moderate views changed to conform to a more 

extreme interpretation of jihad following his imprisonment in Yemen during 2004 due to his 

alleged association with extremists.  According to his ‘spiritual brother’ Imam Abdul Malik 

Johari, he was tortured and imprisoned by order of the American government (Bormann, 

2011).  Also during his imprisonment it is understood that he was strongly influenced by the 

works of Syed Qutb (Salafi Manhaj, 2009).  Al-Awlaki was a talented orator, fluent in 

English and Arabic, and his lectures populate the internet; as such he was branded the ‘bin 

Laden of the internet’ (Right Side News, 2010). He was believed to be a regional commander 

for Al-Qaeda (Right Side News, 2010). However, he held no qualification from any Islamic 

institute, but rather held ijazas (certifications conferred by a teacher to a student to transmit 

certain knowledge) in several general areas of Islam and narrations of major hadith 

collections (al-Awlaki, 2009). While MacEoin (2010) criticised him for lacking the education 

of a scholar by ignoring his ijazas and only taking his short formal education into 

consideration, the true nature of the ijazas conferred upon him is uncertain and may 

potentially have qualified him as being equivalent to an Islamic scholar with formal 

qualifications in Islam. 

The justification for Muslim terrorism 

Comparing violent radical movements in the Muslim world to the Western world 

The previous section delineated key figures identifying with radical Islam.  This section 

will explain how radical Muslims justify their terrorist ideologies. In the Muslim world, 
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radical movements arose during the 20th century after colonized Muslim countries (in Africa, 

the Middle East, and Asia) gained independence and became nations controlled by corrupt, 

oppressive or authoritarian regimes (Hassan, 2008). Due to the significant struggles in the 

development of such nations, prominent works by Abul A’la Maududi, Sayyid Qutb, and 

Abdul Salam Faraj, idealizing the Islamic state and advocating for violent uprising, 

precipitated the rise of militant groups within Muslim countries (Hassan, 2008). Movements 

that arose in this vein included the Muslim Brotherhood, Jamaat-e-Islami, Jemaah Islamiah, 

the Islamic Salvation Front, the Islamic Republican Party, the Taliban, and Al-Qaeda. Not all 

of these organisations may be considered radical however, but rather Islamist (advocating for 

Islamic governance) (Hassan, 2008). Modern radical groups that combine religiosity with 

fighting enemies and aggression include: Jamaah Islamiah and Laskar Jihad in Indonesia, 

Kumpulan Mujahideen in Malaysia, the Pattani United Liberation Front in Thailand, MILF 

and Abu Sayyaf Group in the Philippines, Laskar-e Toiba, Hizbul Mujahideen, Joishe 

Mohammad and Harkutul Jehad in Pakistan, the Taliban in Afghanistan, the Islamic 

Movement of Uzbekistan, Hamas in the Palestinian territories, The armed Islamic Group of 

Algeria (GIA), Egyptian Islamic Jihad (Tanzim al-Jihad), Al-Ansar Mujahidin of Chechnya, 

Ansar al-Islam and Abu Musab Al-Zarqawi Network in Iraq (Hassan, 2008). More recently, 

Jabhat Al Nusra, which is linked to Al-Qaeda, the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria, and 

Somalia’s Al Shabaab have emerged as prominent terrorist organisations. However it can be 

understood that in Muslim countries, radicalisation occurs to uproot unjust and un-Islamic 

regimes and create an Islamic state (Nasser-Eddine, et al., 2011; Post et al., 2009).  

Extremist figures have identified several prominent justifications for advocating 

terrorist activities targeting Western populations.  One argument used by terrorists is 

retaliation against the presence of foreign armies in Saudi Arabia, the holy land. Attacks on 

army bases have occurred in Saudi Arabia, for example, as well as Al-Qaeda’s attacks on 
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September 11, 2001 (Schwartz, 2007). These extreme actions are based on the hadith of the 

prophet Muhammad “Two religions shall not co-exist in the land of the Arabs” (Malik, n.d., 

as cited in Lewis, 2003). A second argument is the West’s involvement in wars with Muslim 

countries. Jemaah Islamiyah (JI), in their statement after the 2004 Jakarta bombings that 

targeted Australians and the Australian embassy, mentioned that they were punishing 

Australia for being involved in killing Muslims in Iraq (Ramakrishna, 2005). 

Terrorist misinterpretations of Islam 

Another factor that promotes acts of terrorism includes extremists’ misinterpretation of 

Islamic texts. Terrorist groups misuse the term jihad, which they purport to be carrying out. 

Mainstream Muslim scholars define jihad as a struggle against sin that can sometimes be 

manifested by actual fighting, but when done so is governed by rules (Chertoff, 2008). Such 

rules would include not harming civilians (non-combatants) (Doi, 1984), and waging war to 

remove injustice, but only as a last resort (Afsaruddin, 2007; Doi, 1984). Chertoff (2008) 

states that terrorist groups ignore the specific restrictions of jihad but fight the West using 

this term. Martin (2010) mentions that Al-Qaeda justifies their transcendence for the sharia 

restrictions on jihad if they perceive a war to be a ‘just war’. 

Other terms that are often misunderstood by terrorist organisations of Islamic texts are 

al-wala’ and al-bara’. For example, al-Awlaki (Al-Awlaki, 2010) refers to these two terms 

several times as a foundation of his ideology. Mohamed (2009) writes that linguistically al-

wala’ means “loyalty, devotion or love” (p. 79) and is used in Islam to refer to love for the 

sake of Allah, His messenger, the believers and those worthy of Allah’s pleasure.  Mohamed 

(2009) explains that al-bara’  linguistically means “extrication, free from anything or anyone, 

devoid of blame or hate” (p. 79) and is used in Islam to refer to being free from transgressing 

God’s laws, disbelieving in God, associating partners with God, and anything that is 
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destructive. While the correct interpretation of this indicates that Muslims should largely live 

peacefully with non-Muslims, Mohamed (2009) mentions that these concepts have been 

misinterpreted to mean that the relationship Muslims should have with non-Muslims should 

be based on enmity, a corollary of which is war, aggression and killing non-Muslims in the 

so-called name of jihad.  

Perceived scholarly authority 

This section will discuss the problem of perceived scholarly authority and its 

interaction with radicalisation. Anwar al-Awlaki’s worldwide audience is a clear example of 

lay Muslims who do not necessarily exercise the discernment required to determine orthodox 

scholars of Islam. For this reason Muslims may be vulnerable, especially in the world of 

online fatwas (religious verdicts), to radicalist ideas. Another example is the deceased Osama 

bin Laden, who was esteemed as being a more trustworthy, genuine and rightly-guided figure 

than ‘mainstream’ scholars who are considered corrupt and subservient to their democratic 

governments (Awan, 2008). However, even beyond the internet, there are not always clear 

scholarly bodies or hierarchies acknowledged for their supreme erudition, hence fringe 

‘scholars’ can still gain attention and following, further promoting the radicalist cause.  

Religious experiences 

When considering radicalisation as a process, transitional religious experiences (TREs) 

have been identified to commonly precede radicalisation (Awan, 2008). There are 5 types of 

experiences:  

• Adoption,  

• Intensification, 

• Transition, 
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• Attenuation, and  

• Defection.  

Awan (2008) however focuses on two types associated with hyper religiosity: 

intensification and adoption/transition. Intensification is an escalated movement in religious 

commitment, i.e., becoming more religiously observant. Adoption/transition is where a 

person moves from having no religious belief or conviction to having belief and conviction, 

such as in conversion. Such a change could be sudden or gradual. Individuals can undergo 

multiple TREs in their life, making them an inexact predictor of radicalisation. Furthermore, 

a TRE does not mean an individual will definitely radicalise. Nevertheless, TREs are 

observed to occur in the background of known radicals. For example, in the case of two 

terrorists, Asif Hanif and Sajid Badat (Dodd, Vasagar, & Branigan, 2003; Johnson, Carrell, & 

McGirk, 2003), both experienced gradual TREs in their adolescence, then some years later a 

sudden transition experience that closely accompanied radicalisation occurred. According to 

Awan (2008) a lag between a TRE and radicalist inclination occurs in many, if not all, 

terrorists.  Awan suggests a catalyst of some sort, like an abrupt transition experience may be 

responsible, although he provides no clarification of what such an experience might be.  

Awan also asserts that before the TRE, an individual experiences confusion and crisis, with 

Islam being found as the solution.  

Some antecedents of TREs have been loosely identified by Awan (2008). They include 

a communal nature, criminal activity, and disaffection from mainstream politics.  They also 

include characteristic antecedents for those who radicalise in the West, including: middle 

class status, higher levels of education, a young age, gender (male), and married status with 

children (Bakker, 2006; Sageman, 2004). Empirical support of these antecedents and the role 

of TREs in radicalisation are lacking and may be based on retrospective analysis of terrorists. 

Further, although antecedents precede a TRE, they may not necessarily represent the causes 
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of a TRE. Better understanding regarding the cause of a TRE, especially a TRE that takes a 

radical form, is necessary. 

Muslim identification 

The previous section discussed various religious issues and how they might contribute 

to radicalisation. This section will discuss Muslim identification and the various ways it has 

been linked to radicalisation. Threats to a group or its values evoke strong defensive 

reactions.  Furthermore, identification leads to strong attachment with other Muslims, and 

when combined with Muslim suffering and altruistic intentions, can elicit efforts to defend or 

protest Muslim suffering. Both phenomena can manifest in violent acts of terrorism. What 

follows is a discussion of these consequences of Muslim identification. 

Mechanics of identification 

Strong identification with the Muslim ummah (the global community of Muslim 

followers) is one factor that is identified in the development of radicalisation. Two relevant 

theories that assist in explaining this phenomenon are the self-categorisation theory (Turner, 

1982, 1984) and the social identification theory (Ellemers, Spears, & Doosje, 2002; Ellemers, 

Van Knippenberg, De Vries, & Wilke, 1988; Tajfel, 1979). These theories overlap on several 

dimensions of relevance to the case of Muslim radicalisation. The theories serve to explain 

how people define themselves by their group membership, and as such derive positive self-

esteem from their group identity.  Further, whatever group identity is salient determines how 

they think and behave (Ellemers et al., 2002; Tajfel, 1979). When a group comes under attack 

(threat) the group member will derogate out-groups (Tajfel, 1979) and favour the in-group 

(e.g., Smurda, Wittig, & Gokalp, 2006).  Hence Muslims in the West are in an ironically 

unique situation. Despite the influence of un-Islamic forces contained in Western society and 
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culture and xenophobic threat, Muslims cultivate their Islamic identity and rely heavily on it. 

For example in the UK, Muslim teenagers of Pakistani ethnicity are increasingly identifying 

strongly with their Muslim identities instead of their ethnicity (Saeed, Blain, & Forbes, 

1999). Roy (2004) argues that a threat to this valued religious identity can push Muslims to 

obsessively isolate themselves. Therefore, if Muslims perceive opposition to Muslims or 

Islam and its values, then strong defensive reactions could result including possible 

manifestation of violence. 

Empathy and altruism 

A Muslim’s strong connection with the Muslim ummah may contribute to their 

radicalisation. If an individual possesses a strong connection to the Muslim ummah, they are 

deeply empathic of the suffering of their ‘brothers and sisters’ in Islam around the world. 

These sufferings often occur at the hands of Western governments, either directly or 

indirectly (such as in Iraq, Afghanistan, Bosnia and Chechnya), and thereby (according to 

fallacious extremists’ reasoning like that of Anwar Al-Awlaki, (2010)) the  people who 

support (elect) these governments are also guilty and are therefore legitimate targets for 

attack.  

Mackie, Devos, and Smith (2000), Smith, Seger, and Mackie (2007) and Mackie, 

Silver, and Smith (2004) have shown that events that negatively affect a group member can 

elicit strong emotional experiences in other members. Similarly, Veldhuis and Staun (2009) 

posit that those who identify strongly with the ummah will experience the most intense 

collective emotions. This leads to a deep empathy for the sufferings of ‘brothers and sisters in 

Islam’ as has been observed in would-be suicide bombers (Awan, 2008).  
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It is further argued (Murshed & Pavan, 2009; Awan, 2008) that empathy for Muslim 

suffering may require association with altruism before a Muslim radicalises. There are two 

types of altruism: 

• Pure altruism where the individual gains utility when the cause is served by 

others, not necessarily obliging him or herself to shoulder the task; and  

• Impact philanthropy (Duncan, 2003) where the individual feels compelled to act 

personally in support of the just cause.  

Perhaps both types of altruism encompass radicalisation (since a radicalized individual 

might subscribe to a terrorist ideology without being willing to commit acts of terrorism), but 

the more dangerous form occurs in impact philanthropy when the individual is driven to 

perpetrate acts of terrorism.  

It is important to note that altruism, including impact philanthropy, can be influenced 

by one’s social group. Akerlof and Kranton (2000) discuss how one’s decision making is 

guided by perceptions of group opinion. Hence in this case if other Muslims are advocating 

the protest of injustices inflicted on their people, then individuals may internalise this, and in 

some cases such a phenomenon may lead to acts of terrorism. This is compounded when the 

Muslim identifies strongly, or even perceives greater similarity with a subgroup of Muslims 

who support a violent form of resistance and liberation. Hence strong group affiliation and 

identification, coupled with the intra-group suffering at the hands of others and feelings of 

altruism, can trigger or accelerate radicalisation 

Association with radicals  

Certain intricacies of social networking also place individuals at risk of radicalisation. 

For example, terrorists in Europe have been found to share similar demographic 
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characteristics such as ethnicity, age, place of residence and recruitment (Bakker, 2006). 

Furthermore, Veldhuis and Staun (2009) have posited that radical networks are akin to other 

social networks whose members, according to McPherson, Smith-Lovin and Cook (2001), 

typically share similar attitudes and behaviour. These social values are requisite of social 

interaction (Katz & Lazarsfeld, 1955; Lazarsfeld & Merton, 1954) and as such friendships are 

easily formed. Sageman (2004) argues that these friendship bonds are critical to in-group 

radicalisation. Hence friendships play a vital role in an individual joining a radical group. 

However, one might not necessarily need to be partially radicalised to befriend radicals. 

Common views on terrorism might not be required to establish strong friendships. 

The social influence of a group can also play a role in radicalising an individual. 

Radical groups would typically contain authority figures who, as has been found in artificial 

settings, naturally yield a power to elicit obedience (Milgram’s obedience studies (1963, 

1974; 1992)). This dynamic can in fact serve to prevent radicalism if charismatic leaders with 

good connections advocate peace. However, it can also be used to direct followers to commit 

acts of terrorism. Moreover, aside from leadership, the group itself can elicit strong 

obedience. People can feel compelled to act in ways desired by the group to earn praise, 

avoid punishment, and receive behavioural confirmation (Coleman, 1990). Further, as has 

been found in Asch’s (1951, 1955) laboratory experiments, people may possibly conform 

even if they lack strong personal conviction. 

There is also evidence to suggest that extremist ideas can spread within families. King, 

Noor, and Taylor (2011) found that families in Indonesia which included members of 

Jema’ah Islamiyah (JI) supported JI as well. In Australia, Harris-Hogan (2014) found that six 

families made up one quarter of Australia’s Muslim terrorist network. A recent example of 

this finding is that of Omar Succarieh who pleaded guilty to several terrorism charges in 2016 

(Bavas & Kos, 2016). His brother, Ahmed, is believed to be Australia’s first suicide bomber 
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in Syria (Petrinec, 2016). Although family affiliation with extremists can radicalise 

individuals, radicalisation can occur independently of family influence. Such is the case of 

Muslim girls who left Britain and Australia to join ISIS (Dearden, 2016; Maiden, 2014). 

Conversely, individuals can remain non-radicalised when certain family members are 

terrorists, such as author Zak Ebrahim, son of terrorist El Sayyid Nosair (Ebrahim & Giles, 

2014).  

Western relations with and policies regarding the Muslim world 

Perceiving hypocrisy and injustice within the West’s stance, in terms of relationship 

and subsequent interaction with the Muslim world, can be a significant contributor towards 

radicalisation.  Issues such as U.S. imperialism, the West’s position on the Israel/Palestine 

conflict, and governmental policies biased against the Muslim world are leveraged by 

extremist groups to create anti-Western sentiment and attract support (Roy, n.d., as cited in 

Nasser-Eddine et al., 2011; Awan, 2008; Veldhuis & Staun, 2009). The precursory step in 

this process – perceiving the West is at war with Islam and the Muslim world – is a belief 

already apparent amongst some Muslims. For example in the UK, many Muslims held the 

belief that the ‘war on terror’ was actually a war on Islam (Townsend, 2006). In a range of 

independent studies, the British government also found that there was an apparent 

relationship between British foreign policy in the Middle East and the growth of terror cells 

(Townsend, 2006).  

Socio-economic factors: Experienced deprivation, experienced affluence, and 

perceived relative deprivation 

Socio-economic disadvantage is also identified as placing an individual at risk of 

radicalisation (Murshed & Pavan, 2009; Veldhuis & Staun, 2009). For example, Muslims 

might attempt to find employment but are constantly rejected. Murshed and Pavan (2009) 
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present detailed statistics for many European nations, depicting the serious unemployment 

predicament of Muslims compared to other groups. Furthermore Muslims can sometimes be 

less educated, and live in poorer housing in Europe (European Monitoring Centre on Racism 

and Xenophobia (EUMC), 2006). This may serve to prevent Muslims from integrating with 

mainstream society (Veldhuis & Staun, 2009). While Murshed and Pavan (2009) and 

Veldhuis and Staun (2009) present no explicit explanation for this link with radicalism, one 

reason for this is that unemployment, discrimination, prejudice and poor quality of living 

distract one from engaging with society and increase frustration with it.  This disaffection and 

anger could possibly place Muslims at risk of radicalisation. This is consistent with the fact 

that some terrorists hail from disadvantaged or oppressed backgrounds, both in European and 

Middle Eastern countries (Blomberg, Hess, & Weerapana, 2004; Blomberg, & Weerapana, 

2004; Veldhuis & Staun, 2009).  

However, discourse also exists in opposition to this hypothesis. Within the Western and 

broader international context (Nasser-Eddine et al., 2011), or within the phenomenon of 

Muslim radicalisation  (Koomen & Van Der Pligt, 2015) evidence shows that lower socio-

economic circumstances like poverty and lower levels of education are not linked with 

radicalisation. This trend may exist as a result of impoverished individuals being primarily 

concerned with meeting their basic survival needs, in contrast to focusing on the goals 

terrorist organisations seek to achieve (Fair & Shepherd, 2006). Moreover, individuals who 

are highly educated are usually more ‘politically engaged’ (Krueger et al., 2003) and they 

may understand more complex political agendas that interest Muslims, which may manifest 

in peaceful, democratic activism, or more violent and extreme mobilisation of efforts. 

Evidence for this hypothesis was found by Bhui, Warfa, and Jones (2014), where support for 

violent protests and terrorism (which comprised 2.4% of their sample) was linked firstly to 

those under 20 years of age who were in full-time education rather than in employment, and 
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secondly to those born in Britain with higher levels of income. Other evidence exists to 

demonstrate that many terrorists in the West come from affluent, well-educated backgrounds 

(Bakker, 2006; Berrebi, 2003; Kruger & Maleckova, 2003; Sageman, 2004).  

The theory of relative deprivation is also posited to explain the relationship between 

high and low levels of socio-economic circumstances and radicalisation. This theory asserts 

that perceiving one’s self as being deprived of what one is entitled to, like being given less 

status, money or rank, leads to dissatisfaction, frustration, anger and resentment (Smith, 

Pettigrew, Pippin, & Bialosiewicz, 2012). This perception can stem from comparing one’s 

self to what others receive. Pargeter (2006) argues that this perception contributes to an 

individual’s vulnerability to radicalisation. This theory is applicable to individuals of lower 

socio-economic status who view themselves as being disadvantaged compared to others, as 

well as to more affluent and better educated individuals who perceive that their standing in 

their job and income is lower than others. 

Relative deprivation does not only occur on an individual level but on a group level, 

which is known as ‘group relative deprivation’ (Smith et al., 2012) or ‘fraternal deprivation’ 

(Runciman, 1966, as cited in Moghaddam, 2005). Perceiving disparity in opportunities and 

status granted to Muslims in comparison to non-Muslims in society may likely generate 

internal resentment and frustration. More globally, awareness of, and deep concern for, 

fellow Muslims in the world who are subjugated, oppressed and deprived would evoke 

considerable discontent, anger and frustration. Hence perceiving group relative deprivation 

might place one at risk of radicalisation. 

Personal experiences 

Certain personal experiences have also been identified as a risk factor for radicalisation. 

Personal experiences of perceived discrimination or rejection have been hypothesised to 
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induce radicalisation. Findings have shown, for example, that when people are ostracised or 

treated badly they usually and obviously become angry to the extent that they show hostility 

to others, regardless of whether they were the perpetrators of their maltreatment or not  

(Twenge, Baumeister, Tice, & Strucke, 2001). This ostracism in turn leads them to 

demonstrate a decrease in pro-social behaviour (Twenge, Baumeister, & DeWall, 2007).  

Criminal activity 

Criminal activity, and more specifically imprisonment, are correlated with 

radicalisation (Awan, 2008). Awan states that initially, inmates typically have little 

knowledge about what Islam might really say about terrorism. Hence, they are vulnerable to 

misinterpreted teachings of Islam from seemingly more ‘learned’ brothers or imams in 

prison. Furthermore, they can quickly form cohesive groups due to their confinement, similar 

personality and backgrounds, and need for safety and morale (Trujillo, Jordan, Gutierrez, & 

Gonzales-Cabrera, 2009). Hence instances of radicalisation and in-groups can be accelerated 

in prisons. Awan (2008) frames this prison radicalisation as a form of recidivism. 

Globalisation and modernisation 

Globalisation and modernisation are also thought to place individuals at risk of 

radicalisation. With globalisation, the Muslim ummah becomes more accessible, for example, 

with technology and the internet. Hence Islamic ideologies, including radical ideologies, can 

spread more widely internationally (Veldhuis & Staun, 2009). A clear example of this is 

ISIS’s propaganda efforts on social media. For example, ISIS’s Twitter account has 46,000 

followers (Berger & Morgan, 2015). ISIS also spread their propaganda to non-Arabic 

speaking Muslims globally through their international magazines, ‘Dabiq’ and its subsequent 
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iteration ‘Rumiya’. ISIS used Dabiq to call Muslims to make hijra (i.e., to migrate) to their 

‘caliphate’ or to carry out terror attacks in their home country (Ingram, 2016). 

Modernisation, it has been argued by Roy (1994, 2004), elicits a response that makes 

Muslims radicalise. This is because when modernisation is applied to Islam, it is perceived 

that Western culture and values are being imposed on Islam. This consequently sparks 

outrage amongst some Muslims, especially those who are more conservative, since 

traditionally Islam has been a culturally independent and hence a universally applicable way 

of life. Barber (1995) and Victoroff, Adelman, and Matthews (2012) argue that this 

modernisation can, in fact, be perceived as an attempt by the West to control the Muslim 

world, and hence can evoke defensiveness amongst some Muslims (who they call 

‘fundamentalist Islamists’). In response Roy (1994, 2004) argues that such Muslims, in 

efforts to avoid modernised Islam as much as possible, move in the direction of radical Islam.  

Cultural identities 

The way an individual values their cultural identity may also place them at risk of 

radicalisation. Awan (2008) highlights that a number of known terrorists came from 

backgrounds of comfortable embedment within majority Western cultures. In fact, such 

individuals were ‘chameleon-like’ in their ease in transitioning from a majority culture to a 

minority cultural setting. Why this might predispose one to radicalisation is unclear. Awan 

(2008) infers that a radical’s rejection of Western culture stems from a realisation of the 

perceived flaws of Western culture, such as hedonism, capitalism and conflicting value 

systems within the individual, which prevents the radical from assimilating further and drives 

them in an opposing direction. 

A minority cultural or ethnic background presents similar concerns. Awan (2008) 

argues that minority culture is perceived as stifling with respect to constriction of freedom of 
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choice, creativity and experimentation. Radicals are also known to criticize minority culture 

for its contentment with residing in the West (Awan, 2008). 

Since both Western (majority) culture and minority (ethnic) culture are repudiated for 

their flaws, the only option left is religion, which is seen as perfect and as cultivated. While 

Awan (2008) argues that this pathway leads to radicalisation, such a pathway might also lead 

to non-radicalised religiosity.  

Integration with society 

Poor integration is also a risk factor for radicalisation, as is a lack in political 

involvement. Awan (2008) considers that poor political and socio-economic integration are 

problems underlying people’s entrance to radicalisation. The European terrorists, Hussain 

Osman and Mohammed Bouyeri, showed signs of despair about democratic principles and 

processes (Awan, 2008). This was understood to be as a result of ‘political impotence’, where 

it is perceived that governments fail to listen to their people (Awan, 2008).  

While Awan (2008) and Veldhuis and Staun (2009) did not directly demonstrate that 

radicals are of this nature, the European Monitoring Centre on Racism and Xenophobia 

(EUMC, 2006) showed in their study that European Muslims did not identify with the 

institutions meant to politically represent them, and that they did not perceive genuine efforts 

to involve and support Muslims (European Monitoring Centre on Racism and Xenophobia 

(EUMC, 2006). As this can apply to many Muslims, this political apathy may apply to 

radicalised individuals. 

Racism and Islamophobia 

Racism and Islamophobia have been implicated in placing Muslim individuals at risk of 

radicalising. The Muslim Public Affairs Council reported that Muslim youth in America 
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suffer from an identity crisis because of their perceptions of the racism shown to them 

(Beutel, 2007). They argue that the disenfranchisement experienced by youth as a result of 

Islamophobia leaves young people questioning their self-identity. A process of trialling and 

being persuaded by different religious views ensues, where the one, plausibly radical view, is 

perceived as presenting the best solution to the individual’s problems (perceived 

Islamophobia, for example). This reaction seems very similar to the response to 

modernisation mentioned above. 

The evidence indicates that a link exists between perceived racism and radicalisation. In 

their analysis of the Pew Research Centre’s 2006 and 2007 polls conducted in the Muslim 

diaspora in Europe, Victoroff et al. (2012) found that perceiving or experiencing 

discrimination was associated with  support for suicide bombing . This demarcates racism as 

being a risk factor for radicalisation, although the link may not be direct. 

The relationship between racism and radicalisation may be mediated by prejudice 

towards the offending group. For example, Dutch-Moroccan-Muslim teenagers who were 

prejudiced against Dutch people due to their awareness of the negative stereotypes Dutch 

people held about them (known as ‘meta-stereotypes’), acted in line with these meta-

stereotypes, including legitimising Muslim terrorism (Kamans, Gordijn, Oldenhuis, & Otten, 

2009. Kamans, Gordijn, Oldenhuis, and Otten (2009) explain this trend, arguing that 

prejudiced people behave consistently with their meta-stereotypes to differentiate themselves 

from the out-group as much as possible, and in doing so, create a positive identity for 

themselves.  

Societal and governmental reactions to Muslim perpetrated terrorism, including 

Islamophobia, racism and harsh counter-terrorism measures, may contribute towards 

radicalisation. This is because such reactions generate an attitude of ‘suspicion’ that Muslims 

support terrorism. Essentially, the Muslim community becomes a ‘suspected’ community. In 
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the longer term, if racism and counter-terrorism measures evolve into forms perceived to be 

unjust and oppressive, Muslims may become more sympathetic to violent extremism and 

eventually retaliate with violence and terrorism. (Nasser-Eddine et al., 2011) 

Muslim perceptions that underpin such an anti-Muslim dystopia are already developing. 

Aly (2007, p. 201) found that, concerning the government’s common vulnerabilities and 

exposure (CVE) measures, Australian Muslims “fear that racial and religious profiling was at 

work” (p. 201) and that “these provisions will fall disproportionately on them” (p.201). This 

is an example of Muslims experiencing fear that their governments will victimise them 

(Cainkar, 2009). 

Within the Australian context, Islamophobia is prevalent. This will be discussed later in 

this chapter as a part of a discussion concerning the Australian context of the present 

research. 

Anomie 

The psychological state of anomie is another factor that places an individual at risk of 

radicalising. Marginalisation and alienation with Western society, when coupled with an 

absence of values and standards and a sense of purposelessness, are characteristics of the 

outcome ‘anomie’. Awan (2008) argues that this state fuels a transitional religious experience 

that is insufficient in filling the void of alienation and purposelessness of the anomie state. 

Hence satisfaction is found when one turns towards radical Islamism, which recreates a sense 

of purpose from a perceived insignificant existence. Concepts like martyrdom are idealised 

because they reinforce the significance of a person’s existence.  

The link between anomie and radicalism seems unsubstantiated by Awan (2008).  Islam 

gives a profound sense of purpose to its followers. Muslim adherents find that as believers, 

everything in their lives is a test from God, and that for their belief they will be admitted into 

eternal paradise by God’s leave. No sense of alienation should be found amongst adherents, 
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as all Muslims share a holy bond as brothers and sisters in faith. If anomie does indeed lead 

to radicalisation in some cases, it should be better understood why this does not always occur. 

Similar to anomie, it has been hypothesised that people who radicalise have lost a sense 

of significance (Kruglanski, Chen, Dechesne, Fishman, & Orehek, 2009). As a result they 

subscribe to radical ideologies that involve suicide as a means of martyrdom. Doing so 

restores significance with the promise of eternal paradise and immortality in the reverent 

minds of the surviving group members. 

Psychological factors 

There are a number of psychological factors that may also place an individual at risk of 

radicalising. Cognitive dissonance is one such factor. It can play a role in radicalisation; not 

necessarily in the cause of radicalism but the reinforcement of radical ideologies. Cognitive 

dissonance refers to the mental discomfort experienced when one’s behaviour (or what they 

say) is not consistent with their attitudes or beliefs (Festinger, 1957). As a result of such 

dissonance people can increasingly believe what they say or do. Hence, speaking out in 

support of radicalism can reinforce those beliefs in one’s mind. Additionally, cognitive 

dissonance also explains that the more one sacrifices for a belief, i.e., in their behaviours, the 

more they will subscribe to that belief. Making sacrifices is common amongst people who 

join a radical group, be it giving up past behaviours or separating from their families (even 

ideologically). 

Some scholars have mentioned feelings of humiliation as being involved in 

radicalisation (Juergensmeyer, 2000; Richardson, 2006; Stern, 1999, 2003). For example, 

Khosrokhavar (2005) argues for ‘humiliation by proxy’, the sense that terrorists are 

humiliated that their fellow Muslims are being oppressed and therefore retaliate as a form of 

objection.  
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It is well supported that no psychopathological profile exists amongst terrorists (Nasser-

Eddine et al., 2011). Taarnby (2003) argues that terrorists require cognitive and emotional 

stability to bring their plans to fruition, which cannot be achieved with major 

psychopathology. However Sarwano (2008) mentions that suicide bombers are not the 

planners of attacks. This therefore does not rule out the possibility of mental instabilities in 

some cases. 

Some researchers have also suggested that no personality profile exists for individuals 

who have become radicalised ((Bakker, 2006; Horgan, 2008; Sageman, 2004; Veldhuis & 

Staun, 2009)). However, having an authoritarian personality and social dominance have been 

hypothesised as an explanation for radicalisation. These personality types are related to 

prejudice, threat and threat sensitivity (Duckitt, 2006; Thomsen, Green, & Sidanius, 2008) 

which are known to fuel radicalisation (Koomen & Van Der Pligt, 2015).  

Social dominance as a determinant of radicalisation cannot be so easily understood 

however. Henry, Sidanius, Levin, and Pratto (2005) found that socially dominant Americans 

tended to support violence towards the Middle East. However, amongst Lebanese samples, 

those who exhibited lower social dominance tended to support violence towards America. 

Henry et al. (2005) interpret this though, by arguing that the relationship between social 

dominance and violence depends on the position a group holds within an intergroup 

hierarchy, as well as the political reasons for resorting to violence. Lebanese hold little 

political grievance towards America. However, Muslims do, given America’s presence and 

conflict in Muslim lands. 

Another hypothesis implicates narcissism as a factor for radicalisation (Veldhuis & 

Staun, 2009). According to this hypothesis, narcissists, due to their grandiose self-

perceptions, need to identify external enemies to blame for their own personal faults. Hence, 
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they are attracted to radical organisations that espouse hatred and enmity for certain others. 

However this hypothesis has not been supported (Veldhuis & Staun, 2009). 

Frustration has also been linked with radicalisation. Dollard and colleagues’ (1939) 

frustration-aggression hypothesis has been shown to apply in situations of political violence 

and terrorism (see (McCormick, 2003)). This hypothesis asserts that when an individual’s 

ideal is incongruent with their actual achievements, they become frustrated and become 

violent. This applies to situations of relative deprivation, such as those that Muslims might 

experience contemporarily where the ideal is incongruent with actual treatment of Muslims. 

Muslim attitudes 

It has been argued that another potential risk factor for radicalisation is certain attitudes 

that Muslims hold.  For example, Lewis (2003) has argued that contemporary Muslims are 

grieving over the decline of Islamic civilisation from its golden age, when it towered as the 

world’s forerunner in numerous domains. However no empirical evidence is offered to 

support this claim.  Conversely, Huntington (1996) has stipulated that a cause of radicalism is 

Muslims’ feeling of superiority and obsessive dissatisfaction with insufficient power. While 

Huntington’s thoughts seem to be based on inference or reflection rather than on an empirical 

study of Muslims, Huntington’s point can be seen to be consistent with Al-Awlaki’s 

statements that fighting with non-Muslims should continue until disbelief in Islam is 

eradicated (Al-Awlaki).  

Feeling a sense of superiority as a Muslim can be interpreted as a manifestation of 

‘dogmatic’ thinking. First posited by Rokeach (1954, as cited in Borum, 2016), dogmatism 

entails adopting a closed-minded set of beliefs surrounding the idea of superiority above 

other groups, which leads to intolerance towards others (Borum, 2016). This mindset may 
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cause an individual to perceive that, based on this sense of superiority, one is justified in 

dominating others, even if one must resort to violence to achieve this domination.  

Emotions 

Extremists are known to experience a wide range of negative emotions, including 

disappointment, frustration, fear, disgust, anger and hatreds towards other groups. (Nasser-

Eddine et al., 2011). Some of these emotions, triggered by other risk factors of radicalisation, 

can be understood to maintain or increase extremist thinking and fuel motivation to engage in 

terrorism. For example, anger and rage are ignited by threats to group esteem such as the 

consciousness of disadvantage of one’s group compared to others, or when others 

discriminate against or vilify one’s group. This can induce aggressiveness and incite a desire 

to harm members of an out-group (Izard, 1977, as cited in Koomen & Van Der Pligt, 2015). 

Anger and aggression also affect an individual’s intellectual processes by narrowing, 

simplifying and biasing their thinking to foster an ‘us versus them’ mentality (Koomen & 

Van Der Pligt, 2015).  

Feelings of hate also contribute to an extremist mind set. Hate drives an individual to 

distance themselves from the hated group, to have contempt for this group and to perceive 

that the group exhibits fear and anger towards their own group (Sternberg, 2003). Feelings of 

hate also lead to dehumanising the hated group (McCauley & Moskalenko, 2008). Hate is 

also a moral emotion involving a judgement that the hated group is in the wrong, which 

results in a sense of incumbency for the wrong to be corrected and personal responsibility to 

do so by committing what is called ‘idealistic violence’ (Baumeister & Butz, 2004). 

Similar to hate and contempt is the affective response of disgust, which is instigated 

when making a moral judgement. This can arise from perceiving hypocrisy within an out-

group (e.g., an assessment of a nation’s foreign policies as biased) and their subjugation and 
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discrimination of the in-group (Koomen & Van Der Pligt, 2015). Disgust has been found to 

lead to hostile attitudes towards out-groups including immigrants, foreigners and ‘socially 

deviant’ groups (Hodson & Costello, 2007). 

Fear may be an emotion experienced in response to discrimination and violence 

directed towards one’s group. Fear may force individuals to isolate themselves from the 

broader community (Koomen & Van Der Pligt, 2015). It may also influence individuals to 

isolate themselves from the mainstream and seek refuge in groups which are as dissimilar to 

the threatening group as possible, such as extremist groups.  

It can be hypothesised that emotions mediate the causal link between risk factors and 

radicalisation. This would explain why, amongst Muslims in the same country and exposed to 

a similar combination of risk factors, only some individuals radicalise. Perhaps, the emotional 

reactions to these risk factors act as intermediaries to radicalisation where only certain 

emotions increase vulnerability to radicalisation. However, why some individuals experience 

these emotions and others do not would benefit from further inquiry. 

Age and gender 

The perception that individuals young in age are more likely to radicalise is supported 

by evidence. In an analysis of PEW data comprising nearly 17,000 Muslim Europeans aged 

18 and above, those younger in age were more likely to believe that suicide bombing was 

justifiable (Victoroff et al., 2012). Terrorists themselves tend to also be young in age. For 

example, the mean age of Palestinian suicide bombers is 22 years (Merari, 2005). Various 

arguments have been posited to explain why late adolescent and early adult individuals tend 

to radicalise to the point of engaging in terrorism. Those younger in age tend to be more 

vengeful (Cota‐McKinley, Woody, & Bell, 2001). An earlier discussion has explained the 

role this plays in radicalisation. Others have said that being of a younger age (15 to 25), in 
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conjunction with having an underdeveloped personality and being exposed to impressionable 

leaders, makes one susceptible to radicalisation (Sarlito Wirawan Sarwono, 2008). This is 

consistent with the increased likelihood of seeking out ‘alternate sources of authority’ which, 

in the case of radicalisation, may represent an extremist preacher (Cherney & Murphy, 2016). 

Others focus on adolescence as a period of experimentation, identity formation, struggling for 

autonomy and coming to terms with issues of intimacy (Nasser-Eddine et al., 2011; Post et 

al., 2009). It is a time where peer influences heighten, which increases susceptibility to 

radicalisation if one has extremist friends or groups, as has been found in the case of 

Palestinian suicide bombers (Post et al., 2009).  

Concordant with those younger in age being susceptible to radicalisation is their 

heightened risk of developing appetitive aggression (Akins & Winfree, 2017). This refers to 

the feeling, excitement and fascination toward wartime violence and how one’s behaviour 

then is reinforced when engaging in these acts.  

Although females may be involved in terrorist organisations (Nacos, 2005) young men 

are more often understood to commit violent acts such as terrorism. For example, all 

convicted Muslim terrorists in Australia have been exclusively male. This trend has been 

explained by the findings that men exhibit more aggressive tendencies (Archer, 2004), 

intergroup competitiveness (Vugt, Cremer, & Janssen, 2007), higher social dominance 

orientation (Costa Jr., Terracciano, & McCrae, 2001) and higher risk of criminal activity 

(Koomen & Van Der Pligt, 2015). Female suicide terrorists have been found to be motivated 

by personal events, while male counterparts are motivated by nationalistic or religious factors 

(Jacques & Taylor, 2008). 
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Limitations of research concerning risk factors 

The preceding section has provided a summary of risk factors associated with 

radicalisation. There are some limitations concerning the evidence in support of identified 

risk factors. Evidence is commonly based on retrospective analyses of known terrorists 

(Veldhuis & Staun, 2009). This post-hoc information is used to predict radicalisation ad-hoc. 

This presents methodological and theoretical limitations in the study of risk factors associated 

with radicalisation. For example, no comparisons are made with individuals who are not 

terrorists, or who traversed the terrorist path but refused to go further (Veldhuis & Staun, 

2009) rendering such finding poor in internal validity. Evidence is comprised of a very small 

sample of known terrorists, resulting in findings that are dubious in terms of external validity 

(Veldhuis & Staun, 2009). Furthermore, the interplay of risk factors and their influences on 

the individual are complex, and therefore impact upon the study of specific variables that 

place an individual as more at-risk of radicalisation.    

Catalysts and triggers of radicalisation 

The previous discussions outlined various factors implicated in predisposing 

individuals to radicalisation. Further to these, certain events, factors and processes can 

instigate or accelerate radicalisation (known as triggers and catalysts). This section will 

discuss key factors thought to trigger or catalyse radicalisation.  

Recruitment 

Undoubtedly, recruitment of an already somewhat radicalised Muslim can accelerate 

their journey towards terrorism. Naturally however, one requires a positive relationship with 

the group’s members before he or she joins them (Sageman, 2004). However, Johnson and 

Feldman (1992), and Post (1987)  have noted that young people who are searching to 
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consolidate their identities are vulnerable to the lure of being part of a radical group as, 

according to Sageman (2004), it affords strong loyalty and solidarity among its members. 

The role of radical media and the internet 

Radical media can teach individuals the misconstrued evidence of terrorist ideologies 

and expose individuals to their propaganda. Furthermore, the uncensored internet can easily 

introduce a radicalising individual to such media (Weimann, 2006b) and to like-minded 

radicals (Postmes & Baym, 2005; Roy, 2004).6 While some denote the internet as playing a 

minor role in the radicalisation process (Stevens & Neumann, 2009; Veldhuis & Staun, 

2009), others identify it as a significant catalyst (AVID (General Intelligence and Security 

Service), 2006). 

The role of mainstream media 

Although an indirect catalyst of radicalisation, mainstream media undoubtedly plays a 

role in accelerating the radicalisation process. Uncensored news coverage of wars by Al-

Jazeera mirrors the nature of extremist propaganda that contains graphic images of innocent 

victims, casualties and deaths (Nasser-Eddine et al., 2011). The media at times broadcasts a 

narrative that demonises Muslims (Pickering et al., 2007, as cited in Nasser-Eddine et al., 

2011). It has a major influence on societal perceptions in terms of how to respond to 

international and domestic terrorism, sometimes positively and sometimes in ways that lead 

others to discriminate and mistreat innocent, moderate Muslims (Jongman, 2006). It also 

inflates the perception of extremist thinking as being more prevalent than it actually is. 

Further, the media plays a role in constructing the socio-political fabric of society with 

rhetoric that contributes towards the maintenance and exacerbation of tensions between 

                                                 
6 See Awan (2007) for more information about the internet and jihad.  
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mainstream society and Muslim communities (on a societal and global level) (Ghadbian, 

2000). For factors such as these, the media represent a catalyst for radicalisation – at least for 

some Muslims.  

Events 

A number of interpersonal, intergroup, macro and micro events can trigger 

radicalisation. One trigger is the personal experience of trauma. Kruglanski et al. (2009) cites 

data collected by Speckhard and Akhmedova (2005), who studied the comments made by 

family, acquaintances and hostages of 34 Chechan suicide bombers. All of them had 

experienced trauma (e.g., 47% lost a family member in the conflict). 82% of the case studies 

were previously ‘secular Muslims’, the majority of whom had no prior relationships with 

radical groups, but rather sought them out after experiencing trauma. Less traumatic events, 

like macro events affecting Muslims as a social group and personal experiences on a micro 

level, can also trigger radicalisation. These include witnessing contested elections and lacking 

political opportunities (Crenshaw, 1981), and perpetual failure to gain employment or reach 

one’s goals (Veldhuis & Staun, 2009).  

Traumatic events do not necessarily need to be experienced directly but by in-group 

members as well. In such cases discovering injustices done against fellow Muslims or 

Muslim communities can suffice. Silke (2008) asserts that many terrorists report experiencing 

heightened motivation to join an organisation after witnessing traumatic or unjust events on 

television or other media. Such reactions are motivated by a strong group connectedness, 

rendering the suffering of fellow Muslims as intimately disturbing (Koomen & Van Der Pligt, 

2015). Such triggers can call for vengeance or reactions that include violence  (Schmid & 

Jongman, 1988) to the point where an individual is willing to compromise his or her integrity, 

social standing and personal safety for revenge (Cota‐McKinley et al., 2001).  
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Notably, terrorist organisations take advantage of the influence of exposure to trauma 

by incorporating into their propaganda graphic videos and images of innocent Muslim 

casualties in places such as Bosnia, Palestine, Afghanistan and Chechnia (Weimann, 2006a). 

The roles that foreign countries played in these conflicts may then be emphasised to direct 

blame for these atrocities to those countries and their foreign policies (Silke, 2008).  

The West’s involvement in conflicts with Muslim countries and peoples has been 

argued to be a significant trigger for radicalisation. For example, Al-Qaeda attributed their 

Madrid bombings in 2004 to Spain’s involvement in America’s war in Iraq (Nesser, 2006). 

However, in such cases, the terrorists involved may have consumed a large amount of 

extremist propaganda. This makes it difficult to discern whether foreign countries’ 

involvement in conflict with Muslims alone is sufficient to trigger radicalisation, or whether 

more direct exposure to Muslim suffering (like consuming extremist propaganda) is 

responsible in this case, and more generally. 

Theories of radicalisation 

The previous section discussed catalysts implicated in radicalisation. This section will 

highlight several theories applied to explain radicalism. Social identity theory and self-

categorisation theory have already been discussed in a previous section and focus on Muslim 

identification. Other theories that are of relevance to radicalisation include moral 

disengagement, terror management theory, and uncertainty reduction theory. 

Moral disengagement 

In the process of radicalisation, individuals’ sense of morality becomes reversed, 

making committing acts of terrorism a moral obligation instead of a forbidden crime. 

Bandura (1973, 1986, 1990) outlined a model that explains this transformation. Bandura 
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argues that while moral standards can be strong, they can also be changed through 

disengagement. Radicalising individuals free themselves from personal responsibility by 

blaming or dehumanizing the victim or by altering or obfuscating the perceived consequences 

of his or her actions. This makes killing innocent lives justifiable. 

A related model was developed by Sprinzak (1990, 1991, 1995). Sprinzak argues that 

there are three sequential cognitive stages of radicalisation. In stage 1, the ‘crisis of 

confidence’, individuals hold less confidence in their governments and disagreement arises 

with certain policies or rulers. This is manifested through alternative efforts to change the 

political process such as protesting. In stage 2, the ‘conflict of legitimacy’, individuals begin 

to challenge the legitimacy of the government.  More extreme forms of protest emerge. In 

stage 3, the ‘crisis of legitimacy’, everyone associated with the government is delegitimized, 

depersonalised, and dehumanized. 

It is ironic though that from an external perspective the terrorist is morally disengaged, 

while from his or her own perspective they are acting out of moral duty (Hafez, 2006; Post, 

2005). The terrorist has aligned with the morality of their terror organisation and considers 

the enemy to be morally disengaged (Moghaddam, 2005). 

Terror management theory 

Terror management theory is about fear of mortality, whether conscious or 

unconscious, resulting in a corollary hypothesis: how fear of mortality affects one’s defence 

of a worldview (Basset, 2005). Because a worldview can provide transcendence from death, 

such as through belief in an afterlife, people will cling to these worldviews if death is made 

more salient in an effort to alleviate death-related anxiety and ruminations (Greenberg et al., 

2003). As such, individuals seek closeness to those with similar worldviews and retract from 

the companionship of those who challenge those worldviews. It follows also that when one’s 
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worldview is threatened or even if one’s self-esteem is lowered, anxiety over death increases. 

Savage and Liht (2008) apply this theory to young British Muslims whose worldviews are 

challenged by mainstream British culture, and in turn cause such Muslims to experience 

(whether real or perceived) alienation or subordination. Their reaction is to identify even 

more strongly with a radical religious worldview and the ummah, which alleviates their death 

anxiety and raises their self-esteem. 

One criticism of the application of this theory is its irony. That is, an individual out of 

fear of death subscribes to an ideology that could demand him or her to give their life for a 

religious cause. While it also solidifies a perceived place in the afterlife, it sometimes and 

knowingly to the individual, hastens their demise in this world because of the ideology’s 

appeal for fighting non-Muslims and ‘martyrdom’.   

This theory appears incomplete. According to the theory, when one’s religious 

worldview is juxtaposed against Western culture, feelings of subordination, alienation, low 

self-esteem and death anxiety are evoked.  Furthermore, to reduce these negative outcomes a 

radical religious worldview is strongly adopted. First, this hypothesis assumes that a radical 

religious worldview is the only worldview that would alleviate these negative consequences.  

The original, non-radical religious worldview could provide transcendence of death and 

provide sufficient relief. Moreover, it is ironic that refuge is found in a more radical 

worldview that is in direct contrast to Western culture than the person’s original worldview. 

The reasoning appears incomplete. Rationality would argue that one would abandon their 

particular worldview for one more compatible and less at odds with Western culture.  

However it might be that one’s original worldview is associated with their self-concept, 

hence making it nearly impossible to abandon. 
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Uncertainty reduction theory 

In situations of uncertainty, individuals are more likely to categorise themselves with a 

group that reduces their uncertainty. Savage and Liht (2008) appear to argue that Muslims in 

the West are facing situations of uncertainty, such as the conflict between Muslim and 

Western values occurring in the minds of Muslims in the West. Other examples this author 

includes are the atmosphere of Islamophobia and prejudice against Muslims. Hogg (2004) 

asserts that uncertainty is best reduced when adopting the arguments of a group, as this is 

impervious to critique compared to ordinary individual opinions. Furthermore, Savage and 

Liht  (2008) and Hogg (2004) explain the migration to extremism as a reaction to uncertainty. 

This occurs because the best group to categorise one’s self within situations of uncertainty are 

those with high entitativity (i.e., are highly homogenous groups, enforce strong conformity to 

the group prototype, etc.). These groups also differ the most from other groups on dimensions 

pertaining to uncertainty, which are characteristics held by radical Islamic groups. Hence this 

theory can explain why individuals might turn to radical groups in the present day. Savage 

and Liht (2008) go on to explain what might occur in the radicalisation process leading to a 

‘terrorist’ identity. In such groups, deindividualisation and dehumanisation of out-groups 

occur. Furthermore, moral reasoning is perceived as having been lifted from the individual 

and having been shouldered by the group. This makes it easier to kill out-groups’ members 

when they have been debased, akin to animals.  This component is analogous to the theory of 

moral disengagement.  

There are several shortcomings to this theory. The self-categorisation process can occur 

just as strongly with many of the non-radical branches or interpretations of Islam which are 

similarly homogenous, demanding conformity and differ from Western culture in areas of 

uncertainty; for example the Jamaat Tabligh, or Sufi orders. Additionally, while in militant 

groups, dehumanisation and deindividualisation can very well occur.  For example, an 
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adolescent who has a need to identify with a group, on the sole basis of uncertainty needs, 

can just as easily identify with non-radical Islam as radical Islam. Hence this does not 

properly distinguish a pathway to radicalisation compared with becoming a devout Muslim 

within other groups. 

Significance questing 

 Webber and Kruglansky (2016) have identified a latent variable that may underpin 

many pathways towards radicalisation. They argue that people who radicalise are ‘questing’ 

for significance. Radicalising individuals are either seeking to attain significance, reclaim it 

or repair it. Here ‘significance’ is interpreted synonymously with notions such as honour, 

social status, monetary benefits, showing loyalty to a leader one sees as an ‘ultimate 

authority’, desire to enter heaven, and recovery from humiliation and injustice. All these 

factors influence further radicalisation of individuals.  

 Webber and Kruglansky (2016) argue that significance questing is triggered by 

occurrences at the personal or group level. These include ‘significance loss’ such as 

humiliation or oppression of a subset of the Muslim ummah, or personal triggers that attract 

stigma to fellow Muslims. Additionally, significance questing can be triggered by a potential 

loss of significance. This might involve potential shame if one does not carry out a certain 

action. In the case of those in terror cells, this may represent not following through with a 

martyrdom mission. Another trigger of significance questing is an opportunity for 

significance gain. For the individual in a terrorist organisation, this might involve martyrdom 

- associated glory and honour and admission into paradise. In earlier stages of radicalisation, 

this may be associated with the desire to reclaim group status. Webber and Kruglansky 

(2016), drawing upon evidence by Kruglanski and colleagues (2002), argue that significance 

questing triggers are more likely to manifest extreme responses than moderate ones. This 
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more extreme reaction has been found to be mediated by the processes explained by 

uncertainty reduction theory and terror management theory, as well as collectivistic shift and 

independent self-construal. 

Integrated theory of moral conviction 

The integrated theory of moral conviction (Skitka, Bauman, & Mullen, 2008) has been 

alluded to earlier in this chapter. Morality, referring to the notion of right and wrong, was 

mentioned as a potential motive for extremist behaviour. Fuelled by morality-linked 

emotions, individuals act out of a moral imperative to take action irrespective of breaking the 

law. They do not view their actions as reprehensible, but rather as commendable. Such moral 

conviction is also linked with greater intolerances of others who hold contrasting attitudes, 

willingness to engage in violence, resistance to conflict resolution and resistance to 

conforming to the majority group (Skitka, 2010). 

Compensatory control theory 

Compensatory control theory (CCT) posited by Kay and Eibach (2013) argues that 

individuals desire to attain personal control over their lives to safeguard them from the 

aversive circumstance where they see their life as random, uncertain or arbitrary. It is argued 

that people who perceive that they have low personal control submit in ways that can be 

influenced by others, be they religious organisations, governments, institutions or ideologies. 

CCT further asserts that when trust in governmental institutions is lacking, individuals turn to 

religious institutions. Further, fervent attachment to an ideology occurs when the totality of 

an individual’s control is relinquished to that extremist religious ideology. Hence, lacking 

confidence in governmental authority and relinquishing all personal control arguably 

corresponds to radicalisation. 
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Social learning theory 

Social learning theory (SLT) has been applied to radicalisation although it originated as 

a criminological theory. SLT was first posited by Sutherland in 1947 who argued that crime 

is a learned behaviour. It was later reconceptualised in the language of operant conditioning 

to explain crime. Within this theory, three of its four assertions are relevant to explaining 

radicalisation (Akins & Winfree, 2017). First, ‘differential association’ acknowledges the 

social influence those who one is associated with have on the individual’s behaviour. Second, 

‘imitation’ acknowledges that individuals will mirror other behaviours that are reinforced. 

Akers (2008, as cited in Akins & Winfred 2017) mentions that ‘adolescents or younger 

populations’ are more likely to imitate others. Third, ‘definitions’ add meaning to behaviours 

demarcating them as good or bad, and rewarding or punishing. While this theory may appear 

to be predicated on an individual’s association with, and inculcation within, a radical group of 

individuals, it also serves to explain self-radicalising lone-wolf terrorists who expose 

themselves to radical propaganda (Akins & Winfree, 2017). 

Situational action theory  

Situational action theory, posited by Wikström (2006, 2010, 2014, all cited in 

Wikström & Bouhana, 2016)  is a theory that has been used to explain the perpetration of 

terrorism. Within it, the theory highlights the mechanisms that influence what compels 

individuals to commit terrorism, that is understood to be ‘the causes of the causes’. Wikström 

acknowledges that these causes of causes can be analysed via emergence-selection processes. 

This refers to the environments and interactions an individual is situated in, operating in 

tandem with the individual self-selecting themselves to be involved in these environments 

and social contexts in ways that would compel them to commit terrorism. SAT also 

acknowledges psychological processes, including moral education and cognitive nurturing. 
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Moral education refers to one’s value-based rules which are impacted by instruction, 

observation and trial and error (Wikström & Treiber, 2016, as cited in Wikström & Bouhana, 

2016)). The more homogenous the three impacting forces are, the stronger the moral rules. 

New moral experiences are evaluated according to existing rules and cognitive capacity. SAT 

also considers cognitive nurturing. This results from experiences that enhance what is 

understood to be ‘neurocognitive abilities’, referring to cognitive capacities and their 

expression. By exercising certain cognitive capacities, certain expressions become ingrained. 

Both moral education and cognitive nurturing explain vulnerability to radicalisation.  

Models of radicalism 

The previous section discussed several theories that serve to explain radicalisation. This 

section will highlight various models that have been used to explain radicalisation. 

Integrated model 

Savage and Liht (2008) integrated three theories: terror management, uncertainty 

reduction and social identity theory to develop a six stage model of radicalisation. In stage 1, 

tension from values creates self-uncertainty. In stage 2, this uncertainty is interpreted as the 

absence of a (cultural) worldview. In stage 3, a fringe group is joined to handle the 

incongruities that the individual holds with mainstream society. In stage 4, social identity 

becomes more important and, in turn, increasing value is placed on inter-group comparisons. 

In stage 5, the out-group is delegitimized, and Islam is raised as the superior group, due to 

current historical events/factors. Finally, in stage 6, radical ideologies are accepted. 

Wiktorowicz’s model  

Radicalisation in this model is a four-step process: (1) cognitive opening  - an 

individual becomes receptive to the possibility of new ideas and worldviews (but this might 
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encompass discussion and debate), (2)  religious seeking  - the individual seeks meaning 

through a religious ideology; (3)  frame alignment  - the public representation proffered by 

the radical group ‘makes sense’ to the seeker and attracts his or her initial interest; (4) 

socialisation - the individual experiences religious lessons and activities that facilitate 

indoctrination, identity-construction, and value changes (Wiktorowicz, 2004). The first three 

steps are necessary conditions for the fourth step, without which socialisation will not 

necessarily occur. This model was developed through the responses of face-to-face interviews 

with members of the non-violent ‘extremist’ group ‘Al-Muhajiroon. While this is mainly 

designed for human-to-human interaction, it has been applied to the internet (Beutel, 2007). 

PET model 

Another model of radicalism is the PET model. The PET model was developed by the 

Danish Intelligence Services (PET, 2009, as cited in Veldhuis & Staun, 2009). It is a top 

down model, where the person is radicalised by others. It is a four-phase model. (1) The 

person open to radical ideas meets the radicaliser. (2) A gradual change in religious 

behaviour and other behaviour occurs. (3) The individual withdraws from family, friends and 

society to a group of like-minded individuals, and (4) the individual is desensitized to 

violence and combat by watching videos. This radicalisation model is advantageous in its 

separation into distinct stages that can be addressed for the deradicalisation process (Veldhuis 

& Staun, 2009). However, this author notes that it fails to address how and why an individual 

becomes vulnerable to radical ideas. This model is similar to Sageman’s (2004) model, which 

emphasises alienation and displacement of the individual and the role of a radicalising other. 
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NYPD model 

Unlike the PET model, the NYPD (New York Police Department) model is a bottom up 

process where the individual instigates radicalism (Silber & Bhatt, 2007). It is also a four-

phase model. (1) Pre-radicalisation: the departure point from their old life. (2) Self-

identification: when extremist ideologies (in this model - Salafism) are researched and old 

identity is gradually lost, and as such the individual associates more with like-minded 

individuals. (3) Indoctrination: gradually being persuaded about extremist beliefs resulting in 

complete acceptance. And (4), jihadization: where the individual perceives the onus on 

themselves to participate in extremist missions, hence planning such missions commences.  

Root cause model 

In contrast to other models, Veldhuis and Staun (2009) formulated a model based on 

root causes, not stages. There are three levels, macro, micro social, and micro individual, 

each with root causes and catalysts. At the macro level, causes are political, economic and 

cultural in nature, and include factors such as international relations, poor integration, 

poverty, and globalisation and modernisation. Catalysts are trigger events (as have been 

discussed). The micro social level encompasses issues with social identity, social interaction 

and group processes, and relative deprivation. Catalysts include trigger events and 

recruitment. On the micro individual level, there are several possible personality 

characteristics (authoritarianism and narcissism) and personal experiences (such as perceived 

discrimination, need for restoration of significance) as well as psychological processes 

including cognitive dissonance, strategic choice, and certain emotions. Again, the catalysts 

are trigger events and recruitment. This model addresses various causes, but fails to tie them 

together. Furthermore, it would be appropriate to classify which causes, alone or in 

combination, are necessary or sufficient for radicalisation. Usage of the terminology ‘root 
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cause’ has been considered problematic due to evidence refuting a specific root cause 

(Kruglanski & Fishman, 2006).   Instead, others have favoured the search for ‘contributing’ 

factors, which in certain conditions and combinations, contribute toward radicalisation but 

are not root causes (Kruglanski & Fishman, 2006).   

Roy 

Similar to Veldhuis and Staun’s model, Roy (2004) emphasises macro factors like the 

root-cause model coupled with top down processing in his explanation of radicalisation. Roy 

mentions displacement from immigration and urbanisation, as well as the conflict between 

Western and parental Islamic culture that in turn distresses young Muslims in the West. 

While many respond in positive ways, Roy asserts that a fringe follows the extremists’ 

response of indoctrination into terrorism as a form of jihad.  

Staircase metaphor 

Moghaddam (2005) posited a step-by-step model intended to organise various 

correlates of radicalisation analogous to a staircase, Moghaddam (2005) conceptualises 

radicalisation as occurring in stages analogous to ‘floors’ of a building, from the ground floor 

to the fifth floor. At the ground floor, individuals perceive fraternal deprivation, a sentiment 

that one’s group is wronged and disadvantaged compared to other groups. At the first floor, 

an individual considers various options to address fraternal deprivation. An individual may 

perceive procedural justice and not radicalise. Alternatively, an individual may have no faith 

in a non-radical means to instigate change and ascend to the second floor. At the second 

floor, the individual displaces their aggression. Rather than targeting the direct cause of their 

grievances they may displace their aggression onto out groups, support organisations and 

educational institutions that cultivate authoritarian attitudes. This may include alignment with 
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rigid, ‘us-versus-them’ fanatical groups. Preparedness to physically displace aggression leads 

an individual to ascend to the third floor. At the third floor, individuals consider that terrorist 

organisations are engaged in moral actions. This is facilitated by increased allegiance through 

the organisation’s use of tactics such as secrecy, fear, affiliation and isolation. By the fourth 

floor, an individual will be a member of a terrorist organisation, where their membership and 

commitment to the organisation is solidified and exit from the group alive is impossible. 

Psychological processes such as conformity, obedience, social categorisation, friendship and 

belongingness are in operation here. At the fifth floor, the individual dehumanises their 

targets and is ready to commit an act of terrorism. This occurs through social categorisation 

and psychological distance to exacerbate and exaggerate the differences between the 

individual and the target. 

Three-phase, micro, meso, and macro model 

As published by Doosje, et al. (2016) and inspired by the staircase metaphor, 

radicalisation has been explained through a 3-phase model with factors at the ‘micro’ 

(individual), ‘meso’ (group) and ‘macro’ (societal) levels contributing toward an individual’s 

radicalisation. In the first phase, the ‘sensitivity’ phase, at the micro level individuals are 

questing for significance and experience personal uncertainty. At the meso level, individuals 

perceive fraternal deprivation and are influenced by social relationships with family and 

friends. At the micro level, societal influences contributing toward radicalisation are in 

operation, such as globalisation, and the threat of Western dominance. In phase two, 

individuals join radical groups. At the micro level, individuals increase in attachment and 

loyalty to their group. At the meso level group ties, are strengthened; for example, through 

initiation practices and isolation from friends outside the group. At the macro level, events 

like the emergence of ISIS cultivates group efficacy. Finally, at phase three, the individual 
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engages in terrorism. This is facilitated though remembering the death of family or friends 

(micro level), videotaping testaments (meso level) and dehumanising and making salient a 

perceived threat of the outgroup (micro level also). Finally, Doosje, et al. (2016) mention at 

the macro level: ‘appeals by authorities to use violence play an important role.’ 

Radicalisation as a rational or strategic choice 

Some scholars discuss why a group chooses to perpetrate terrorist acts or a specific 

terrorist act as a function of strategic choice (Crenshaw, 1998; Ferrero, 2007; Lake, 2002; 

McCormick, 2003). However, they do not examine why an individual would support 

terrorism as a strategic choice, which this author argues is pertinent because understanding 

why an individual agrees with terrorism explains why that individual would join a group. In 

terms of focusing on individuals, Post (1998) and Wiktorowicz and Kaltenthaler (2006) 

explain why individuals would want to join, or continue to be a part of, a radical or terrorist 

group. However, they do not explain the cognitive processes concerning why they would 

subscribe to a violent ideology. Their theoretical framework is consistent with the PET model 

of radicalisation, where the group or external person radicalises an individual. While this 

model might apply to some individuals, it does not explain why other individuals radicalise 

first before joining a radical group, as is consistent with the NYPD model.  

Wiktorowicz and Kaltenthaler (2006) analyse why an individual would continue to be a 

part of a radical group as a strategic choice, using cost-benefit analysis based on spiritual 

incentives. They studied the UK’s Al-Muhajiroon group, an extremist Islamic group that 

disbanded in 2004, but continued in the form of two other groups. This analysis is important 

because the group, like other possible radical groups, demands a high cost/risk associated 

with participations. Such costs and risks included: 
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• significant time commitments in the group’s activities, and as such, being unable to 

 work adequately; 

• monetary contributions; 

• discord with family over participation; 

• risk of temporary expulsion if involvement was not satisfactory; 

• preparation for contribution to study circles; 

• protests and preaching in sensational ways and hence risk of fines and arrests; and 

• backlash from inappropriately preached messages. The costs and risks associated with 

 this were significant.  

Some of these costs/risks were framed in ways that further legitimised the group. For 

example, just like the prophet Muhammad was criticised and suffered for His cause, they too 

undergo similar criticism and suffering, which are affirmations that they are doing what is 

correct (or that they are on the correct path). The incentives were also high, which 

Wiktorowicz and Kaltenthaler (2006) argue motivated these individuals to remain a part of 

this radical group. These included exclusive entrance into paradise and salvation from 

hellfire, establishment of a British Islamic state, fulfilling one’s religious duty: (a) to support 

jihad and oppressed Muslims, (b) to enjoin good and forbid evil, (c) to re-establish the 

caliphate. This is relevant to the present work because such conviction in the exclusive 

validity of a terrorist ideology could drive an individual’s strategic choice to follow this path. 

Post (1998) discusses psychological factors that might compel one to become a 

terrorist. Post raises issues similar to the risk factors already mentioned, including personality 

factors, ‘damaged’ self-concept, terrorist group processes like fight-flight, dependency, 

paring, pressure to conform, influence of the group’s ideology, and pressure to perpetrate 

violence. Post mentions existing research in support of his research. 
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Similar to the concept of strategic choice is Clarke and Cornish’s (1985) rational choice 

theory. They argue that individuals are always seeking to be rational. They apply this to 

crime; that the decision to engage in crime is a product of rationality. Horgan (2005) applies 

this to terrorism. Interestingly Clarke and Cornish argue that the decision to be open to crime 

is different to the decision to engage in it.  

Discriminant factors between violent and non-violent radicals 

It is important to note that some factors belong exclusively to violent radicalisation, 

others are shared with non-violent radicalisation, and other factors belong exclusively to non-

violent groups. Bartlett and Miller (2012) conducted interviews with terrorist groups and non-

violent radical groups in Western nations and Muslim youth in Canada to identify similarities 

and difference between the two groups.  

In terms of ideology, Bartlett and Miller (2012) found that terrorists’ ideas about Islam 

tend to be simplistic, while non-violent radicals acknowledge their lack of knowledge and 

appreciate contextual consideration behind texts, and their own reflection and learning. Even 

though they are aware of the positions of scholars propagated by terrorist groups, they also 

seek Islamic information from other sources. Terrorists clearly supported violent jihad in the 

West. Non-violent radicals do not support jihad in the West however, they defend the right 

for people whose lands are occupied to fight their just war.  

In terms of societal views and engagement, Bartlett and Miller (2012) found that while 

terrorists exclusively loathe the West, non-violent radicals admire certain Western values. 

Both groups, however, experienced societal exclusion, disconnection from their local 

community, and identity crisis. They also display a distrust of their government, and hatred 

towards foreign policy. Further, because terrorists assert an ‘us versus them’ mentality, and 

reject ‘others’ (i.e., those who aren’t terrorists) they are thus unwilling to engage socially or 
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politically with their society.  

Finally, in terms of pathways to radicalisation, Bartlett and Miller (2012) found that 

there was a greater probability that terrorists would hail from a culture of violence, where 

status was acknowledged through violent behaviour and in-group peer pressure (towards 

radicalisation) was experienced. There is also an ‘emotional pull’, a sense of risk and 

excitement, and a quest for status/honour/heroism that leads one to radicalise. 

Worldwide prevalence of support for terrorism 

So far, the above literature review has examined the factors that lead to or propel 

radicalisation (i.e., risk factors). What follows is a review of literature on the prevalence of 

extremist beliefs among Muslims in Western contexts (including Australia).  A paucity of 

empirical research exists measuring the prevalence of extremist beliefs amongst Muslims in 

Western countries. What follows is a summary of such research, indicating that extremist 

beliefs are uncommon in Muslims in the West, but are more prevalent (although still in the 

minority) amongst Muslims in the Muslim world. 

It would be prudent to begin by establishing how common extremist views are amongst 

non-Muslims, to draw a comparison. Saucier, Akers, Shen-Miller, Kneževié, and Stankov 

(2009) summarised unpublished research comparing general fanatical thinking (not 

necessarily religious but based on their scale comprising 16 themes of militant extremist 

thinking; 2 questions per theme) amongst 297 Serbian high school students and 215 

American undergraduates. Serbian students tended to be more fanatical than American 

undergraduates. Although slightly skewed, the array of responses amongst American 

undergraduates was normally distributed, but shifted towards the neutral and non-fanatical 

end of the spectrum. Serbian attitudes were skewed slightly, but their results centred evenly 

on the spectrum and hence had more frequent expressions of fanatical attitudes than the 
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American cohort. Saucier et al. (2009) use this data to argue that fanatical thinking is not 

atypical. Rather, this shows that a small percentage of the American and Serbian sample, 

irrespective of their faith, possess extremist ideas. The prevalence of Muslim extremist 

thinking in the West has been found to mirror Saucier and colleagues’ findings, whereby a 

small percentage may have radical views.   

Goli and Rezai (2010) conducted a nation-wide survey in Denmark, including 970 

Muslim participants aged between 15 and 30 years of age. Goli and Rezai divided their 

participants into four groups, the most extreme being those who communicated radical views 

“in terms of expressive, explicit and consistent affiliation with and support for militant radical 

Muslim groups” (p.50). Six percent of their sample was classified into this group. Only one 

individual of the 63 in this group was aged between 15 and 17 years of age. This suggests 

radicalisation is uncommon among adolescents. 

Bhui et al. (2014) conducted research with a representative sample of 608 city dwelling 

Muslims (aged 18 to 45) in the United Kingdom. Bhui and colleagues utilised a 16-item 

measure that overtly asked about whether one would condemn or sympathise with certain 

behaviours like ‘committing a terrorist attack’ or perpetrating ‘violence to protect family’. 

They found that only 2.4% held views sympathetic with violent protests and terrorist acts. 

Sympathetic views were related to being under 20 years of age, in full-time education (rather 

than employment), born in the UK, speaking English at home and higher income earners (or 

declining to provide information of this nature). A number of factors typically implicated in 

radicalisation did not emerge in Bhui and colleagues’ research as significant correlates. These 

included social capital, political influence, discrimination, the frequency of visiting the 

mosque for prayers, gender, the proportion of friends of the same ethnic background and 

being single.  
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A smaller percentage of Muslims in America have been found to endorse extremist 

beliefs. The PEW Research Center (2011a) conducted telephone interviews with 1,033 

Muslim adults (18 years and older) in the United States in 2011. By asking a range of 

questions that measure support for extremism, the PEW Research Center (2011a) concluded 

that a vast majority of Muslims are against extremism, and only a small minority support it. 

For example, 81% of participants viewed suicide bombing and other forms of violence 

committed against civilians in defence of Islam as unjustifiable, leaving 8% thinking it is 

sometimes or often justifiable, 5% as rarely justifiable and 6% as unsure. Similarly, 81% held 

unfavourable views of Al-Qaeda, leaving 5% with favourable views and 14% who were 

unsure.     

Other formal research investigating extremist beliefs within general Muslim 

communities in the West were not found. The exception being that of Woodlock and Russell 

(2008) which will be discussed in a later section. 

Compared to Muslims in America, Muslims in some parts of the Muslim world hold 

somewhat more extreme attitudes. Drawing on data collected in 2012, PEW found that 

Muslims in Palestine and Afghanistan held views in stark contrast with those of American 

Muslims. This may be because of the history or war, violence, oppression and trauma that 

Palestinians and Afghanis have experienced. For instance, 40% and 39% respectively 

believed that suicide attacks against civilians committed in the name of Islam were often or 

sometimes justified. Many Muslim countries, typically those not occupied, exhibited a 

slightly lower proportion of extremist sentiments concerning suicide attacks, for example, 

Malaysia (18%), Egypt (29%), Bangladesh (26%), and Turkey (15%) (PEW Research Centre, 

2013). These figures are still quite high compared to America’s 8%. Similarly, support for 

Al-Qaeda is higher for Muslims in some countries. Data collected in 2013 from PEW opinion 

polls found that 35% of Muslims in Palestine, 23% of Muslims in Indonesia, and 20% of 
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Muslims in Egypt as well as Malaysia displayed the highest proportion of attitudes favouring 

Al-Qaeda in the Muslim world (PEW Research Center, 2013a). This data conveys a message 

that countries who have been exposed to recent conflict, such as Palestine and Afghanistan, 

are more supportive of extremism. 

PEW also conducted polls asking Muslims whether they had favourable views 

regarding ISIS (Poushter, 2015). In Lebanon 1% of Sunni Muslims held favourable views. In 

Palestine 5% of Gazans held favourable views with 3% unsure, while 8% in the West Bank 

had favourable views with 13% unsure. This compares with Malaysia where 12% of Muslims 

held favourable views, although 29% reported they ‘don’t know’ and 67% held unfavourable 

views. Similarly, in Nigeria, 7% of Muslims held favourable views, 71% unfavourable views, 

and 19% were unsure. It is evident that the majority of Muslims polled did not hold 

favourable attitudes towards ISIS.   However, this may be because not much was known 

about ISIS’s atrocities in 2015. It would be prudent to repeat this poll now amidst a greater 

awareness of ISIS and their injustices. 

Polls conducted in 2015 in the Arab Opinion Index revealed that support for ISIS 

included an extreme minority (Arab Centre for Research & Policy Studies, 2015). Countries 

such as Jordan, Tunisia, Iraq, Lebanon and Saudi Arabia revealed that only 1% of 

participants held a ‘very positive’ view of ISIS. This contrasts with Mauritania (10%) and 

Sudan (5%). Some countries identified between 1% and 6% who held views that were 

‘positive to some extent’, although Mauritania again was the exception at 10%. 

Opinion polls have attracted a level of criticism. They might have relatively low sample 

sizes to generalise to the broader population (for example in Malaysia in 2015, only 1,000 

people were polled). These findings must be treated with caution, as the validity of opinion 

polls is questionable (Schmid, 2017). Self-selection cannot be accounted or controlled for 

(Schmid, 2017). Participants who respond over the phone differ from face-to-face 
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participants (Schmid, 2017). Responding in ways that are socially desirable also affects the 

interpretability of the findings. Further, differing geographical regions within a country may 

be comprised of individuals with very different views (Cruickshank, 2013). Given these 

limitations, it is prudent not to over-generalise the findings of opinion polls as being 

representative of a country’s entire population.  

It is interesting that support for extremism is higher in the Muslim world than in 

America. Akins and Winfree (2017) argue that lack of structural dimensions (i.e., existence 

of radical groups) in the West explains why prevalence of supportive sentiments is minimal 

compared to such sentiments held in Muslim countries. They also posit that in the West 

Muslims are isolated from radical propaganda, a point no longer valid because of the effects 

of globalisation and the reach of the internet. 

Furthermore, PEW research indicates that a reasonable proportion of Muslims question 

the popular opinion that Muslims were responsible for the terrorist attacks of September 11, 

2001. For instance, in 2011, 9% of Muslims in Turkey, 12% in Pakistan, 20% in Indonesia, 

22% in Palestine and 20% in Lebanon did not believe that Arabs carried out the September 

11, attacks (PEW Research Center, 2011b). These findings will later assist in understanding 

the perspectives of participants in this research.  

Australian research on radicalisation 

No academic research exists on the prevalence of radicalism amongst Muslim 

adolescents in Australia. However, Mustapha Kara-Ali, a member of the Muslim reference 

group that was formed under the Howard government, comprised of selected ‘community 

leaders’ was responsible for a report in 2007 that claimed that up to 3,000 young Muslims in 

Sydney were at risk of radicalising (Crawford, 2007). This research was not peer reviewed or 

published, which means that the veracity of its findings is questionable. 
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Equally, in a media article that has not been peer reviewed, Rane (2015) made an 

estimate of the prevalence of radicalisation based on the statistics available at the time. He 

estimated that, based on the number of Muslims believed to have left Australia to fight ISIS, 

those who rioted in the streets in Sydney in 20157, those arrested on terrorism related 

offences and those under investigation, there are 1,000 radicalised Muslims in Australia. This 

equates to 0.2% of the Muslim population, which is a “statistically insignificant number that 

is dwarfed by the numbers associated with the other [problems such as domestic violence, 

suicide, homicide, drug and gambling addiction, alcohol abuse and paedophilia].” (Rane, 

2015). Rane’s estimate does not account for Muslims who support terrorism but are unwilling 

to commit terrorism, a consideration that he acknowledges. Although such Muslims are not 

an immediate concern to the security of Australia, they do pose a threat, with the potential for 

further radicalisation to the point where they commit terrorism or radicalise others.     

In their research with Muslims residing in New South Wales and Victoria during 2007 

and 2008, Woodlock and Russell (2008) found that the majority of its 600 participants 

rejected extremism. They also found that perceptions concerning the prevalence of extremism 

depended on the individual’s religio-political outlook. When asked whether the prevalence of 

extremism was increasing or decreasing, half of the sample perceived it as unchanging.  

Porter and Kebbell (2010) conducted analyses on the 21 convicted terrorists in 

Australia, nine of whom were 25 years old or younger, with the intention of understanding 

the radicalisation process in Australia. They based their analysis on open source data 

concerning these individuals, including media coverage and law reports. Possibly, this is the 

                                                 
7 In Sydney 2012, a group of Muslims protested an anti-Islamic film entitled ‘Innocence of Muslims’. Protestors 

and police clashed violently, leading to six police officers injured, two of whom were taken to hospital, and 19 

protesters injured from capsicum spray or dog-bites. 6 men were charged. It was understood that prior to the 

protest a text message was circulated that said ‘We must defend the honour of our Prophet. We must act now.’ 

One protestor was seen with a placard saying ‘Behead those who insult the prophet.’ And the crowd were heard 

shouting ‘Down down USA.’ Another protestor was heard yelling ‘Our dead are in paradise, your dead are in 

hell.’ ("Six charged after Sydney protests sparked by anti-Islamic film," 2012).  
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most significant research on the topic in the Australian context. A number of important 

conclusions are derived from their research:  

• The phenomenon of ‘home grown’ terrorism is a reality in Australia.  

• There is no strict psychopathological profile of a terrorist. Neither is there a strict 

demographic profile.  

• Transitional religious experiences precede involvement in terrorist activity.  

• Terrorists seem convinced that their actions are in accordance with Islam. They 

possess altruistic tendencies.  

• Radicalisation does not necessarily occur in a group and the internet seems to have 

played a role in radicalisation. 

However, because Porter and Kebbell did not gain direct access to the 21 convicted 

terrorists, their research lacked several points of investigation. For example, the application 

of theories of social psychology to these terrorists was not considered; the possible presence 

of other risk factors was not reported; cognitive justification for their opinions were not 

explored, and how much bias existed in their beliefs was not tested. They were also unable to 

compare the terrorists with a control group.  

Mullins (2011) studied 36 known Muslim terrorist cases in Australia and arrived at 

similar findings, reflecting some of the basic elements of Porter and Kebbell’s research. 

However, their research extrapolated the following profile about the majority of these known 

terrorists. 

• They were aged between 20 and 30 years of age. 

• They had resided in Australia for at least 10 years. 

• They were not educated beyond high school level. 

• They had semi- or unskilled occupations. 
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• They were married. 

• They had no criminal records prior to their terrorist activities. 

• They were not dictated by an international terrorist group (although varying degrees 

of support was sometimes found). 

• None of them were confirmed to be mentally ill.  

 Zammit (2011) compared this group with other convicted terrorists from America, the 

UK and Western Europe and found both similarities and differences across each cohort. The 

research found that Australian terrorists compare to their counterparts in terms of (a) being 

young, (b) being of low employment status, and (c) being of low religiosity in their youth. 

However, Australian terrorists contrasted with their overseas counterparts, as they are (a) 

more likely to be married with children, (b) are of predominantly Lebanese background, (c) 

are less educated and (d) were born or raised in Australia. Further, Australian terrorists are 

greater in proportion to the Muslim population than in other Western countries. This could be 

due to Australia’s smaller overall population, to the reality that fewer Muslims reside in 

Australia than other Western countries, or due to other circumstances specific to the 

Australian context.  

Several concerns should be noted regarding the current research in this area. Studies of 

radicalisation within the broader Muslim population do not appear to have been published in 

peer reviewed journals, rendering their findings questionable (including Woodlock and 

Russell (2008) and Kara-Ali’s inquiry, as cited in Crawford (2007)). Additionally, 

researchers studying terrorists, including Mullins (2011), Porter and Kebell (2011), and 

Zammit (2011), did not gain direct access to the convicted terrorists, which renders such 

research secondary and hypothetical at best. Hence, although making sophisticated inferences 

about radicalisation, each study lacked several points of investigation. For example, theories 

such as moral disengagement, terror management, and uncertainty reduction that have been 
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implicated in radicalisation were not utilised in the existing studies. Further, the possible 

presence of other risk factors, such as exposure to racism, and the cognitive processes 

(including bias) that led to their ideological conversion were not reported or explored. The 

studies were also unable to compare the convicted terrorists with a control sample population. 

This approach would have proved worthwhile in order to discriminate between shared and 

isolated factors amongst terrorist and non-terrorist individuals, as has been facilitated in 

research in other Western nations (Bartlett & Miller, 2012)  

Gaps in the literature 

Thus far, this discussion has highlighted definitions of radicalisation and its associated 

terms, risk factors of radicalisation, triggers and catalysts for radicalisation, theories that 

explain radicalisation and models of radicalisation. The identified literature demonstrates that 

a vast array of factors has been implicated in the process of radicalisation. However, research 

in the area of radicalisation seems to involve studying known terrorists and extracting 

common or seemingly significant factors that influence the trajectory towards radicalised 

expressions of Muslim belief, or implicating factors in the radicalisation process without 

direct support from empirical research with Muslims. Terrorists are individuals at the end of 

the radicalisation process. No academic literature was found that investigated those in the 

process of radicalising or those that abandoned such an ideology.8 Furthermore, such 

retrospective forms of research appear to be flawed, as such designs appear to be prone to 

fallacious reasoning, including hindsight bias.  

Nasser-Eddine, Garnham, Agostino, and Caluya (2011) in their review of the existing 

literature highlighted a number of gaps. They emphasised the need to conduct analysis of 

primary data, to undertake empirical research, to undertake trans-disciplinary research that 

                                                 
8 There are however two autobiographical accounts of Muslim men who were involved in radical organisations 

and then deradicalised (Husain, 2007; Nawaz, 2012).  
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explores the full breadth of the phenomena as well as employing varying methodologies. 

Nasser-Eddine and colleagues also emphasised the need to understand why some might 

radicalise and others do not,and explore the trajectories both into and out of radicalism.  

Another gap exists in the literature concerning the stage of adolescence in the 

development of radicalisation. Investigations focusing on the lives of terrorists during early 

adulthood were identified.  No research appears to have been undertaken that focuses on the 

period of adolescent development and radicalisation, with perhaps the exception of studies by 

Goli and Reezaei (2010) who only included adolescents within a broader sample of Danish 

Muslims.  

Research questions 

In order to assist in addressing this gap, the following research questions were 

formulated that served to direct the current study focusing on radicalisation of Muslim 

adolescence: 

Research Question One: What is the prevalence of, and possible causes behind, 

violent radical ideologies amongst adolescent Australian Muslims? 

Subsidiary Question One: What is the prevalence of attitudes that express (a 

sympathy towards, an alignment with, or an identification towards) radicalisation 

amongst Australian Muslim adolescents attending Islamic schools? 

Subsidiary Question Two: What risk factors, catalysts and triggers are present in 

Australian Muslim adolescents attending Islamic schools? 

Subsidiary Question Three: Is there a relationship between identified beliefs that 

support radicalised expressions of Islam and the prevalence of risk factors evident 

amongst Australian Muslim adolescents attending Islamic schools? 
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Conclusion  

This chapter discussed literature and research concerning violent radicalisation. It 

began by summarising the Islamic perspective, then by defining key terms. This chapter 

predominantly summarised the range of factors, theories and models implicated in 

radicalisation or utilised to explain it. This chapter demonstrated that there is a paucity of 

research in this field as it concerns the general Australian Muslim community, and more 

specifically, its adolescent population. The next chapter will summarise the Australian history 

of terrorism perpetrated by Muslims, as well as the socio-political, developmental and 

religious contexts that Muslim adolescents in Australia are located within.  
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Chapter Three: Context of violent radicalisation amongst Muslims in Australia 

 

The preceding chapter has highlighted current academic literature and research on the 

psychology of radicalisation. The underlying assumption of these works is that radicalisation 

does not occur in a vacuum. Rather, through the interaction of multiple factors and contexts, 

as has been discussed, radicalised ideas may form. The present chapter summarises the 

context in which this study was conducted. It will start by summarising a history of terrorism 

related events in Australia involving Muslims. It then discusses the socio-political climate at 

the time this study was conducted. It concludes with a focus on adolescent psychological and 

religious development to appreciate the challenges this study’s participants might be facing 

within these domains. 

Terrorism in Australia  

Given that this research focuses on radicalisation in Australia, this section will discuss 

literature that deals with the prevalence of radicalisation and terrorism in Australia. Al-Qaeda 

and Jemaah Islamiah, and more recently ISIS, have singled out Australia encouraging 

Muslims to attack this country (Anderson, 2016; Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade, 

2004). There have been two terrorist attacks on Australian soil, several foiled plots, counter-

terrorism arrests and concerns over Muslims leaving Australia to join terrorist organisations.  

Since the beginning of the civil war in Syria, there has been elevating concern that 

some Australian Muslims have left Australia to fight for overseas terrorist organisations. 

Individuals who have successfully enlisted in such terror organisations are commonly 

referred to as ‘foreign fighters’ (Zammit, 2015). As of October 2015, up to 250 Australians 

were believed to have become foreign fighters in Syria and Iraq ("Foreign Fighters - An 

Updated Assessment", 2015). Others are believed to have travelled to Somalia (Battersby, 
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2017). As of 2015, an estimated 100 Australia passports had been cancelled on suspicions 

that these individuals would travel overseas to fight ("Who Are Australia’s Radicalised 

Muslims?" 2015). In 2017, according to Turkish intelligence, there were 420 suspected 

Australian foreign fighters who they have banned entry to their country (Brown, 2017). The 

Australians who have joined terrorist organisations abroad included individuals as young as 

17 years of age. For example, an 18-year-old Muslim convert, Jake Bilardi, joined ISIS and 

died in a suicide attack in Iraq. A17-year-old, Abdullah Elmir, is currently believed to be 

fighting in Syria ("Who Are Australia’s Radicalised Muslims?" 2015), and 22-year-old 

Sammy Salma who was killed in Aleppo ("Australian Jihadists Are Being ‘Martyred’", 

2016). There are also older Muslims such as Sheikh Mustapha Al Majzoub who was thought 

to have been killed in Syria while carrying out humanitarian work, but suspicions exist he 

may have been fighting against the Assad regime (Al-Hadj, 2012). Another example is that of 

ISIS recruiter, Neil Prakesh, 26, suspected to have been killed but now apprehended (Brown, 

2017). Women have also travelled to Syria, such as Amira Ali, 22, believed to have been 

killed in Syria, and Zehra Duman, 21, widow of an ISIS fighter, who is active in preaching 

ISIS propaganda to recruit Muslim women to join ISIS ("Australian Jihadists Are Being 

‘Martyred’", 2016; Chambers, 2015). 

A number of terrorism related events have occurred in Australia. First, in September 

2014, police in Melbourne gunned down Numan Haider, aged 18, after he stabbed two police 

officers. Haider, who emigrated from Afghanistan when he was eight year old,  was being 

monitored by ASIO during his radicalisation process, which involved entering encrypted chat 

rooms used by ISIS and consuming ISIS propaganda and extremist sermons (Le Grand, 

2016). It is also suspected that Haider was associated with a radical group called Al-Furqan, 

which might have played a role in his radicalisation (Oakes, 2014). Haider was also verbally 

referring to ASIO and AFP as ‘dogs’ on Facebook leading up to his death (Le Grand, 2016). 
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The police rejected Haider’s application for a passport on the grounds of suspection that he 

would travel to Syria. Thereafter, police became concerned that Haider would commit an act 

of terrorism in Australia (Davey, 2016). On this impetus two police officers met Haider 

outside a Melbourne police station. The police officers had strong grounds to suspect that 

Haider would commit an act of terrorism in Australia (Le Grand, 2016). It was at that brief 

meeting that Haider stabbed the two officers, non-fatally wounding them, and was 

subsequently gunned down and killed. A recent 2017 inquest into the killing of Haider found 

that the police officer “acted appropriately when he shot and killed teenager Numan Haider” 

(Noonan, 2017).      

In the last decade, two terror attacks have occurred in Australia. In October 2015, 15-

year-old Farhad Khalil Mohammad Jabar of an Iraqi-Kurdish background left a mosque and 

went to the Parramatta police station with a pistol shouting “Allah, Allah!” (Morton & King, 

2015). He killed an accountant who worked at the station before being gunned down and 

killed by police ((Morton & King, 2015). Jabar was unknown to the imam of the local 

mosque, and his process of radicalisation is unknown (Morton & King, 2015). However, 

investigations later revealed that Jabar did not operate alone, but with others. Police allege 

Atai Raban Alou, 18, Mustafa Dirani, 23, and Talal Alameddine, 22, met in the lead up to 

this attack to source a gun for the ‘murder of a random police employee’ (Rubinsztein-

Dunlop, 2016). Atai also allegedly facilitated Jabar’s sister’s travel to Syria the day before the 

attack. Jabar was not known to police and had no criminal record ("Gunman Who Shot 

Dead," 2015) 

Australia’s second terrorist attack occurred only two months after the first. In 

December 2015, Mon Haron Monis laid siege to 17 people in Sydney’s Lindt Café on Martin 

Place. He demanded an ISIS flag, demanded that the media broadcast the siege as an attack 

on Australia by the Islamic State and demanded that there be a live broadcasted discussion 
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between him and Australia’s prime minister. The 16-hour-long siege ended when Monis 

executed the café manager with an unregistered sawn-off shotgun, causing police to force 

entry into the café and kill Monis. Unfortunately, in the process, stray bullets were believed 

to have ricocheted within the café killing another hostage (Kidd, 2015). Monis, originally 

named Mohammed Hassan Manteghi Borujerdi, was an Iranian-born man who sought asylum 

in Australia in 1996 (Kidd, 2015). He was a ‘self-styled’ spiritual healer, clairvoyant and 

sheikh. He was under investigation for 14 counts of aggravated indecent assault and 22 

counts of aggravated sexual assault and an accessory to the murder of his ex-wife ("Lindt 

Cafe Siege," 2016). In court, psychiatrist Jonathan Phillips described Monis as showing a 

mixture of grandiosity, egocentrism, anti-social personality and narcissism but without a 

diagnosed mental illness ("Lindt Cafe Siege," 2016). Monis was on ASIO’s radar and known 

as a ‘pest caller’ on ASIO’s hotline. It is unclear why Monis decided on the siege, but it is 

clear that he operated in isolation in this tragic terror attack. 

A number of terror plots have also been foiled in Australia. In 2009, three men were 

convicted for planned attacks on an army base ("3 Convicted of Terror Plot," 2010). 

Similarly, five men were convicted in 2010 for planned attacks on a major football event 

("Australian Court sentences 5 men in terrorist plot," 2010). These men possessed large 

amounts of terrorist propaganda. Three of these men were involved in training in New South 

Wales that served to prepare them for terrorist activity. Both groups have been understood to 

have been operating as the one cell (Zammit, 2013). 

In September 2014, two large-scale counter-terrorism operations took place that 

included raids in Brisbane and Sydney. Two suspects associated with the ‘Iqra’ bookstore 

were arrested in Brisbane including Omar Succarieh, aged 30 at the time, who was the 

brother of Australia’s first suicide bomber in Syria (Ahmed Succarieh). Succarieh was 

charged with several terrorism charges that were later dropped (Branco, 2016). However, he 
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did plead guilty to sending funds to Jabhat Al-Nusra and intending to enter Syria to engage in 

“hostile activity and aid the second terror accused, Kruezi, to do the same” (Bavas & Kos, 

2016; Branco, 2016). The second individual apprehended, Agim Kruezi, 21 at the time, was 

also charged with preparations for entering Syria to fight with Jabhat Al-Nusra (Atfield, 

2014) and stockpiling weapons in preparation for an attack in Australia (Silva, 2017). 

In addition, in September 2014, another set of raids took place when ASIO learned of a 

phone call from Australia’s most influential ISIS commander, Mohammad Ali Baryalei, to a 

number of individuals in Australia. He ordered this ‘cell’ to kidnap a ‘random kafir’ in 

Brisbane and Sydney and execute them on camera ("Authorities thwart 'beheading' plot", 

2014; Stewart, 2014). This prompted the police to immediately conduct raids across Brisbane 

and Sydney, arrest two suspected individuals and detain 15 individuals who had been under 

ASIO monitoring. This 870 police officer strong counter-terrorism operation was named 

‘Operation Appleby ("Authorities thwart 'beheading' plot," 2014; Stewart, 2014).  Appleby as 

a continuing operation has involved a total of 14 arrests brought to court for a group of 18 

core members (Olding, 2016). The cell has also been linked to Jabar’s Paramatta shooting in 

2015 (Olding, 2016). One central target of the operation, Maywand Osman, 22, was released 

from prison with his charges dropped in 2016 (Olding, 2016). 

Several other terrorism plots have been foiled. For example, in December 2016, five 

men aged between 21 and 26 were arrested for plans to attack Melbourne’s Flinders Street 

Station, Federation Square and St Paul’s Cathedral on Christmas day (Ferguson, Akerman, & 

Lewis, 2016). Four of these men were born in Australia but were of Lebanese descent 

(Ferguson et al., 2016). These were organised as a result of an ISIS video in the previous 

month calling on Muslims to attack key sites such as St Paul’s Cathedral (Ferguson et al., 

2016). This is considered by Prime Minister, Malcolm Turnbull, as “one of the most 
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substantial terrorist plots that have been disrupted in the last several years” ("Melbourne 

terrorist plot: Four charged, one in custody over alleged Christmas Day attack plan," 2016). 

The increased threat of terrorism since September 11, 2001, has led to over 60 terrorism 

laws being changed in Australia up until 2014 ("Pushing the limits," 2014). In 2014, Senator 

Brandis proposed changes in the terror laws, including restrictions of travel to certain danger 

zones including Syria ("Pushing the limits," 2014). This coincided with Tony Abbott’s 

raising the ‘terror alert’ level to high, indicating that the risk of a terror attack was ‘likely’ 

(Griffiths, 2014). This elevated the threat from being classified at ‘a medium level’ where an 

attack could happen but stopped short of the highest tier of ‘extreme’ where an attack is 

deemed to be imminent (Griffiths, 2014). In this context, ANU’s (2016) poll indicated that 

46% of participants believed Australia’s government policies had “gone far enough to 

adequately protect the country” (Sheppard, Saikal, & Theodorakis, 2016). It is important to 

note, that Abbott’s elevation of the terror alert coincided with the aforementioned September 

2014 raids in Brisbane and Sydney.                                

Socio-political context in Australia 

According to the Australian Bureau of Statistics’ 2016 Census, 604,000 people or 2.6% 

of Australian residents are Muslim, making this the third largest faith community in Australia 

(Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2017). Islam is the second fastest growing religion in 

Australia (Hassan, 2015). It is estimated that 36% of Muslims are born in Australia 

(Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2017). Approximately 22% of Muslims are North African or 

Middle Eastern in origin and approximately 25% are of South and Central Asian descent 

(Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2017). Based on more thorough analysis of ABS’ 2011 

Census data, Muslim minors and young adults are higher in proportion than the Australian 

population as a whole (Hassan, 2015). Further, Muslims tend to earn significantly less and 
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have higher rates of unemployment (a particular issue for young adults) than the general 

population (Hassan, 2015). Interestingly, a greater proportion of Muslims finish year 12 and 

hold Bachelors and Masters degrees than the general population (Hassan, 2015). Despite this, 

fewer Muslims hold high-status professional occupations than the national average.      

 There are a number of well-known Muslim personalities in Australia who have been 

popularised by the media as making a positive contribution to this country. For example, 

Waleed Ali, television presenter, Usman Khawaja, sportsman, Ahmed Fahour, former CEO 

of Australia Post, Anne Aly, Senator in Western Australia, and Nazeem Hussein, comedian. 

Many more are not popularised by the media but have contributed tremendously to Australia. 

For example, the Shahin family in South Australia, one of the largest employers in Australia, 

and who have made a substantial economic contribution; Miriam Silva, former CEO of TAFE 

South Australia, and many more.   

Despite the positive presence of Muslims in contemporary Australia, select Australian 

groups and individuals speak and petition against this Muslim presence and to the broader 

religion of Islam. For example, the One Nation Party, Rise Up Australia, ALA (a subsidiary 

of Q Society), and Reclaim Australia are all political parties who endorse negative 

associations with Muslim people (Akbarzadeh, 2016). Tony Abbott, the previous prime 

minister to Malcolm Turnbull, made comments that can be interpreted as being 

discriminatory towards Muslims. For example, in 2014 he called the burqa9 ‘confronting’ 

saying: 

I have said before that I find it a fairly confronting form of attire. Frankly, I wish it was 

not worn but we are a free country, we are a free society, and it is not the business of 

government to tell people what they should and shouldn’t wear (Jabour, 2014).  

                                                 
9 The burqa is a head to toe dress covering a woman’s whole face and body that some Muslim women choose to 

wear 
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Further, in February of 2015, Abbott stated, “I’ve often heard Western leaders describe 

Islam as a ‘religion of peace’. I wish more Muslim leaders would say that more often, and 

mean it” (Medhora & Safi, 2015).  

Other politicians have spoken out in opposition to Muslims and Islam, such as Pauline 

Hanson, Jacqui Lambie, Cory Bernadi, and Josh Frydenberg. Negative reactions to more 

specific Muslim activities have also occurred including opposition to halal food certification, 

mosques and Islamic schools, where groups who oppose them argue that they teach or preach 

radical Islam (Malik, 2013; Markson, 2017), fund terrorism (Aston, 2015) and believe 

Muslim people are incompatible with the Australian way of life (Aston, 2014). 

Anti-Muslim views are apparent in other ways; for example, the opposition to 

establishment of Islamic schools.  In Queensland, the building of an Islamic school was 

opposed on the Gold Coast (AAP, 2009), as was the building of a new mosque on the Gold 

Coast ("Residents Raise Concerns Over Mosque," 2010). Conversion of a house into a large 

recognisable mosque was also opposed during 2007 and onwards in Cairns, Queensland 

(Blomfield, 2009). Similarly in Camden, New South Wales, building of an Islamic school 

was also opposed ("Racism 'Not Behind Islamic School Knock-Back'," 2008). Communities 

sometimes protest on the basis of town planning issues, congestion issues, or even a decline 

in property values, however, media coverage of the communities have shown that racist 

attitudes also existed. Muslims could perceive opposition of several Muslim establishments 

as representing opposition to Muslims and Islam in Australia. 

Concordant with the vocal sentiment of Australians who harbour anti-Muslim views, 

research has shown that a significant number of Australians harbour racist and Islamophobic 

attitudes, although to varying degrees. In their nation-wide telephone survey with 1,000 

Australian residents in September 2015, Hassan and Martin (2015) found that 10% of 

participants held some degree of Islamophobic attitude, with 1.2% holding ‘very’ 
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Islamophobic attitudes. Such attitudes included wanting to avoid contact with Muslims, 

discomfort when speaking with a Muslim and thinking Muslims should not be ‘allowed to 

work in places where many Australians gather, such as airports’. Hassan and Martin (2015) 

also investigated the phenomenon of social distance with Muslims, which measures the level 

of intimacy and sympathy a person expresses towards another group. When asked about how 

comfortable one would be to have an out-group member become a family member, Muslims 

were the least favoured (69% were comfortable) in contrast with Hindus (85%), Buddhists 

(88%), Jews (89%) and Christians (95%).      

Blair, Dunn, Kamp, and Alam (2017) conducted research between August 2015 and 

November 2016 with 6,001 Australian residents largely representative of the Australian 

population. They found higher levels of racism than Hassan and Martin (2015). The research 

highlighted that 32% of the participants had some degree of ‘negative’ feeling towards 

Muslim Australians, with 10% being ‘very negative’. Further, 10% expressed they would be 

‘very’ concerned if a relative were to marry a Muslim and 17% expressed ‘extreme’ concern 

(Blair et al, 2017). These findings suggest that there is an element of Islamophobia and 

racism amongst the general Australian population (Hassan & Martin, 2015). Other recent 

research by Dunn, which surveyed nearly 500 Muslims in Sydney, showed that one in 10 

reported ‘very high’ rates of exposure to racism (Kearney & Taha, 2015). 

Incidents of racism towards Muslims in Australia are also evident from a report 

summarising reported incidents of racism in Australia between 2014 and 2016 (Iner, 2016). 

For example, they catalogued 104 incidents of verbal insults, 70 incidents of verbal threats, 

18 incidents of damage against property, 23 non-violent attacks, 12 non-damaging but violent 

attacks, 9 mild violent attacks, and 3 severe violent attacks. 
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Other relevant contexts 

The previous section outlined evidence of radicalisation in the Australian context as 

well as highlighting several gaps in existing research. The following sections will discuss the 

contexts of the participants in this research. This research explored Muslim youth in 

Australia. Hence, this section will discuss adolescent psychological and religious 

development, the Australian social context pertaining to Muslims, studies on Muslims in 

Australia, and the recent history of terrorism in Australia. 

Adolescent psychological development 

During the stage of adolescent development, individuals experience a vast array of 

changes in a short space of time. Pubertal changes can occur at earlier or later stages in the 

individual’s development that can in turn affect the person’s psychology into adulthood. This 

stage of development also gives rise to increasing sophistication in terms of thinking and 

reasoning processes (Piaget, 1972). Further, the individual faces an identity crisis that 

influences the formation of identity (Erikson, 1968). Their relationships with their family 

(especially their parents) change; they develop greater independence and may gravitate 

towards the formation of significant relationships beyond the family unit.  Stronger 

importance is placed on social connections during adolescence. During adolescence, some 

individuals become more prone to problem behaviour such as delinquency, criminal activity, 

and drug abuse (Peterson, 2010).  

Further, their moral reasoning becomes more sophisticated, with this process extending 

beyond adolescence into later adulthood (Kohlberg, 1963).  According to Kohlberg (1963), 

during adolescence the individual transitions through two common moral stages of 

development. They include the ‘level two’ stage (which includes a conventional phase) where 

conformity and approval guides morality.  Some adolescents are found to graduate to the next 
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phase of this level (which encompasses a law and order phase) where laws are perceived as 

fair by definition and are independent of its advocates and enforcers.  However, this stage can 

extend into the 30s. The final stage is principled morality, where one can accept that obeying 

the law can sometimes be unethical, and this has been found amongst individuals as young as 

24 years of age (Colby, Kohlberg, Gibbs, & Lieberman, 1983).  

Adolescent religious development 

Since religious development has been correlated with radicalisation, it is prudent to 

discuss religious development as it relates to the period of adolescence. Religion is typically 

inculcated through one’s parents, and the effectiveness of this transmission depends on the 

quality of the parental relationships (Bao, Whitbeck, Hoyt, & Conger, 1999; Hoge, Petrillo, 

& Smith, 1982; King, Furrow, & Roth, 2002; Ozorak, 1989; Wilson & Sherkat, 1994). 

Research into Al-Muhajiroon, a non-violent extremist group (Wiktorowicz & Kaltenthaler, 

2006), identifies rifts with member’s families of origin due to different religious thinking. 

This rift could be plausible in explaining a radical individual’s desire to join a terrorist group, 

but due to paucity of research, no direct evidence exists to confirm such a correlation. It 

would be interesting to know whether the parent-child relationship was poor in quality as this 

might explain, in part, a radical’s divergence. This would also depend on whether the parents 

were conservative or liberal, the latter more likely driving a youth in the West away from 

their parent’s beliefs, as has been noted previously in the rejection of acculturated religious 

beliefs of parents (Roy, 2004). Apart from the influence of parents, others such as peers, 

mentor figures, leaders, and religious institutions and groups, play influential roles in an 

adolescent’s religious development ( King & Roeser, 2009). This is consistent with several 

radicalisation models mentioned where a Muslim joins a close-knit group of Muslims in their 

process of radicalising, or in PET where a Muslim is radicalised by an external other. 
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There also exist theories explaining spiritual development (see King & Roeser, 2009). 

These focus on relational needs, meaning needs, cognitive schemas, identity-motivation 

frameworks, mysticism, contextualising spiritual development in broader systems and 

atheoretical approaches. These do not overlap with radicalisation directly, although they may 

share some commonalities with religious transitional experiences like those experienced by 

known terrorists before they radicalised.  

Conclusion 

This chapter has provided an overview of the Australian context and adolescent 

development as it might relate to violent radicalisation amongst Muslim adolescents. In 

Australia, several terrorism plots were foiled, several attacks were carried out and a number 

of Muslims left Australia to fight for ISIS and Jabhat al-Nusra. Australian Muslims face 

vocal opposition to the building of mosques and Islamic schools and are also victims of 

racism and Islamophobia. This is despite the positive contribution Muslims are making to 

Australia. Adolescents are in a transitory state in their psychological and religious 

development and are prone to being influenced by a broad range of sources.  

Within this context, the following research questions, as indicated in an earlier section, 

were formulated to guide this investigation: 

Research Question One: What is the prevalence of, and possible causes behind, 

violent radical ideologies amongst adolescent Australian Muslims? 

Subsidiary Question One: What is the prevalence of attitudes that express (a 

sympathy towards, an alignment with, or an identification towards) radicalisation 

amongst Australian Muslim adolescents attending Islamic schools? 

Subsidiary Question Two: What risk factors, catalysts and triggers are present in 

Australian Muslim adolescents attending Islamic schools? 
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Subsidiary Question Three: Is there a relationship between identified beliefs that 

support radicalised expressions of Islam and the prevalence of risk factors evident 

amongst Australian Muslim adolescents attending Islamic schools? 

The following chapter outlines the theoretical framework that served to inform the 

methodology of this study and guide the facilitation of the research.     
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Chapter Four: Theoretical Framework: Social Constructionism and Radicalised 

Thinking 

 

Introduction 

Multiple frameworks were considered to guide the implementation of this study 

including the overarching methodology. The first framework considered was interpretivism. 

Interpretivism is underpinned by the chief assumption that investigations in the social 

sciences are of phenomena that are already interpreted, unlike study of the natural sciences 

(Blaikie, 2011). This framework focuses on the intellectual component upon which choices 

are made rather than the emotional component of decision making (Blaikie, 2011). It is 

primarily concerned with meaningful social action and action that is goal-oriented (Blaikie, 

2011). This approach is limited as it is concerned with typical phenomenon and uniformity 

(Blaikie, 2011), whereas radicalisation is considered an exceptional phenomenon only 

applicable to a small minority of individuals. Further, interpretivism does not value the 

subjective meaning people attribute to things (Blaikie, 2011), which would neglect the focus 

on the underpinning phenomenological dimension of radicalised thinking. Finally, 

interpretivism is not concerned with emphatic decisions, including circumstances where a 

Muslim may be motivated to commit violence in retaliation against Muslim oppression. 

The second framework considered for the study was symbolic interactionism. Symbolic 

interactionism focuses on three interweaving themes: (a) humans’ symbol-producing capacity 

to develop “histories, stories, cultures and intricate webs of communication”, (b) changes in 

peoples and societies, and (c) interactions that shape society (Plummer, 2011). This 

framework appeared relevant to the phenomenon under investigation for this study as it 
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acknowledges the transient nature of contextual points in history such as the post-September 

11, 2001 era, and now the ISIS era, and seeks to understand circumstances specific to those 

contexts. This framework was very similar to the chosen framework, social constructionism. 

A limitation of symbolic interactionism, however, is its exclusive focus on small-scale 

interpersonal interactions between individuals (Reynolds & Herman, 1994). It does not focus 

on macro-social influences like society and culture, which are implicated in the radicalisation 

process. Hence, symbolic interactionism was not the most suitable theoretical framework for 

this research. 

Social constructionism argues that meaning (including attitudes as they are applied to 

this investigation), is influenced by social and interpersonal interactional processes. Attitudes 

including those that object to the killing of innocent people; those that focus on terrorism as a 

means of bringing glory to Islam; or those that suggest that the West is against Islam, can be 

attributed to social constructions. These social constructions culminate through the 

interactions (including related discourse) with peers, teachers, imams, family members and 

strangers, as well as through engagement with news reports, social media and other sources 

of information. Therefore, this framework was considered more suitable for the purposes of 

this research. 

This chapter will discuss social constructionism and its utility and application to 

studying the phenomenon of radicalisation. Exploration will be given to the history of social 

constructionism, key features of this framework, the benefits and limitations of applying this 

paradigm to radicalisation, and finally considerations that must be taken into account when 

applying social constructionism to studying the phenomenon of radicalisation. 
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Historical background of the chosen framework 

Social constructionism as a philosophical framework originally stemmed from 

sociology and social psychology and was spawned in the post-modernist movement (Elder-

Vass, 2012). It was first posited by Berger and Luckman (1966) in their text, “The social 

construction of reality”. The paradigm served as a counterpart to positivism and realism, two 

dominant philosophical frameworks at the time, with social constructionism offering a 

philosophical position that gave focus to the impact of human interaction on reality. Social 

constructionism received criticism from realist and positivist theorists who argued that the 

experience of reality and the knowledge that is derived from it is singular, objective, and 

observable rather than socially constructed (Andrews, 2012). This has led to positivists 

rejecting social constructionism altogether (Burr, 2003). Katzko (2002) and Andrews (2012) 

give emphasis to social constructionism as an epistemological approach acknowledging the 

critique of the framework as an ontological paradigm.  

Social constructionism: Definitions and key features of the approach 

Social constructionism is an anti-realist, relativist paradigm that challenges the popular 

empiricist and positivist understandings of epistemology although it can employ the same 

methods as positivist approaches. Empiricism and positivism assert that the truth of reality is 

objective, observable and singular. Social constructionism challenges individual assumptions 

including personal observations that are conceptualised as ‘truth’ and an ‘individual’s reality’ 

(Burr, 2003). It is not concerned necessarily with the cognitive processes from which 

knowledge is derived (Andrews, 2012). 

Social constructionism instead asserts that the truth of reality is not singular, but is 

constructed by individuals (Berger & Luckmann, 1966). At the same time, social 

constructionism does accept that social constructions correspond to elements that are ‘real’ in 
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the world (Andrews, 2012). Maines (2000) supports the validity of the framework, arguing 

that meaning is continually being socially constructed. 

In terms of how meaning is socially constructed, Gergen (2011) argues that knowledge 

stems from ‘historically situated interchanges among people’. Expressed differently, the 

formulation of attitudes in a society is reliant on the social processes within that context such 

as “communication, negotiation, communal conflict, and (sic) rhetoric” (Gergen, 2011). 

While notions of social constructionism may differ from researcher to researcher, with 

some not acknowledging the framework yet abiding by it nonetheless, (Burr, 2003), some 

universal elements are central to social constructionism as a philosophical framework. These 

elements will be considered in the following discussion. 

Social constructionism implies that perceptions of reality vary depending on several 

factors. Such factors include: 

• the language or use of words being utilised to describe truth and reality (Witkin, 

2011), 

• the historical context in which the language and phenomenon are located (Burr, 1995, 

2003; Witkin, 2011), 

• the culture in which the reality is being investigated including the community an 

individual belongs to (Burr, 1995; Witkin, 2011), 

• the socio-cultural rules that apply within a context (Witkin, 2011), and 

• the social exchanges occurring that serve to inform an individual’s reality (Burr, 

2003). 

Hence, ‘realities’ such as the phenomenon of radicalisation can be influenced and 

ultimately socially constructed through language, time, place, culture, community and social 

stimulation.  
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Despite positivism’s opposition to social constructionism, social constructionism does 

not challenge the objective reality and scientific knowledge in areas such as the natural 

sciences (Berger & Luckmann, 1966). Rather, social constructionism serves to provide 

explanation about the realities of everyday life that are ultimately defined through social 

interactions (Berger & Luckmann, 1966). 

The phenomenon of language is heavily emphasised in social constructionism. Burr 

(1995) states that the relationships between reality and its social construction are mediated 

through language. A subsequent corollary of this, as argued by Berger and Luckmann (1966), 

is that conversations are an integral part of the individual constructing reality; that is, 

conversations give meaning to concepts.  

Burr (2003) provides a cogent conceptualisation of research underpinned by social 

constructionism as summarised below: 

But social constructionist research is not about identifying objective fact or making 

truth claims. There can be no final description of the world, and reality may be 

inaccessible or inseparable from our discourse about it; all knowledge is provisional 

and contestable, and accounts are local and historically/culturally specific. The 

concepts of reliably and validity, as they are normally understood, are therefore 

inappropriate for judging the quality of social constructionist work. (Burr, 2003, p. 156) 

A common principle in social constructionism is reflexive deliberation. This is the idea 

that individuals exist in collective groups and there is a constant rebounding of ideas among 

individuals within groups that shape individual perceptions and realities (Gergen, 1996). This 

is a foundational principle within a social constructionist approach that informs the study of 

social interaction and the development of meaning. Within the context of social research, 

Burr (2003) asserts that a researcher’s reflections on an observed phenomenon contributes to 
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the construction of reality for everyone involved. This idea will be discussed in greater depth 

in a later section of this chapter. 

Burr (2003) also highlights alternative understandings of reflexivity within social 

construction as a philosophical framework for social research.  One involves acknowledging 

the implication of the researcher’s values and perspective as well as any power differentials 

that might influence the research. Burr (2003) argues that research subjects should have more 

power in the process of enquiry than they were historically granted in areas such as classical 

psychology research. Hence, researchers should share the results of an enquiry with research 

participants to confirm that the researcher’s interpretation of what they are observing is 

accurate and reflects the participants’ lived reality. 

Features of social constructionism are many and varied between researchers. What will 

be discussed now are features of social constructionism as it relates to the present research, 

namely the use of empirical methods. Social constructionism can allow the use of empirical 

methods, but there are certain parameters, outlined by Gergen (2009).  

First, although phenomena in empirical research are seen as measurable entities, such 

entities are still constructs deeply embedded in the socio-cultural fabric of society. It is this 

deeply rooted construction that renders them tangible, akin to a biological process for 

example, in the minds of researchers. Therefore, a primary focus of research underpinned by 

social construction is the consideration of how a phenomenon is ‘measured’. 

Second, while empiricism mandates that research involves measurement without bias, 

the phenomena under study and the people investigating it are prone to bias. For example, 

society deeming a certain act as reprehensible is a bias that motivates a researcher to 

understand what makes individuals commit what are widely understood to be reprehensible 

acts. Hence a social constructionist approach to research encourages researchers to be 

mindful of their biases and give adequate consideration to them in their research. 
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Third, empiricism relies on the predictability and constancy of the natural world to be 

repeatedly replicable. However, human behaviour is often not constant or predictable. This 

must be taken into consideration when undertaking research focusing on human attitudes and 

behaviours. 

Fourth, empiricism utilises numerical codes and statistics. However, some phenomena 

are often not best understood through statistical analysis; they are are better observed through 

language and social interaction. For example, attitudes when expressed linguistically provide 

rich insight, which differs from the insight gained when attitudes are measured on Likert 

scales within quantitative surveys. Social constructionism does not assert that one method is 

superior to the other, but rather that one should not be eliminated altogether.10 

Finally, empiricism usually seeks to determine a single answer to a research question. 

Conversely, social constructionism contends that research findings should not be limited to a 

singular understanding or interpretation.  

 

Radicalised thinking as a social construction 

The adoption of a social constructionist framework in the exploration of extremist 

thinking as applied to this study is fitting, given that the development of extremist thinking is 

influenced through interaction with a range of variables including people, the media and 

broader culture. Such thinking includes an individual’s opinions about terrorism, jihad, 

suicide bombing and killing civilians. Extremists’ ideas may stem from consumption of 

extremist media and literature, whose authors and creators can be conceptualised as social 

agents. Further, such thinking may be formed through social interaction with individuals who 

                                                 
10 Gergen (2009) also argues that the statistical language used in research shuns statistically illiterate 

people, i.e., the masses, from the research, making knowledge an exclusive right of the elite. 
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hold extremist views. Further, opinions on contemporary issues and events such as the issue 

of Palestine, Al-Qaeda and ISIS may in part be formulated from exposure to the opinions and 

attitudes of others. Further to this, interaction with society plays a pivotal role. For example, 

the discourse an individual is exposed to through mainstream and alternative media, such as 

social media and television, plays an important role in the formulation of a person’s opinions 

and attitudes.  

Factors implicated in the radicalisation process are also socially constructed. An 

example of this is hate crimes against Muslims. The meaning attributed from such incidents 

and the subsequent attitudes formed from them are socially constructed. For example, 

interpersonal interactions with others play a direct role in the social construction of meaning. 

Additionally, seeing Muslims react emotionally, submissively or aggressively affects this 

construction. Similarly witnessing the reactions non-Muslims communicate to the individual 

contributes to the social construction of meaning. Another dimension influencing the social 

construction of meaning is exposure to news and social media, as mentioned in a previous 

section. News coverage condemning acts perpetrated out of hate and featuring non-Muslims 

standing in solidarity with Muslims constructs a meaning that is in contrast to attitudes 

rendering society silent to hate crimes, or seeing non-Muslims continuing to vent hate 

towards Muslims unopposed. Examples such as these lead to a social construction of factors 

implicated in radicalisation such as racism, society’s stance towards Islam and Muslims, a 

Muslim individual’s place in society, integration, and one’s Australian identity. These 

factors, individual or in combination, may lead to the construction of attitudes that are 

extreme in orientation.11  

                                                 
11 Nasser-Eddine, et al. (2011) support using a social construction approach to radicalisation because 

extremism is based on a subjective interpretation of the world rather than an objective one. 
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A core motivation underlying radicalised thoughts is thinking or acting in ways that 

please God. This motivation is fuelled by an assumed taqwa or consciousness, piety and fear 

of God. Taqwa is socially constructed through contact with others, including parents, friends, 

religious teachers/imams/preachers, and through study, reading texts and engaging in worthy 

deeds. Taqwa is also nurtured through worship and the claim of seeing God’s ‘signs’ in the 

world and one’s life. Analogous to a seedling growing into a tree, a person can increase in 

taqwa. However, this ‘seedling’ has an origin that is not socially constructed according to 

Muslim theology. Muslims believe there is an innate predisposition to believe in and worship 

God, referred to as fitrah.12 Hence the inclination to act to please God is partly constructed 

but also partly innate. Although extremist acts violate God’s commands to sanctify human 

life, they perceive these acts as God’s commands and as attracting God’s pleasure. Hence, 

assumed taqwa, a factor that motivates one to commit acts of extremism, is only partially 

socially constructed. 

Strengths of Social Constructionism as a Framework for this Study 

Social constructionism has a number of strengths. The framework is considered 

relevant to psychological research due to its orientation towards the exploration of social 

phenomena that exist in human contexts. Applying frameworks intended for studying the 

natural, scientific world are problematic because cause-effect relationships are more 

commonly encountered in the natural world in contrast to human contexts. As such, social 

constructionism systematically acknowledges the different elements in an individual’s 

‘ecosystem’ and their roles in explaining phenomena (Witkin, 1991). Furthermore, social 

constructionism acknowledges a number of key broad elements that may contribute to 

                                                 
12 Linguistically, fitrah means ‘primordial human nature’ (Izzati, 2002) and encompasses several 

things. Of relevance to this discussion is Al-Tabari’s explanation that fitrah is deen which means 

religion.  
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explaining an individual’s attitudes, including history, language, culture, and social 

interactions. This is particularly relevant to the study of extremist thinking, as underlying 

‘correlates’ are shaped within these factors.   

Another strength of social constructionism is that it assists in revealing the hidden 

‘voices’ of research participants so that their views can be heard (Gergen, 2011). This is 

particularly applicable to the current research since Muslim adolescents and their views are 

not commonly the focus of research or attention in broader society. 

Social constructionism also gives consideration to multiple viewpoints in research, 

allowing for the suspension of judgement of personal views and value positions (Gergen, 

2011). This is particularly important in the present study, since the exploration of views 

concerning violent extremism were articulated. The researcher needed to accept that views 

that condone the use of violence have their justification in the minds of research participants, 

and that actions that are condoned will require clarification to best determine the participant’s 

frame of reference. It is clear from prior research in this area that little is known concerning 

extremist thinking among adolescents. Hence, the researcher needed to be accepting of all 

viewpoints. A social constructionist framework assisted in enabling the researcher to better 

understand some of the determinants associated with potentially controversial views of 

participants. This also assisted the researcher in maintaining a respectful and open position in 

the facilitation of the study. 

Limitations of the chosen framework 

Social constructionism has received criticism in several ways. First, it has been 

contested as being unscientific. The proposition that the world is socially constructed is 

considered by some theorists to contradict the objective nature of the world (Andrews, 2012). 

However, constructionists make no attempt to deny the objective reality of the natural world 

(Andrews, 2012). Rather, social constructionists apply their frameworks to investigations in 
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human psychology and sociology. However, some have argued that medical and scientific 

phenomenon can be understood through social construction as well (Andrews, 2012). Further 

criticism exists contesting social constructionism’s assertion that objective and subjective 

realities can co-exist, and that social constructionism assigns lesser value to objective facts. 

(Andrews, 2012; Katzko, 2002; Witkin, 2011). 

When considering the implementation of a social constructionist framework in the 

present study, social constructionism’s opposition to essentialism must be acknowledged. 

Essentialism refers to the idea that human beings are seen as beings with an essence 

(synonymous with the notion that humans have no soul) to define them or play a role in their 

psychology (Burr, 2003). This is problematic from an Islamic perspective which asserts that 

individuals have souls and an individual’s soul plays an important role in their thinking and 

behaviour. In the context of radicalisation, it can be viewed that moral degradation is not 

merely a psychological process but also a spiritual one, where in extreme circumstances a 

person’s soul may become desensitised to the value of human life and influence the decision 

to take another individual’s life. The influence of a person’s soul, including the person’s 

freedom of choice, could hypothetically influence two individuals with similar socio-cultural 

influences to choose different life trajectories. Such ideas align with strategic choice theory 

that asserts similarly that radicalisation is a conscious choice rather than just a by-product of 

external forces (Horgan, 2005). 

Social constructionism and radicalisation – methodological concerns 

Several issues must be considered when applying a social constructionist paradigm to 

radicalised thinking. Burr (2003) cautions that the interviewer plays a role in the formation of 

results. Burr cites Sherrard (1991) who emphasises that the interviewer has an effect on what 

participants say. The interviewer in this research is the author, who is a visibly devout 
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Muslim in his late 20s. This could have influenced the responses of participants who may 

have experienced greater levels of comfort in disclosing information to an ‘insider’. It may 

also have induced biased comments due to the potential for participants to want to appear 

religious and frame views within a pious Islamic orientation. Such responses may have 

obscured evidence of specific indicators of the radicalisation process that occurs 

independently of religious themes. For example, politically driven motivations for 

radicalisation, peer influences, and non-religious motivations for violence including 

depression, ostracism, and bullying may not have been discussed.  

The participants also influence the nature of the interview interaction. For example, a 

particular focus group discussion may give heightened focus to the events of September 11, 

2001. In a focus group, a Muslim interviewer may qualify their reference to September 11 by 

saying, “Let’s say the attacks on September were carried out by Muslims.” This would help 

assure the participants’ placement of trust in the interviewer. Whereas in a focus group of 

non-Muslims, a Muslim interviewer may not qualify a reference to September 11 in that way, 

since the idea that Muslims, or Al-Qaeda more specifically, were behind September 11 may 

be unequivocally accepted in this group. Further, qualifying a statement in reference to 

September 11 would remove a discussion about whether the media and government’s 

‘version of events’ are right or wrong.  

Burr (2003) also emphasises the reality of values permeating research. First, the values 

of the researcher inform the conceptualisation of the research problem. This imposes 

limitations on the objectivity of the research. Further, the way the researcher interprets the 

data cannot be purely objective. Such interpretation is influenced by the researcher’s values, 

perspectives of the world and assumptions that underpin the phenomenon they are 

investigating. This concern applies to the present study and the researcher’s location within it. 

The researcher’s religious position as a devout Muslim was a key determinant in the choice to 
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explore the phenomenon of interest. However, the researcher attempted to maintain as much 

objectivity as possible by using pre-existing questions, quantitative analysis and analysing the 

results within a research team.  

As mentioned previously, analysis of language provides rich meaning. However, 

numeric measurement of psychological constructs is also advantageous as a research 

methodology. The present research takes advantage of both the language used to describe 

radicalisation and the psychometrics that quantifiably measures extremist thinking. 

Employing both methods did not compromise the findings. Rather this synergy of research 

methods increased the breadth and depth associated with understanding the phenomenon of 

radicalisation. 

Summary 

Social constructionism is a theoretical framework that seeks to find meaning in 

phenomenon as they manifest through language, time, place, culture, community and social 

interactions. This theoretical framework aligns well in studying the phenomenon of 

radicalisation. Both the manifestations of extremist thinking and associated risk factors can 

be linked to socially constructed influences. Further, the mixed methods approach to studying 

radicaslised thinking is compatible with the theoretical framework applied to this study. 

Social constructionism added value to this research by guiding its approach to conducting 

both empirical and qualitative research methodologies. Social constructionism as a guiding 

framework was suitable for the exploration of the phenomenon of interest, encouraging the 

acceptance of a range of viewpoints as they apply to violent extremism. The next chapter 

explores the methods used in answering the research questions.  
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Chapter Five: Introduction to the General Study and Method 

 

Research questions  

The objective of this research was to understand whether the process of radicalisation 

might begin in the stage of adolescent development.  Further, this research sought to 

understand potential associated risk factors and triggers that influence the development of 

radicalisation. In an effort to address this research agenda, the following research question 

and subsidiary questions, introduced in earlier sections of this thesis, were formulated: 

Research Question: What is the prevalence, and correlates, of violent radical 

ideologies amongst adolescent Australian Muslims? 

Subsidiary Question One: What is the prevalence of attitudes that express (a 

sympathy towards, an alignment with, or an identification towards) radicalisation 

amongst Australian Muslim adolescents attending Islamic schools? 

Subsidiary Question Two: What risk factors, catalysts and triggers are present in 

Australian Muslim adolescents attending Islamic schools? 

Subsidiary Question Three: Is there a relationship between identified beliefs that 

support radicalised expressions of Islam and the prevalence of risk factors evident 

amongst Australian Muslim adolescents attending Islamic schools? 

Research design  

This research utilised a mixed methods approach by collecting and analysing both 

qualitative and quantitative data (Creswell & Clark, 2007; Teddlie & Tashakkori, 2003). 

Measuring attitudes towards radicalisation using a quantitative questionnaire format alone 

would have limited the scope of the investigation for three reasons. First, it would have 
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limited capturing the breadth of the phenomena as perceived by the target participants. 

Second, the depth of the participants’ attitudes about the issue may not have been adequately 

measured using a quantitative questionnaire. Third, given that extremism is a sensitive issue, 

participants may not have openly responded to quantitative questions about the issue, in 

contrast to qualitative approaches that may facilitate more responses that are open. Hence, 

qualitative interviewing was used to explore the full breadth and depth of attitudes towards 

radicalisation amongst the participants of this study. This approach complemented the 

quantitative component of the research design, which sought to understand perceptions 

underpinning prevailing attitudes amongst participants. 

As mentioned in the literature review, very little empirical research on the issue of 

Muslim radicalisation in the West has been undertaken. Existing research tends to report data 

about known terrorists and conduct retrospective analyses (e.g., Porter & Kebbell, 2010). 

Other research concerning radicalisation within community populations include that of Goli 

and Reezaei (2010) who utilised surveys conducted nationwide (in Denmark) in conjunction 

with in-depth, explorative interviews with select, diverse individuals in the community (as 

discussed in an earlier section).  Bhui et al. (2014) employed surveys of a representative 

sample in two cities in the U.K. 

Kuhle (2010) also highlights methodologies practical for studying non-organised 

religious Muslims. In studying a Muslim organisation, Kuhle (2010) argued that a 

questionnaire method is ideal. Youth and adolescents who are the main interest group in the 

research are less likely to be part of an organisation (although there may be exceptions, 

particularly amongst the older segment of this population). Kuhle (2010) also acknowledged 

the sensitivities amongst religiously observant youth about being branded as fanatical or 

radical. In light of this Kuhle (2010), recommended the use of personal interviews, focus 
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groups as well as participant observation. This supported the rationale for utilising qualitative 

methods in the present research. 

Quantitative methods were also important in the present methodology. As mentioned in 

the previous section, a limitation identified in the literature is the lack of substantive 

quantitative methods to identify risk factors in the process of radicalisation. Some factors 

may have been inferred based on speculation. Speculation is prone to subjectivity and biases 

in reasoning. Quantitative methods are less vulnerable to such methodological issues.  

Qualitative methods in isolation are also insufficient in this research. For example, in 

attempting to identfy factors associated with radicalisation during adolescence, a qualitative 

approach is restricted to participants sharing the reasons for radicalisation that they are 

consciously aware of or have personal theories about. The use of quantitative measures to 

examine factors and correlate these with radicalisation provides a more comprehensive data 

set to develop a richer perspective regarding this phenomenon. Given the rationale outlined 

above, a mixed methods approach incorporating qualitative (focus groups) and quantitative 

(questionnaires) techniques was utilised in this research. 

Pilot study  

As a preliminary step to administering the study’s final research questionnaire, a pilot 

questionnaire was developed. Following this, a pilot study was conducted to assist in refining 

the final composition of the questionnaire. The pilot study involved a convenience sample of 

10 males aged between 13 and 20, and was administered in a range of suitable locations (e.g., 

parks, libraries and homes). Feedback was sought at the conclusion of the pilot questionnaire 

pertaining to how participants reacted to the measure, the coherence of the questions for 

adolescents as well as perceptions about the overall length of the pilot questionaire. 

Participants did not consider the measure confronting, although one participant described it as 
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‘crazy’ but ‘good crazy,’ eluding to its controversial nature. While most participants 

articulated that the questions made sense, some perceived that particular items might not be 

well understood by the younger participants. Participants did not express concern about the 

length of the pilot questionnaire, even among those who took longer than average. Feedback 

received on selected problematic questions was taken into consideration for the final version 

of the questionnaire. 

Materials and scale development 

Questionnaire material 

This section will outline how the questionnaire used in the quantitative component of 

this research was designed. This involved extracting and building upon questions from pre-

existing measures and using pre-existing scales. 

Scale development of radical thinking and its correlates 

A thorough search of existing academic literature was undertaken to find pre-existing 

scales measuring radicalisation and extremism. Only two scales were found at the time, and 

these were used to inform some questions: the Measures of Extremist Militant Mindset 

(MMEM) (Stankov, Higgins, Saucier, & Knezevic, 2010), and the Group Radicalization 

Assessment Scale (GRAS) (Divinski, 2009). Other scales emerged after the design of this 

research13 and hence could not be considered for inclusion in this research.  

The Measures of a Militant Extremist Mindset (MMEM) (Stankov et al., 2010) is a 

series of 56 statements derived from linguistic analysis of texts produced by terrorist 

                                                 
13 Several noteworthy scales included the Terrorism Radicalization Assessment Protocol (TRAP – 18) (Meloy, 

Roshdi, Glaz-Ocik, & Hoffmann, 2015), the Assessment and Treatment of Radicalization Scale (ARTS) (Loza, 

Bhawanie, Nussbaum, & Maximenco, 2013), and a threat assessment scale developed by Schuurman and 

Eijkman (2015).  
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organisations. Factor analyses indicated that the measure explores ideas about pro-violence, 

the belief that the world is vile and belief in divine power. This scale has not undergone 

validity or reliability testing. 

The Group Radicalisation Assessment System (GRAS) (Divinski, 2009) comprises 50 

items focusing on the degree of agreement with Salafi-Jihadist ideology. It measures takfiri 

(denouncing others as disbelievers) intent through attitudes, subjective norms and perceived 

behavioural control. It also measures jihadi identity formation focusing on constructs 

associated with perceived persecution and perceived division of different identities. The 

GRAS is underpinned by several theories: identity theory, theory of planned behaviour and 

social networking analysis.  

Items were selected and refined from MMEM and GRES to inform the first draft of the 

quantitative questionnaire based on relevance and applicability to young Australian Muslims. 

Moreover, the researcher considered the extracted items constrained as they did not 

encompass the broader spectrum of violent radicalisation and its potential correlates. 

Additional items were drafted and combined with revised items from the MMEM and GRES 

to comprise the following scales: attitudes towards Westernisation, attitudes towards 

integration, takfir, attitudes towards the relationship between Muslims/Islam and the West, 

attitudes towards Muslim supremacy, utility of terrorism and several of the jihad-related 

statements. An additional goal of this development process was to word items in a way that 

was non-confrontational to participants. It was predicted that failing to consider this would 

inhibit participants’ responses to specific items or engagement with the full questionnaire, 

compromising the integrity of findings.14 

                                                 
14 For examples the wording ‘terrorist acts strengthen the Muslim cause’ was adopted instead of saying 

‘massacring innocent civilians strengthen the Muslim cause’. 
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Newly developed scales 

Based on the aforementioned undertaking, a description of the scales designed for this 

research is outlined below. After the collected data was analysed using factor analysis, 

several problematic items were identified and removed from the final version of the scales 

(see Chapter Five). The present discussion describes the final versions only. The first two 

scales highlighted below were additionally designed, since robust measures for the same 

constructs were not available at the time. The latter scales measured the degree participants 

agreed with the statements that comprised each scale. The final scale measured the degree to 

which participants were aware of contemporary events, as will be explained in a later section. 

The full wording of all the scales can be found in Appendix A, including the ‘problematic’ 

items that were deleted. Discussion will now turn to describing the newly developed scale 

employed in this study. 

Islamic knowledge. This was a self-reported measure of general Islamic knowledge 

utilising the following response options: (1) None, (2) Little, (3) Basic, (4) Decent, (5) 

Detailed, (6) Advanced, and (7) Scholarly. This was included to determine whether Islamic 

knowledge was negatively associated with violent extremist thinking.      

Identity. Three scales were included measuring a participant’s identification as a 

“Muslim”, an “Australia” and their “ethnicity”. Each scale had 7 response options, which 

were as follows: (1) None, (2) Slightly identify, (3) Somewhat identify, (4) Moderately 

identify, (5) Highly identify, (6) Intensely identify, and (8) Completely identify. This scale 

was included owing to Awan’s (2008) treatise on the relationship between identity and 

radicalisation.    

Attitudes towards Westernisation. This scale consisted of four items scored on a 7-point 

Likert scale: (1) Strongly disagree, (2) Disagree, (3) Somewhat disagree, (4) Unsure, (5) 

Somewhat agree, (6) Agree, and (7) Strongly agree. A participant’s overall score was the 
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mean of their responses to all items and their score was retained in this study’s analysis only 

if all items of this scale were answered. Higher scores indicated stronger agreement with 

Westernisation. An example item of this scale is “Modern Western culture should be 

rejected.” 

Attitudes towards integration. This scale consisted of three items scored on a 7-point 

Likert scale: (1) Strongly disagree to (7) Strongly agree. A participant’s overall score was the 

mean of their responses to all items and their score was retained in this study’s analysis only 

if all items of this scale were answered. Higher scores indicated support for integration. An 

example item of this scale is “Muslim Australians should help make this country better.” 

Takfir. This scale consisted of three items scored on a 7-point Likert scale ((1) Strongly 

disagree to (7) Strongly agree). A participant’s overall score was the mean of their responses 

to all items and their score was retained in this study’s analysis only if all items of this scale 

were answered. Higher scores indicated stronger agreement with the practice of takfir. An 

example item of this scale is “Committing bid’ah (blameworthy innovation in religion) 

makes one a kafir.” 

Attitudes toward the relationship between Muslims/Islam and the West. This scale 

consisted of five items scored on a 7-point Likert scale: (1) Strongly disagree to (7) Strongly 

agree. A participant’s overall score was the mean of their responses to all items and their 

score was retained in this study’s analysis only if all items of this scale were answered. 

Higher scores indicated greater concern that the West is against Islam. An example item of 

this scale is “In general, non-Muslims are trying to harm Muslims.”  

Anti-Western sentiment. This scale consisted of four items scored on a 7-point Likert 

scale: (1) Strongly disagree to (7) Strongly agree. A participant’s overall score was the mean 

of their responses to all items and their score was retained in this study’s analysis only if all 

items of this scale were answered. Higher scores indicated a higher level of anti-Western 
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sentiment. An example item of this scale is “Muslims should not migrate to Western 

countries.” 

Attitudes towards Muslim supremacy/generalised superiority. This scale consisted of 

three items scored on a 7-point Likert scale ((1) Strongly disagree to (7) Strongly agree). A 

participant’s overall score was the mean of their responses to all items and their score was 

retained in this study’s analysis only if all items of this scale were answered. Higher scores 

indicated attitudes that Muslims are superior. An example item of this scale is “Non-

Muslims’ ideas have nothing to offer Muslims.” 

Utility of terrorism. This scale consisted of six items scored on a 7-point Likert scale: 

(1) Strongly disagree to (7) Strongly agree. A participant’s overall score was the mean of 

their responses to all items and their score was retained in this study’s analysis only if all 

items of this scale were answered. Higher scores indicated greater perceived utility in 

terrorism. An example item of this scale is “Terrorist acts strengthen the Muslim cause.” 

However, one item was reverse scored which was worded as follows: “Fighting non-Muslims 

will NOT make Islam superior in today’s world.” 

Principles of jihad and interpretations of jihad. These scales were analysed in the 

preliminary factor analysis but due to poor factor solution they were removed from later 

analysis and were not treated as a scale, but rather as individual items. They were measured 

on a 7-point Likert scale: (1) Strongly disagree to (7) Strongly agree. A total of 13 jihad-

related questions were asked, four of which were intended for the ‘principles’ scale (e.g., 

“Muslims fighting war in self-defence are doing a valid form of jihad”) and three were 

intended for the ‘interpretations’ scale (e.g., “jihad can be waged to establish an Islamic state 

ruled by sharia.” Other questions were asked to elicit further information about jihad such as 

“Jihad cannot be pre-emptive.” 
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Awareness of 2014 socio-political climate. This scale consisted of five items scored on 

a 7-point Likert scale: (1) Completely unaware to (7) Completely aware. A participant’s 

overall score was the mean of their responses to all items and their score was retained in this 

study’s analysis only if all items of this scale were answered. Higher scores indicated greater 

awareness of the 2014 socio-political climate. An example item of this scale involved 

measuring awareness of “The terrorism related activities by some Muslim groups in the 

world in 2014.”  

Pre-existing scales  

A number of pre-existing scales or questions were used, as outlined below: 

Religiosity scale. A 3-item religiosity scale designed and used by Haj-Yahia (2003) was 

incorporated into this research. It consisted of six response options: (1) Not at all, (2) To a 

very small extent, (3) To a small extent, (4) To a moderate extent, (5) To a great extent, (6) 

To a very great extent. A participant’s overall score was the mean of their responses to all 

items and their score was retained in this study’s analysis only if all items of this scale were 

answered. Higher scores indicated higher levels of religiosity. An example question is “In 

general, to what extent do you practice and adhere to the laws and customs of your religion?” 

This scale had a Cronbach’s alpha of .85 (Haj-Yahia, 2003). 

Racism (perception and experience). Experience and perception of racism was 

measured based on the Perceived Racism Scale (PRS) (McNeilly et al., 1996). This is 

composed of statements relating to racism in the workplace, in academic settings, in the 

public arena and exposure to racist statements. A selection of the 51 statements that would 

pertain to adolescent and youth participants was selected. PRS was initially designed for 

African Americans. It has undergone testing in both student and community samples 

(McNeilly et al., 1996).  
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Perceived racism was measured in this research with a selection of seven questions. 

They were measured on a 7-point Likert scale: (1) Strongly disagree to (7) Strongly agree. A 

participant’s overall score was the mean of their responses to all items and their score was 

retained in this study’s analysis only if all items of this scale were answered. Higher scores 

indicated a greater perception of racism. An example item is “Others assume Muslims are 

less trustworthy.” This scale had a Cronbach’s alpha of .88. 

Experienced racism was measured using six questions adapted from the PRS. They 

were measured on a 7-point Likert scale (Strongly disagree to Strongly agree). A participant’s 

overall score was the mean of their responses to all items and their score was retained in this 

study’s analysis only if all items of this scale were answered. Higher scores indicated more 

regular experiences of racism. An example item is “I think I have experienced others trust me 

less because I am a Muslim.” This scale had a Cronbach’s alpha of .86. 

Pew Research Center and World Public Opinion questions 

The Pew Research Center and World Public Opinion conduct worldwide, credible 

statistical research on a range of prevalent issues. They have facilitated research within the 

Muslim world investigating attitudes among Muslims that align with a sympathy towards 

terrorism. Items used in their research were incorporated into this questionnaire to compare 

adolescent attitudes within this study’s sample and adult Muslim attitudes around the world. 

The questions used are summarised below. 

Influential role of Islam. This Pew Research Center (2005) question was worded “How 

important to you is it that Islam plays a more important and influential role in the WORLD 

than it does now?” It consisted of five response options: (1) Very important, (2) Somewhat 

important, (3) Not too important, (4) Not at all important, (5) I don’t know.  
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West’s respect. This World Public Opinion (2008a) question asked what participants 

thought in terms of the nature of respect or disrespect the US showed to the Islamic world. A 

similar question was asked in reference to Australia’s respect/disrespect shown to the Islamic 

world. There were four response options as follows: “They mostly show respect to the 

Islamic world”; “They are often disrespectful to the Islamic world, but out of ignorance and 

insensitivity”; “They purposely try to humiliate the Islamic world”; and “I don’t know”. 

Threats to Islam. This PEW Research Center (2007) question asked “In your opinion, 

are there any serious threats to Islam today?” There were five response options: (1) Definitely 

yes, (2) Kind of yes, (3) Kind of no, (4) Definitely no, (5) Don’t know. 

Suicide bombing. Two Pew Research Center (2013b) questions were asked concerning 

what level participants believed suicide bombing was justified to defend Islam from its 

enemies. The first statement was asked concerning civilian targets. It had five response 

options: (1) Often justified, (2) Sometimes justified, (3) Rarely justified, (4) Never justified, 

(5) Don’t know. The second statement was asked concerning American and Western military 

soldiers in Iraq. It had three response options (1) Justifiable, (2) Not justifiable, (3) Don’t 

know. 

Views towards terrorist groups. A World Public Opinion (2008b) question concerning 

Al-Qaeda was used. It asked participants to select one of four responses. They included: “I 

support its attack on Westerners and share its attitudes towards the US”; “I oppose its attacks 

on Westerners but share many of its attitudes toward the US”; “I oppose its attacks on 

Westerners and do not share its attitudes toward the US”; and “I don’t know”. The original 

questions were concerning ‘Americans’, but to make the questions applicable to this research 

‘the US’ was substituted with the term ‘Westerners’. Two further questions were adapted 

from this original set of questions, to give focus to ISIS. The first question was worded 
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identically to the original except it focused on ‘Western soldiers’, and the second highlighted 

‘Western civilians’.  

Attitudes towards Osama bin Laden. This World Public Opinion (2008b) question 

measured perceptions about Osama bin Laden. It had six response options: (1) Very positive, 

(2) Somewhat positive, (3) Mixed, (4) Somewhat negative, (5) Very negative, (6) I don’t 

know. 

Support of groups that attack Westerners. A World Public Opinion (2008b) question 

measuring ‘personal feelings about groups that attack’ ‘Americans’ was adapted to focus 

more broadly on ‘Westerners’. It consisted of a 10-point Likert scale ranging from 0 (Not 

supportive) to 10 (Very supportive).  

Approval of attacks on non-Muslims. A series of questions was adapted from World 

Public Opinion (2007) that measured levels of approval of attacks on soldiers and civilians. 

The original wording did not qualify who was the attacker, and hence the word ‘Muslim’ was 

placed before the word ‘attack’. An example statement used reads “Muslim attacks on AUS 

civilians working in Muslim countries”.  There were 10 questions pertaining to attacks on 

certain types of non-Muslims and in certain places. These included Australian and American 

soldiers (in Iraq, in Afghanistan, in Syria, and based in the US or Australia) and Australian 

and American civilians (working in Islamic/Muslim countries, and in the US or Australia). 

Approval was measured on a six-point Likert scale: (1) Strongly approve, (2) Somewhat 

approve, (3) Mixed feelings, (4) Somewhat disapprove, (5) Strongly disapprove, and (6) I 

don’t know. Scoring for this scale was later reversed for this study’s analysis. Hence, higher 

scores indicated greater approval of Muslim attacks. From these questions, variables were 

calculated by averaging responses with certain sets of questions to form approval levels of 

different kinds of Muslim attacks. They were first, Muslim attacks on Australian and 
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American soldiers abroad (i.e., in Afghanistan, Iraq and Syria), second, Muslim attacks on 

Australian and American soldiers based domestically, and third, Muslim attacks on 

Australian and American civilians in Muslim/Islamic countries, and in Australia and 

America. Variable scores were derived only in instances where a participant answered all 

sub-questions and were calculated and included in this study’s analysis.  

Focus group stimulus material 

The qualitative component of this study involved conducting semi-structured focus 

groups centring on Muslim related extremism and terrorism. To promote discussion on the 

intended topics, visual stimulus material was presented to participants within each focus 

group. The material consisted of pictures or quotes pertaining to Muslim extremism and 

terrorism, including pictures of select Australians fighting for terrorist organisations and 

depictions of conflicts in the Muslim world. Some images were related to factors implicated 

in radicalisation such as pictures portraying anti-Muslim racism (refer to Appendix B for the 

stimulus material). 

Sample 

Questionnaire sample. One Islamic school (School A) participated in this research in 

2013 and 2014 respectively. This non-government school was located in an Australia 

metropolitan area, with two mosques in a 10km radius. This school is ranked with a socio-

educational advantage15 .25 standard deviations below the national average. Sixty-six 

students from this school completed the questionnaire in 2013 and 66 students completed the 

                                                 
15 Socio-educational advantage is a marker for school’s socio-educational background of its student based upon 

variables such as parents’ occupation, parents’ education and geographic location. This is not an indicator of a 

school’s general rating, nor a measure of student academic performance. 
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questionnaire in 2014.  Another Islamic school (School B) completed the final questionnaire 

in 2014 only. This non-government school was also located in an Australian metropolitan 

area but in a denser Muslim population than school A (with 5 mosques within a 10km 

radius). This school is ranked with a socio-educational advantage .75 standard deviation 

above the national average. A total of 202 students completed the questionnaire. In total, 334 

questionnaires were completed in the study period (157 males and 176 females), although 

several pairs of data from 2013 and 2014 were identified as belonging to the same 

individuals. The mean age of participants was 15.13 years with a range of 12 to 19. 

Focus groups sample. In total 94 students participated in the focus groups. With the 

exception of the first focus groups where gender splits were not recorded, 42 males and 42 

females participated. However, while gender was evenly represented within some focus 

groups, certain genders were over-represented within others. In total, two focus groups were 

held in 2013 for participants in grades eight to 11, and three were held in 2014 for grades 

eight to 12. At School B, four focus groups were conducted with participants comprising 

those in grades eight to 11. Due to the early graduation of year 12s in comparison with other 

grades, it was not possible to run focus groups for those in grade 12 at School A in 2013 and 

School B in 2014. 

The decision to recruit Muslim adolescents enrolled in Islamic Schools as the study’s 

sample was due to ease of access. It would have been extremely difficult to seek consent and 

participation from Muslim youth though other channels, such as mosques, youth groups and 

face-to-face meetings. In order to build confidence in this research and facilitate each 

school’s approval to participate, support was sought and given by the relevant Imams’ 

Council. Schools were informed of Imam support as well as information on the aims and 

nature of the research prior to their agreement to participate.  
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Ethics 

Prior to the commencement of the study, full ethical approval was obtained from 

Griffith University’s Human Research Ethics Committee. The study adhered to all research 

protocols as outlined by the Australian “National Statement on Ethical Conduct in Human 

Research” (National Health and Medical Research Council, 2007). The Human Research 

Ethics Committee agreed that, based on the minimal risk of harm to participants in engaging 

in the study, parent consent would not be necessary for participation in the research. As a 

means of acquiring informed consent from participants all potential participants read an 

information sheet outlining details concerning the various dimensions of involvement in the 

research. Unique to this study, participants were informed that while no information on 

terrorism-related activity would be explored, should they declare involvement in any such 

activity, the research team would be obligated to inform appropriate authorities. Aside from 

communicating to all participants that any identifiable information would remain 

confidential, participating schools were also assured that their schools’ names would remain 

de-identified when disseminating the findings of the study.  

Procedure 

Focus groups 

 Participants in the focus groups were selected by Islamic studies teachers in each 

school on the basis of possessing intelligence, and/or awareness of Muslim related issues 

and/or the confidence to vocalise their points of view. Each focus group took place in a 

classroom,and was facilitated for approximately 40 minutes in duration. Participants were 

first given the opportunity to read the information sheet and informed that the focus groups 

would be audio recorded. During the focus groups, the facilitator structured the conversation 
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to focus on the intended topics to be discussed. The facilitator utilised the stimulus material to 

evoke discussion (see Appendix B). The facilitator did not fully adhere to the order of 

information presented within the stimulus materials but was guided by the natural progression 

of the conversations. Focus groups took place on the 18th September and 5th December of 

2013, and between the 18th and 27th November of 2014. 

The stimulus material covered themes associated with violent extremism and its 

potential attitudinal correlates. Discussion on violent extremism centred on terrorist incidents 

in Australia, ISIS, Palestine, Al-Qaeda and takfir. Attitudinal predictors that were discussed 

involved racism, socio-economic disadvantage, taking shariah into one’s own hands, Islamic 

supremacy, liberal interpretations of Islam and identity issues. These themes were selected 

due to their relevance to how violent extremism is evaluated by Australian Muslims. 

Correlates of violent extremism discussed were selected to cover as many correlates as 

possible within the limited amount of time available in each focus group.  

As only nine focus groups were conducted, transcripts were analysed using the mind 

mapping software ‘Freeplane’. Pioneered by Tony Buzan, ‘mind maps’ otherwise known as 

‘concept maps’ are a tool utilized to organise information visually around a theme (discussed 

by Kotob, Richardson and Styger, 2016). This method helps organize thoughts, promoting 

effective thinking and enhancing creativity and solve problems. Mind mapping has been used 

in qualitive data analysis, for example by Burgess-Allen and Owen-Smith (2010), by 

Tattersall, Powel, Stroud and Pringle, (2011) and by Weheeldon and Faubert (2009). The use 

of mind mapping during the data collection process and post-collection analysis serves to 

organize and connect themes and ideas. The present study built upon this method by also 

appending quotes to each concept in the map, making examples of each idea more readily 

accessible.  
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Several steps were taken in sequence when constructing these mind maps. First, mind 

maps were created for each theme discussed in the focus groups. Relevant quotes were then 

extracted from the transcripts and added to their corresponding mind map. These quotes were 

organised in turn to form sub themes in each topic. Concordantly, sub themes were also 

shaped, organised and defined to better fit relevant quotes and conceptualise the mind map’s 

main theme. An extra mind map was created for quotes that were not originally applicable to 

the themes of the existing mind maps. Some of these quotes informed new mind maps or 

were integrated within existing mind maps. Refer to Appendix E for an example of the mind 

map created to organise quotes on the topic of jihad. 

Quantitative questionnaire 

 The questionnaire was completed between 17th and 18th of September and 5th of 

December in 2013, and between 30th of October and 2nd of December in 2014. In total, 334 

questionnaires were completed; 66 in 2013 and 268 in 2013. All questionnaires were 

completed in class settings in each school’s computer rooms. The researcher was not present 

during the completion of the questionnaires. Only the teacher was present to supervise the 

students. All students attending on the day were invited to participate. No feedback was 

received from teachers of students refusing to complete the questionnaire. The questionnaire 

was hosted in 2013 on ‘Survey Monkey’ (an online survey service), and in 2014 on ‘Lime 

Survey’ (Griffith University’s online survey service). Questionnaire data was analysed using 

SPSS. Data analyses were undertaken under the guidance of two university statistics advisors. 

Following full analysis of the quantitative questionnaire and qualitative focus groups, 

findings were shared with the participatory schools’ Islamic Studies teachers. 
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Conclusion 

This chapter has outlined the methodology employed to address the study’s research 

questions. It was argued that both quantitative and qualitative approaches were necessary to 

adequately explore the research questions formulated for the investigation. For the 

quantitative component, a questionnaire was designed to explore implicated factors in 

radicalisation and to measure levels of support for various manifestations of extremist 

thinking and behaviour. The qualitative focus groups centred upon adolescent perceptions 

associated with violent Muslim extremism. The following chapter presents the quantitative 

findings of the investigation. 
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Chapter Six: Quantitative Findings  

 

This chapter presents the results of the quantitative component of the study. As stated in 

Chapter Two, the overarching aims of this research were to measure the prevalence of 

extremist thinking amongst adolescent Muslims in Australia and to develop insight into 

specific factors that influence violent radicalisation. To this end, a number of scales were 

utilised for the study. Several pre-existing scales were used including: (a) the Perceived 

Racism scale (McNeilly et al., 1996), and (b) the Religiosity scale (Haj-Yahia, 2003). To 

further assist in comprehensively understanding factors that influence the development of 

radicalised thinking in Muslim youth, as previously mentioned in the methodology chapter, a 

specific measure was developed for the study that included a series of scales that explore 

variables that potentially play an important role in radicalisation. The scales included 

experienced racism, the influence of Westernisation, integration, perceptions of the West 

against Islam, anti-Western sentiment, the notion of Islamic superiority, and awareness of 

events which occurred in 2014 that relate to radicalisation.     

Several scales were also included to measure different manifestations of extremist 

thinking. These included:  

• the Principles of Jihad scale, 

• the Experiences of Jihad scale, 

• agreement with Takfir scale, 

• the Utility of terrorism scale, 

• perceptions of Muslim Attacks on Soldiers Abroad scale, and 

• approval of Muslim attacks on soldiers and civilians in Muslim countries and based 

domestically.  
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Other single item questions were addressed to the sample group to explore variables 

including: identification as an Australian, as a Muslim and with one’s ethnic origins. 

Questions drawn from previous research were also included that focused on:  

• the United States’ relationship with the Muslim world, 

• Australia’s relationship with the Muslim world, 

• whether there were serious threats to Islam today, 

• personal feelings pertaining to suicide bombing against civilian targets, 

• personal feelings pertaining to suicide bombing against Western and American 

soldiers in Iraq, 

• views on Al-Qaeda and the Islamic state, 

• separating approval of attacks on soldiers and civilians, 

• feelings toward Osama bin Laden, and 

• personal feelings about groups that attack Westerners. 

A number of statistical analyses were conducted in order to make inferences about the 

quantitative data collected for the study. To ensure that the scales utilised in this research 

were measuring their intended constructs, a series of exploratory factor analyses (EFA)16 

were conducted. The results of these analyses will be presented in the next section including a 

summary of the distribution of scores pertaining to each scale. As this research was also 

attempting to ascertain which factors played an important role in the possession of extremist 

thoughts, correlations and multiple regressions were conducted on the 2014 sample. The 

results of these analyses will also be presented in this chapter. Finally, in order to ascertain 

                                                 
16 Exploratory factor analysis (EFA) is a statistical technique used to determine how many underlying 

factors or constructs are being measured by a set of items. It is a data reduction tool to justify the 

amalgamation of a set of items to a single, summary variable. In this research, EFA has been used to 

determine if a scale is measuring a single construct, or multiple constructs. 
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whether changes in the perceptions of the sample over time occurred within the one-year data 

collection period, multiple t-tests were calculated on each scale. Results of these analyses will 

be presented in the concluding section of this chapter. 

Exploratory factor analyses 

As mentioned in an earlier section, a number of scales were designed specifically for 

this study. They included the Westernisation, Integration, West against Islam, anti-Western 

sentiment, Islamic superiority, and Awareness of 2014 events scales. Several scales were also 

designed to measure different manifestations of extremist thinking. These included the 

Principles of Jihad, Experience of Jihad, Takfir, Utility of terrorism, Approval of Muslim 

attack on soldiers abroad, Soldiers based domestically and civilians in Muslim countries and 

the West scales. As these were new scales, they had not been empirically validated to 

ascertain whether they were measuring their intended constructs. In this research, validity 

was sought using two methods. First, face validity was employed when these scales were 

designed. Hence, items of each scale were worded in such a way that the researcher perceived 

that they were measuring the same construct of the scale but in different ways. Second, 

exploratory factor analysis was used to determine that items of each scales were measuring 

the same constructs. This does not mean that the names of the constructs would be correct. 

However, it would indicate that participants would respond in a similar way to each question, 

as they would be deemed to be measuring elements of the underlying construct. This is not 

construct or concurrent validity, which would be ideal, but which was not feasible in this 

research due to its limited breadth and the absence of other validated scales at the time the 

research was conducted. 

Exploratory factor analyses were conducted using the extraction method, principal axis 

factoring. To reach the final factor solution, sometimes an unrotated factor solution was 
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employed, and sometimes a rotated factor solution was adopted. This approach attempted to 

determine how many underlying factors were present in each scale that might have been 

independent of each other. As each scale was deemed to be measuring different constructs, 

factor analyses were executed on a scale-by-scale basis. Only respondents who answered all 

the items of a scale were included in each factor analysis. This is known as listwise deletion. 

This decision was reached because it would be difficult to draw sophisticated and 

generalizable conclusions from a sample that comprised of both individuals who answered all 

items, as well as individuals who answered only some items of that scale. Since there is no 

explanation as to why some participants did not answer all items, it is difficult to draw any 

conclusions from their data. What will follow is discussion of how the assumptions of factor 

analysis were either met or not met for each scale. Items were retained or removed that would 

result in a single factor solution. The list of final scales is presented in Appendix A, and a 

measure of internal reliability, otherwise known as Cronbach’s alpha, is tabulated for each 

scale. 

Assumption checks 

There are several assumptions typically required before conducting exploratory factor 

analysis; they will be considered here. They include normality, linearity, outliers, and 

multicollinearity. First, as this was a large sample, the assumption of normality was able to be 

disregarded (Hair, Black, Babin, & Anderson, 2010). Multivariate normality was assumed as 

all skewness scores were below 2.00 (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2013). 

In terms of linearity, bivariate scatterplots sometimes displayed skewness but not 

opposing skewness. This suggests that there were no major deviations from linearity. 

Furthermore, no great concerns were made regarding linearity, as transformations were not 

desirable. Had transformations been implemented, extracting meaning from the results of 
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multiple regression and t-tests would have been more difficult, and this will be presented in a 

later section. Normality also needed to be considered. No outliers were evident in the 

histograms. There were several univariate outliers on Haj-Yahia’s religiosity scale17 but since 

this was based on an establish scale, this scale was left unaltered, a decision supported by 

Tabachnick and Fidell (2013). The item in the takfir scale, “having a non-Muslim friend 

makes one a kafir” had two outliers (Z = 4.42). Further, the item “an Australian Muslim who 

is loyal to a non-Muslim government is a kafir (disbeliever)” had 2 outliers (Z = 3.24). 

However, as these responses cannot be discounted as non-genuine, they were retained. 

Furthermore, when a factor analysis was conducted including and excluding these cases no 

difference to the outcome of the factor analysis was apparent. Multivariate outliers need to 

also be considered. Mahalanobis distance (D) is used to determine whether there are any 

multivariate outliers in the data. Scores were calculated for every combination of items in a 

scale being either considered as predictor or a criterion. Each scale had several cases with 

significant D scores. However, these cases did not generalise to the rest of the scales. This 

indicated there were no multivariate outliers across the survey. Hence, significant D scores 

were discounted and were seen as uninfluential for the later analysis (i.e., multiple 

regression). 

Multicollinearity occurs when two items are so highly correlated that they become 

redundant. Multicollinearity was not present. In fact, all tolerance values were above .5 and 

VIF below 2.  

                                                 
17 Religiosity question 1: Z= -3.45 (4 cases) 

Religiosity question 2: Z= -3.57 (4 cases)  

Religiosity question 3: Z= -4.19671 (1 case) and -3.16624 (4 cases) 
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Exploratory factor analysis solutions 

Factor analyses were performed on each scale’s proposed items. Scales were decided 

upon based on the outcome of single factor solutions, meaning that all items loaded on a 

single factor suggesting they were all measuring the same construct. When scales were 

finalised, scale reliabilities were all above the cut off of ‘fair (.45) (Tabachnick & Fidell, 

2013). In fact, the minimum alpha was .60, with most scales above .70 and .80. KMO, a 

statistic of sampling adequacy, was above .50 for all scales, which is the acceptable threshold 

(Kaiser, 1974). Further to this, there were generally small partial correlations in the off-

diagonals of the anti-image correlation matrix for each FA, which is desired (Tabachnick & 

Fidell, 2013). The exceptions to the above results follow. 

There were some exceptions to the above pattern of results, and this changed how those 

scales were combined. Regarding an item in the Integration scale (“Muslims living in the 

West should migrate to Muslim countries”), including this item made the scale reliability 

below the satisfactory threshold (Cronbach’s alpha = .53). Removal of this item made the 

reliability above the threshold of .84 (Hair et al., 2010). 

The questions pertaining to the approval and disapproval of Muslim attacks on soldiers 

and civilians in various places in the world were unsuitable for a factor analysis. The items 

that were intended to form each subscale were extremely correlated, i.e., multicollinearity 

was present, making them unsuitable for a factor analysis. Furthermore, t-tests showed no 

difference in the means of the items of each subscale. In light of these two trends, it was 

concluded that these scales could be used without modification. It also suggested that 

participants make no distinction between items of each of these scales. Appendix A includes 

a list of the final composition of items of each scale. 

The Attitudes towards Westernisation Scale required no rotation and showed only one 

factor using PAF (principal axis factoring). The Integration Scale initially resulted in two 
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factors without any rotation. When rotated employing varimax rotation, only one factor was 

formulated. Due to a low Cronbach’s alpha when including all items (.54), one item was 

excluded, which in turn increased the Cronbach’s alpha to .84. Takfir resulted in one factor 

without rotation. The West vs Islam scale produced two factors initially. When employing 

varimax rotation, this was reduced to one factor. The scale measuring anti-Western 

sentiments was reduced to one factor without rotation. The generalised Islamic superiority 

scale resulted in one factor without any rotation. The utility of terrorism scale produced two 

factors when not rotated, but one factor when rotated using varimax. The awareness of 2014 

events generated one factor without the need for rotation. The principles of jihad produced 

two factors without rotation, but one factor after executing varimax rotation. Similarly, 

interpretations of jihad produced two factors without rotation, but one factor after varimax 

rotation. Table 1 presents the scale reliabilities for the final version of each scale. 
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Table 1 

Scale statistics of designed and existing scales  

Scale Cronbach’s 

alpha 

KMO 

Experience of racism .86 .86 

Perceived racism18 .88 - 

Religiosity19 .85 - 

Westernisation .81 .77 

Integration .84 .84 

Is the West against Islam? .70 .62 

Anti-Western sentiment .75 .68 

Islamic superiority .66 .59 

Awareness of 2014 events .92 .88 

Principles of jihad .35 .50 

Interpretations of jihad .30 .48 

Takfir .62 .58 

Utility of terrorism .75 .79 

Approval of Muslim attacks on soldiers abroad .97 .80 

Approval of Muslim attacks on soldiers at home .96 .50 

Approval of Muslim attacks on civilians abroad and at home .98 .83 

 

Two jihad scales were devised to measure: (a) the understanding of some of the core 

principles of jihad; and (b) the different ways of interpreting the implementation of jihad, be 

it moderate or extreme.  Multicollinearity, tolerance and correlations in the off-diagonals of 

the anti-image correlation matrices were in the acceptable ranges. However, the KMO for the 

jihad scales were too low (KMO = .48 and .50 respectively). Further to this, scale reliabilities 

for the 2 jihad scales were also too low (Cronbach’s alpha = .35 and .30 respectively). This 

was the case after reverse scoring items were accounted for. This demonstrated that there was 

little consistency in the way participants responded to these questions. This reflects a lack of 

understanding about what jihad means amongst the participant pool. This also indicated that 

these two subscales could not be used in subsequent analyses. Refer to Table 1 for KMO 

values. 

                                                 
18 This was an established scale. Hence, a factor analysis was not performed on this scale. 
19 As above. 
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The prevalence of violent extremist thinking and its potential predictors 

The previous discussion pertained to the design and composition of the novel scales 

used in this research. Using factor analysis, scale items were finalised to best represent the 

construct that each scale was intended to measure.  

The discussion now moves to the prevalence of extremist thinking and associated 

factors. As mentioned, a number of factors that may play a role in radicalisation were 

investigated in this research. Further, a number of different manifestations of extremist 

thinking were investigated. Both single item measures and scales used will be discussed. 

What follows is a description of the whole sample from 2014. Due to the events pertaining to 

violent extremism that occurred in 2014, between the first phase of data collection that was in 

the final quarter of 2013, and the second phases of data collection that was in the final quarter 

of 2014, only 2014 data will be presented here. Graphical representation of the range of 

responses concerning each scale or isolated question can be found in Appendix C. 

Single item questions on predictors of radicalisation  

When asked about their self-reported general level of Islamic knowledge, 1.9% said 

‘little’, 10.4% said ‘basic’, 31.7% said ‘decent’, 35.1% said ‘detailed’, 16.4% said ‘advanced’ 

and 0.7% said ‘scholarly’. Only 3.7% did not answer the question.  

When asked how much they identified with being a Muslim, none said they did not 

identify at all, 2.2% said they slightly identify, 5.6% said they somewhat identify, 17.2% said 

they moderately identify, 18.7% said they highly identify, 7.5% said they intensely identify 

and 47.1% said they completely identify. Only 3.4% did not answer this question.  

When asked how much they identified with being an Australian, 9.3% said they did not 

identify at all, 7.8% said they slightly identify, 13.4% said they somewhat identify, 21.6% 
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said they moderately identify, 14.6% said they highly identify, 9.3% said they intensely 

identify, and 17.2% said they completely identify. Only 6.7% did not answer this question.  

When asked how much they identified with their ethnic background, 2.2% said they did 

not identify at all, 3.7% said they slightly identify, 10.1% said they somewhat identify, 14.9% 

said they moderately identify, 20.1% said they highly identify, 10.1% said they intensely 

identify and 25.7% said they completely identify. In total, 13% did not answer this question.  

Scales measuring potential predictors of radicalisation  

When asked about their self-reported religiosity, no participant indicated they were not 

religious at all, 1.1% indicated to a very small extent, 4.1% indicated to a small extent, 29.5% 

indicated to a moderate extent, 41% indicated to a great extent, and 13.1% indicated to a very 

great extent.  

Concerning participants’ experience of racism, 19.8% strongly disagreed that they 

experienced racism, 26.1% disagreed, 16% somewhat disagreed, 15.3% were unsure, 6.7% 

somewhat agreed, 1.1% agreed and 0.07% strongly agreed, and 14.2% did not respond.  

Concerning participants’ perception of racism, 2.6% strongly disagreed that they 

perceived racism, 4.1% disagreed, 15.3% somewhat disagreed, 22.8% were unsure, 26.5% 

somewhat agreed, 10.1% agreed and 3.7% strongly agreed, and 14.9% did not respond.  

When asked questions gauging participant attitudes towards Westernisation of Islam, 

12.3% strongly disagreed with Westernisation, 20.1% disagreed, 18.3% somewhat disagreed, 

21.3% were unsure, 10.4% somewhat agreed, 3% agreed and 1.5% strongly agreed, and 

13.1% did not respond.  

When asked questions gauging participant attitudes towards integration, 3.7% strongly 

disagreed with integration, .4% disagreed, 1.1% somewhat disagreed, 6.7% were unsure, 

14.2% somewhat agreed, 28.4% agreed and 35.8% strongly agreed, and 9.7% did not 

respond.  
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When asked questions regarding participant sentiment that the West might be against 

Islam, 1.5% strongly disagreed with the idea that the West is against Islam, 4.9% disagreed, 

11.2% somewhat disagreed, 32.8% were unsure, 20.1% somewhat agreed, 7.1% agreed and 

2.2% strongly agreed, and 20.1% did not respond.  

When asked questions regarding participant anti-Western sentiment, .7% strongly 

disagreed with the idea that they accept the West, 1.1% disagreed, 3.4% somewhat disagreed, 

16.8% were unsure, 21.3% somewhat agreed, 30.2% agreed and 11.9% strongly agreed, and 

14.6% did not respond.  

When asked questions pertaining to whether participants perceived that Islam was 

superior in general, 6.3% strongly disagreed with the idea that Islam was superior in general 

terms, 5.6% disagreed, 11.9% somewhat disagreed, 28.4% were unsure, 17.2% somewhat 

agreed, 9.7% agreed and 2.6% strongly agreed, and 18.3% did not respond.  

When asked how aware participants were of Muslim related events in 2014 on a scale 

of 1 (completely unaware) to 7 (completely aware), 3.7% were completely unaware (scoring 

‘1’), 2.2% scored ‘2’, 3.4% scored ‘3’, 10.8% scored in the middle, ‘4’, 8.6% scored ‘5’, 

15.3% scored ‘6’, and 13.8% were completely aware (‘7’), and 42.2% did not respond (to 

some or all of the questions).  

Single item questions sourced from Pew Research Center and World Public 

Opinion  

When asked how important it was that participants perceived that Islam should play a 

more important and influential role in the world than it does now, 69.4% felt it was very 

important, 18.3% felt that it was somewhat important, 4.1% felt it was not too important, and 

1.5% felt it was not important at all, and 3.7% did not answer this question.  

When asked about the perceived goals of the US and Australia in two consecutive 

questions, 6.1% thought the US mostly showed respect to the Islamic world as opposed to 
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42.4% who thought the same way about Australia. 27.3% believed the US was often 

disrespectful to the Islamic world but out of ignorance and insensitivity, as opposed to 10.6% 

who thought the same way about Australia. 28.8% believed the US purposely tried to 

humiliate the Islamic world, as opposed to 7.6% who thought the same way about Australia. 

27.3% and 30.3% selected the ‘I don’t know’ option for these two questions respectively. 

Moreover, 10.6% and 9.1% respectively did not answer these two questions. 

When asked about suicide bombing against American soldiers in Iraq, 12.3% perceived 

that it was justified, 32.5% perceived that it was not justifiable, 32.1% indicated that they did 

not know and 23.1% did not answer.  

When asked about suicide bombing against civilians, 7.1% thought it was often 

justified, 7.5% thought it was sometimes justified, 9.0% thought it was rarely justified, 36.2% 

thought it was never justified, 19.0% did not know and 21.3% did not answer this question. 

When asked about participant views on Al-Qaeda, 3.4% supported its attack on 

Westerners and shared its attitudes towards the US, 19.4% opposed its attacks on Westerners 

but shared many of its attitudes toward the US, 19.8% opposed its attacks on Westerners and 

did not share its attitudes toward the US, 34.3% said they do not know, and 23.1% did not 

answer the question.  

When participants were asked about their perceptions of Osama bin Laden, 9.3% were 

very positive, 4.5% were somewhat positive, 13.8% were mixed, 8.2% were somewhat 

negative and 20.9% were very negative, 21.3% did not know, and 22.0% did not answer the 

question.  

When participants were asked about their personal feelings about groups that attack 

Westerners on a scale of 0 (not supportive at all) to 10 (very supportive), 23.1% said 1, 3.7% 

said 2, 1.9% said 3, 4.5% said 4, 11.6% said 5, 4.1% said 6, 3.4% said 7, 2.6% said 8, 2.6% 

said 9 and 4.9% said 10, and 37.7% did not answer the question.  
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Participants were also asked about their views towards the Islamic State, but questions 

about approval of attacks on soldiers and attacks on civilians were separated.  

Regarding attacks on soldiers, 9.1% supported ISIS’s attacks on Western soldiers and 

shared its attitudes toward the US and Australia, 7.8% opposed its attacks on Western 

soldiers but shared many of its attitudes toward the US and Australia, 22.8% opposed its 

attacks on Western soldiers and did not share its attitudes towards the US and Australia, 

33.2% did not know, and 26.5% did not answer.  

For civilians, 5.2% supported ISIS’s attacks on Western civilians and shared its 

attitudes towards the US and Australia, 9.7% opposed its attacks on Western civilians but 

shared many of its attitudes toward the US and Australia, 31.0% opposed its attacks on 

Western civilians and did not share its attitudes toward the US and Australia, 26.1% did not 

know and 28.0% did not answer.  

Scales measuring the manifestations of radicalised thinking  

When asked questions concerning participants’ perceived utility of terrorism, 13.4% 

strongly disagreed there was utility in terrorism, 20.9% disagreed, 17.5% somewhat 

disagreed, 20.5% were unsure, 2.6% somewhat agreed, none agreed and .4% strongly agreed. 

24.6% did not respond to all questions.  

When asked questions gauging participant attitudes towards takfir, 28.4% strongly 

disagreed with takfir, 25.4 % disagreed, 17.5% somewhat disagreed, 13% were unsure, 2.2% 

somewhat agreed, none agreed and none strongly agreed. 13.4% did not respond.  

In terms of approval rating of Muslim attacks on Israeli soldiers, 6.3% strongly 

disapproved of them, 6% somewhat disapproved of it, 13.1% held mixed feelings, 10.8% 

somewhat approved and 19.8% strongly approved. However, 19.2% did not know and 25.0% 

did not answer the question.  
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In terms of approval rating of Muslim attacks on American and Australian soldiers in 

Afghanistan and Iraq, 6% strongly disapproved, 6.3% somewhat disapproved, 13.4% held 

mixed feelings, 5.6% somewhat approved and 9.7% strongly approved. However, 30.2% did 

not know, and 28.7% did not answer the question.  

In terms of approval rating of Muslim attacks on American and Australian soldiers in 

the U.S. and Australia, 22.4% strongly disapproved, 7.5% somewhat disapproved, 9.7% held 

mixed feelings, 1.5% somewhat approved and 3.7% strongly approved. However, 26.1% did 

not know and 29.1% did not answer the question.  

In terms of approval rating of Muslim attacks on American and Australian civilians in 

Muslim countries, the U.S. or in Australia, 31.3% strongly disapproved, 4.8% somewhat 

disapproved, 7.1% held mixed feelings, .8% somewhat approved and 2.6% strongly approved 

However, 23.9% did not know or did not answer the question. Refer to Table 2 for a 

summary of what proportion of the sample exhibited moderate (referring to non-radicalised 

thinking) and radicalised thinking.  

Finally, participants tended to lack an understanding of jihad. For all questions 

concerning jihad, a relatively high proportion of participants indicated they were ‘unsure’ 

whether the statements in each question accurately reflected the concept of jihad in Islam. 

This ‘unsure’ mindset ranged from 24.6% (‘killing civilians in jihad is wrong’) to 46.6% 

(‘jihad must be waged in darul harb (the abode of war)’). Of those who supported or objected 

to the statements, the majority agreed with an orthodox understanding of jihad, and only a 

minority subscribed to an extremist interpretation. 
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Table 2 

Prevalence of moderate and radicalised thinking 

Variable 

Moderate 

thinking 

Unsure 

thinking 

Mixed 

feelings 

Extreme 

thinking 

No 

response 

Perceived utility in terrorism 51.8% 20.5% - 3.0% 24.6% 

Support for takfir 71.3% 13.0% - 2.2% 13.4% 

Suicide bombing (targeting 

soldiers) 32.5% 32.1%% - 12.3% 23.1% 

Suicide bombing (targeting 

civilians) 45.2% 19.0% - 14.6% 21.3% 

Support for Al-Qaeda 39.2% 34.3% - 3.4% 23.1% 

Feelings about bin Laden 42.9% 21.3% - 13.8% 22.0% 

Support of groups that attack 

Westerners 44.8% - - 17.6% 37.7% 

Support for ISIS attacks on Western 

soldiers 40.7% 22.2% - 9.1% 28.0% 

Support for ISIS attacks on Western 

civilians 40.7% 33.2% - 5.2% 26.5% 

Approval of Muslim attacks on 

Israeli soldiers 12.3% 19.0% 13.4% 30.6% 25.0% 

Approval of Muslim attacks on 

Western soldiers abroad 12.3% 30.2% 13.4% 15.3% 28.7% 

Approval of Muslim attacks on 

Western soldiers domestically 29.9% 26.1% 9.7% 5.2% 29.1% 

Approval of Muslim attacks on 

civilians abroad and domestically 36.1% 23.9% 7.1% 3.4% 29.5% 

 

Correlations 

The previous section summarised the prevalence of moderate and extremist thinking 

and the prevalence of thinking pertaining to potential associated factors of violent extremist 

thinking. This section will begin to explore which of these potential associated factors of 

violent extremist thinking were actually associated with violent extremist thinking. In an 

effort to answer this question, in the first instance Pearson correlations were calculated 

between potential explanatory/predictor variables and manifestations of extremist thinking. 

Discussion will now turn to these analyses.  
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Assumption checks for correlation 

Linear relationships. 

Scatter plots were inspected. Relationships, linear or non-linear, were not evident in 

many scatterplots. It was difficult to decipher whether there were relationships underlying 

some of the data. Nevertheless, some linear relationships were apparent. However, it was 

difficult to determine if any non-linear relationships were present due to the variability in the 

data. 

No significant outliers and normal distribution 

Histograms were inspected and all variables appeared normal-like without extreme 

skew. All distributions had acceptable skewness statistics, that is under 2.00 (Tabachnick & 

Fidell, 2013) except for the question ‘How important to you is it that Islam plays a more 

important and influential role in the WORLD than it does now?’ with a skewness statistic as 

2.10. This was considered negligible given the large sample size (Tabachnick & Fidell, 

2013).  

Nearly all Z scores for the variables of interest were within an accepted range (+/- 

3.00). In several variables, there were at times cases with a z score beyond +/- 3.00 or 

separated from the rest of the data. In religiosity and Islam playing an influential role in the 

world, outliers were less religious than the rest in terms of Z scores or did, not see a need for 

Islam to play a more influential role at all. These cases were not disconnected from the rest of 

the sample when inspecting the histograms. Further, these would be genuine cases and thus 

were not treated as outliers as the purpose of the analysis is to investigate extreme responses. 

The remaining variables (experience of racism, against integration, Islam playing a more 

influential role in the world, serious threats to Islam, and utility of terrorism) featured outliers 

that might have more extreme opinions. Since the objective of this research was to study 

participants who held such extreme opinions, they were not removed from the data. These 
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isolated participants may express extreme responses and hence they could not be ruled out of 

the analysis. In all these latter variables but one (utility of terrorism) the scores were not 

disconnected from the rest of the sample. 

Correlation results 

The pattern of significant correlations when considering Muslim attacks on Israeli 

soldiers contrasted starkly with the pattern of significant correlations among the other 

manifestation of violent extremist thinking. This would suggest that the mechanics that lead 

one to approve of the killing of Israeli soldiers is vastly different to the mechanics of 

radicalisation pertaining to elements of extremist thinking. 

Regarding correlations with the remaining manifestations of extremist thinking, there 

was an observable pattern of variables that correlated with each of these. However, there 

were inconsistencies at times. The variables pertaining to Islam and the West (i.e., believing 

that the West is against Islam and being against the West) demonstrated significant 

correlations across all manifestations of extremist thinking. So too did variables pertaining to 

how an individual perceives his or her relationship toward the Australian society he or she 

lives in (i.e., being against Westernisation, being against integration). The direction of these 

relationships was in the expected direction, that is those that are less comfortable with the 

West or who are self-inhibited in connecting with Australian society, exhibited more extreme 

attitudes. The exception was only whether being in support of integration related to approval 

of Muslim attacks on Australian and American soldiers in Muslim countries.  

Interestingly, both experiences of racism and perception of racism were not related to 

extremist thinking. Whilst bearing similarity to the scales pertaining to Westernisation and 

integration, the underlying theme is different. Racism may be conceptualised as society’s 
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stance towards the individual, while Westernisation and integration are the individual’s 

stance towards society. 

Awareness of events in 2014 pertaining to Muslims did, in some instances, relate to 

manifestations of extremist thinking. While Muslim identification did not correlate with the 

manifestations of extremist thinking (with the exception of one participant), Australian 

identification did tend to share an inverse relationship with extremist thinking. That is, those 

who identified more as Australian tended to be less extreme. Similarly, the idea that Islam 

should play an influential role in the world sometimes was related to extremist thinking. It 

must be noted that the sizes of the significant correlations are not strong. They are weak to 

moderate relationships only. Refer to Table 2.1 and Table 2.2 for a summary of correlations 

between extremist thinking and factors implicated in radicalisation. 

Additionally, those who were older, more religious and male tended to exhibit 

extremist thinking in some variables. Finally, the perception that there were serious threats to 

Islam was not related to any manifestation of extremist thinking.  

It is noted that pairwise deletion was employed in each correlation. Unlike listwise 

deletion, which was used in the factor analysis described in the beginning of this chapter, 

pairwise deletion calculates the correlation of 2 variables (or in this case, scales), regardless 

of whether the participants did or did not respond to other scales in the questionnaire. Since 

correlations are not reliant on more than two variables having complete data, it would not be 

problematic to employ pairwise deletion. 
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Table 3.1  

Bivariate correlations (Pearson’s r with pairwise deletion) 

  Gender Age Religiosity 

Islamic 

Knowledge 

Muslim 

identity 

Australian 

identity 

Ethnic 

identity 

Experience 

of racism 

Perception 

of racism 

  Takfir -.174** .021 .009 .034 -.060 -.198** -.042 .109 .044 

  Perceived utility of terrorism -.193** -.037 .151* -.071 -.049 -.200** .065 .120 .069 

  Attitudes towards groups that attack 

Westerners 
-.013 -.149 .094 .017 -.065 -.256** .103 .082 .227** 

  Approval of attacks on Israeli soldiers -.179* .207* .176* .047 .181* .212* .221* -.089 .038     

Approval of attacks on AU and US 

soldiers in Muslim countries 
-.186 .262** .218* -.057 .120 -.037 .221* .019 .069 

  Approval of attacks on AU and US 

soldiers at home 
-.189* -.017 .256** -.064 -.015 -.212* .196* .000 .126 

  Approval of attacks on AU and US 

civilians in Muslim countries and at 

home 

-.108 -.032 .147 -.150 -.118 -.229* .084 .012 .096 

  * Significant correlation (α = 0.05; 2-tailed). 

** Significant correlation  (α = 0.01; 2-tailed).   
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Table 3.2  

Bivariate correlations (Pearson’s r with pairwise deletion) (continued) 

  

Against 

Westernisation 

Support of 

integration 

The 

West 

is 

against 

Islam 

Against 

the 

West 

Islamic 

generalised 

superiority 

Awareness 

of events 

of 2014 

Islam 

should 

have an 

influential 

role in the 

world 

Serious 

threats 

to 

Islam 

Takfir .333** -.312** .229** .519** .124 -.165* .078 .140 

Perceived utility of terrorism .303** -.318** .434** .496** .290** -.138 -.061 .024 

Attitudes towards groups that attack 

Westerners 
.290** -.278** .357** .419** .294** -.092 -.145 -.020 

Approval of attacks on Israeli soldiers .043 .007 .094 .034 .131 .061 -.176* -.025 

Approval of attacks on AU and US 

soldiers in Muslim countries 
.262** -.149 .301** .205* .230* .030 -.207* -.184 

Approval of attacks on AU and US 

soldiers at home 
.321** -.311** .370** .414** .299** -.260** -.187* -.018 

Approval of attacks on AU and US 

civilians in Muslim countries and at 

home 

.266** -.318** .267** .319** .159 -.262** -.112 .091 

* Significant correlation  (α = 0.05; 2-tailed). 

** Significant correlation  (α = 0.01; 2-tailed). 
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Multiple regression analyses 

The previous section explored which variables were associated with different 

manifestations of violent extremist thinking. A pattern of correlations was evident where 

several variables consistently correlated with violent extremist thinking. These included 

• attitudes toward Westernisation,  

• attitudes towards integration,  

• anti-Western sentiment,  

• the degree to which participants thought the West was against Islam, and 

• Australian identification. 

To further investigate which variables play an important role in extremist thinking, a 

number of multiple regressions were performed, one for each manifestation of violent 

extremist thinking. As noted, whilst a number of variables correlated with violent extremist 

thinking as discussed in the previous section, only some of these were selected. Those 

selected reflected the relationship between the individual and the West and the relationship 

between Islam and the West. These variables were: (a) attitudes toward Westernisation, (b) 

integration, (c) anti-Western sentiment and (d) the degree to which participants thought the 

West was against Islam. Westernisation and integration relate to how the individual feels as 

a resident in Australia. This is different to racism, where this represents Australian attitudes 

towards the individual. Racism was not included in the regressions as the correlates were 

not significant. Anti-Western sentiment and thinking that the West is against Islam are more 

superordinate ideas of the relationship between the Muslim and the West. As all four 

variables pertain to relationships with the West, they were aptly analysed together to 
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determine which of these elements may play a larger role. The manifestations of violent 

extremist thinking that were considered included:  

• support for takfir, 

• support of groups that attack Westerners, 

• a perceived utility in terrorism, 

• approval of killing American and Australian soldiers in Afghanistan and Iraq, 

• approval of killing American and Australian soldiers stationed domestically, and  

• approval of killing American and Australian civilians in Muslim countries or 

residing in America or Australia respectively.  

First, the assumptions of multiple regression will be discussed. Thereafter, the regression 

solutions will be presented. 

Multiple regression assumption checks 

Outliers: Z scores for each variable did sometime contain extreme scores (e.g., Z 

scores above 3). However, inspection of the histograms for each of the variables showed 

that there were no outliers (see Appendix C for these graphs). Hence, these outliers were 

disregarded. More important than this were the residuals. 

Residuals: A residual plot is a scatterplot with the solution’s standardised predicted 

value of the DV on the x-axis and the degree of standardised error from that prediction 

(otherwise known as residuals) on the y-axis. Random dispersion around the 0 line of the y-

axis indicates that the assumptions of normality, linearity or homoscedasticity have been 

met. There were some departures from random scatter around the 0 residual point, but these 

were not significant enough to argue that the assumption had not been met. Residual plots 
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can also be used to determine any outliers in the solution. There did appear to be two 

outliers across the residual plots. These cases belonged to participants who had more 

extreme views. Since the objective of this research was to capture this more extreme 

mindset it is more prudent to retain this individual’s data rather than to remove it. See 

Appendix D for residual plots. 

Ratio of cases to IVs: Using pairwise deletion, the sample size for the multiple 

regression solutions ranged between 102 to 185. There were four predictors included in 

each regression solution. They were anti-Western sentiment, attitudes towards 

Westernisation, thinking that the West is against Islam, and support for integration. These 

are more superordinate ideas of the relationship between the Muslim and the West. 

According to Tabachnick and Fidell (2013) there should be a minimum sample size for a 

multiple regression according to the simple formula 50 + 8m (where m is the number of 

predictors). In this case there are four predictors. Hence, the minimum sample size required 

is 82, which the final sample size exceeded. 

Multicollinearity and singularity: Multicollinearity refers to the idea that each 

variable correlates so closely with each other that one is redundant. Singularity occurs when 

the variables are identical. This needs to be avoided in multiple regression. Very low 

tolerance values (the opposite of multicollinearity) indicates high multicollinearity, as do 

high VIF values (which are the inverse of tolerance). The lowest tolerance value was .626 

and all VIF statistics fell under 1.60, indicating an absence of multicollinearity. 

Multiple regression solutions 

The results of the multiple regressions are presented below. Pairwise deletion was 

employed in each regression. In this approach, the contribution that each predictor has in 
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predicting extremist thinking would be calculated in the context of as many scores as are 

available for the other predictors. Hence, the nature of a participant’s thinking can still be 

understood despite the fact that they did not have a score for a certain variable. 

Additionally, employing listwise deletion would have reduced the sample size and statistical 

power, but this was not done in the interests of maximising statistical power. 

Multiple regression with takfir as the criterion variable 

A multiple linear regression was calculated to predict participant support of takfir 

based on participants’ attitudes toward Westernisation, integration, anti-Western sentiment 

and the degree to which they thought the West was against Islam. A significant regression 

equation was found (F(4,197) = 21.15, p < .001). With an R2 of .30. Participants DV is 

equal to 1.64 + .10 (Westernisation) - .12 (integration) - .01 (West against Islam) - .34 (anti-

Western sentiment). Westernisation, integration, anti-Western sentiment, and the degree to 

which participants thought the West was against Islam, comprised of items that were 

measured in a 7-point Likert scale for strongly disagree to strongly agree. Takfir also 

comprised of items measured on a 7-point Likert scale. The criterion, support for takfir, 

increased by one point as participants’ support of Westernisation increased by .10 points, 

support of integration decreased .12 points. The idea that the West was against Islam went 

down .01 points and participants were less accepting of the West by .37 points. Integration 

and anti-Western sentiment was a significant predictor of takfir, p = .02 and p < .001 

respectively such that those against integration and held anti-Western sentiments were more 

predicted acceptance of takfir. Westernisation, and anti-Western sentiment were not 

significant predictors of takfir, p = .07, p = .93, respectively. 
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Multiple regression with utility of terrorism as the criterion variable 

A multiple linear regression was calculated to predict participants’ attitudes toward 

the utility of terrorism based on their attitudes toward Westernisation, integration, anti-

Western sentiment and the degree to which they thought the West was against Islam. A 

significant regression equation was found (F(4,185) = 23.47, p < .001). With an R2 of .34. 

Participants DV is equal to 1.60 + .03 (Westernisation) - .15 (integration) + .27(West 

against Islam) - .29 (anti-Western sentiment). Westernisation, integration, anti-Western 

sentiment and the degree to which participants thought the West was against Islam 

comprised of items that were measured in a 7-point Likert scale for strongly disagree to 

strongly agree. Takfir also comprised of items measured on a 7-point Likert scale. The 

criterion, agreement with the utility of terrorism, increased by 1 point as support for 

Westernisation increased by .03 points. Support for integration increased by .15 points, 

sentiments that the West was against Islam increased by .27 point and anti-Western 

sentiment decreased by .29 points. Integration, West against Islam and anti-Western 

sentiment were significant predictors of utility of terrorism such that being against the 

integration, p = .01, perceiving the West as against Islam < .001, and harbouring anti-

Western sentiments < .001 predicted thinking there was a utility in terrorism. 

Westernisation was not a significant predictor, p = .61. 

Multiple regression with support of groups that attack Westerners as the 

criterion variable 

A multiple linear regression was calculated to predict participant support for groups 

that attack Westerners based on their attitudes toward Westernisation, integration, anti-

Western sentiment and the degree to which participants thought the West was against Islam. 
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A significant regression equation was found (F(4,149) = 11.94, p < .001). With an R2 of .24. 

Participants DV is equal to 1.64 +.17 (Westernisation) - .36 (integration) + .55 (West 

against Islam) - .60 (anti-Western sentiment).  Westernisation, integration, anti-Western 

sentiment and the degree to which participants thought the West was against Islam 

comprised of items that were measured in a 7-point Likert scale for strongly disagree to 

strongly agree. Support for groups that attack Westerners was based on a single-item 

measured on a 10-point Likert scale ranging from not supportive to very supportive. 

Support for groups that attack Westerners increased by 1 point as support for 

Westernisation decreased by .17 points. Support for integration decreased by .36 points, 

sentiments that the West is against Islam increased by .55 points and anti-Western sentiment 

decreased by .60 points. Being against integration, viewing the West against Islam and 

harbouring anti-Western sentiments were significant predictors of support of groups that 

attack Westerners, p = .03, p = .01, p = .01 respectively. Westernisation was not a 

significant predictor, p = .33. 

Multiple regression with approval of Muslim attacks on Australian and 

American soldiers stationed in Afghanistan and Iraq as the criterion variable 

A multiple linear regression was calculated to predict participant degree of approval 

for Muslim attacks on Australian and American soldiers in Muslim countries based on their 

attitudes toward Westernisation, integration, anti-Western sentiment and the degree to 

which participants thought the West was against Islam. A significant regression equation 

was found (F(4,102) = 3.72, p = 007). With an R2 of .13. Participants DV is equal to 2.28 + 

.16 (Westernisation) - .11 (integration) + .26 (West against Islam) + .01 (anti-Western 

sentiment). Westernisation, integration, anti-Western sentiment and the degree to which 
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participants thought the West was against Islam comprised of items that were measured in a 

7-point Likert scale for strongly disagree to strongly agree. Approval of Muslim attacks on 

Australian and American soldiers was based on four questions with a 5-item Likert scale 

ranging between strongly approve to strongly disapprove.  For each increase of 1 point in 

approval of Muslim attacks on soldiers based in Muslim countries, support for 

Westernisation increased by .16 point and support of integration decreased by .11 points. 

Sentiments that the West was against Islam increased by .26 points, and anti-Western 

sentiment increased by .01 points. Only thinking the West against Islam was a significant 

predictor of approval of Muslim attacks on soldiers in Muslim countries, p = .03. 

Westernisation, integration and anti-Western sentiment were not significant predictors, p = 

.13, p = .26, p = .94 respectively. 

Multiple regression with approval of Muslim attacks on Australian and 

American soldiers stationed domestically as the criterion variable 

A multiple linear regression was calculated to predict participants’ degree of approval 

of Muslim attacks on Australian and American soldiers located domestically, based on their 

attitudes toward Westernisation, integration, anti-Western sentiment and the degree to 

which participants thought the West was against Islam. A significant regression equation 

was found (F(4,110) = 9.93, p < .001). With an R2 of .27. Participants DV is equal to 1.27 + 

.11 (Westernisation) - .19 (integration) + .24 (West against Islam) - .20 (anti-Western 

sentiment).  Westernisation, integration, anti-Western sentiment and the degree to which 

participants thought the West was against Islam comprised of items that were measured in a 

7-point Likert scale for strongly disagree to strongly agree. Approval of Muslim attacks on 

Australian and American soldiers was based on two questions with a 5-item Likert scale 
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ranging between strongly approve to strongly disapprove.  As approval of Muslim attacks 

on soldiers based domestically increased by one point, support of Westernisation increased 

by .11 points. Support of integration decreased by .19 points, sentiments that the West was 

against Islam increased by .24 points and anti-Western sentiment decreased by .20 points. 

Being against integration and thinking the Wes was against Islam were significant 

predictors of approval of Muslim attacks on soldiers located domestically, p = .02, p = .02 

respectively. Westernisation and anti-Western sentiment were not significant predictors, p = 

.19, p = .07 respectively. 

Multiple regression with approval of Muslim attacks on Australian and 

American civilians as the criterion variable 

A multiple linear regression was calculated to predict participant degree of approval of 

Muslim attacks on Australian and American civilians located in Muslim countries and 

domestically, based on their attitudes toward Westernisation, integration, anti-Western 

sentiment and the degree to which participants thought the West was against Islam. A 

significant regression equation was found (F(4,114) = 6.63, p < .001). With an R2 of .19. 

Participants DV is equal to 1.71 + .11 (Westernisation) - .27 (integration) + .15 (West 

against Islam) - .10 (anti-Western sentiment). Westernisation, integration, anti-Western 

sentiment and the degree to which participants thought the West was against Islam 

comprised of items that were measured in a 7-point Likert scale for strongly disagree to 

strongly agree. Approval of Muslim attacks on Australian and American civilians was based 

on four questions with a 5-item Likert scale ranging between strongly approve to strongly 

disapprove.  As participants approved of Muslim attacks on civilians in Muslim countries 

and domestically, participants were marginally more supportive of Westernisation, by .11 
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points. They were less in support of integration by .27 points, they held sentiments that the 

West was against Islam by .15 points and were marginally less accepting of the West by .1 

points. Only being against integration was a significant predictor of approval of Muslim 

attacks on civilians in Muslim countries located domestically, p = .01. Westernisation, 

against the West and anti-Western sentiment were not significant predictors, p = .18, p = 

.13, p = .33 respectively. 

T-tests comparing 2013 and 2014 data 

Students of School #1 completed the questionnaire in 2013 and 2014. At the end of 

each questionnaire, participants were invited to write their names and contact details if they 

wanted to participate in follow up research. Many participants did not provide these details. 

Of those who did however, only eight respondents were matched (exact matches) across the 

two time points. While it was the same school that participated in both 2013 and 2014, it can 

be assumed that not many students left the school. This assumption was corroborated by 

teachers employed within the school. This would have led to the inclination to conduct a 

repeated measures t-test. However, the entirety of each sample could not be guaranteed to be 

identical. Some students may have left. The year 12 cohort of 2013 would have graduated 

and hence would not have been in a position to participate in the 2014 questionnaire. 

Further, the year eight cohort in 2014 would have been a new addition to the sample. On this 

basis, it was decided that a series of independent group t-tests be conducted rather than 

repeated measures. 

A series of independent groups t-tests were undertaken for a large number of items and 

scales in the questionnaire. The rationale behind collecting data in 2013 and 2014 was to 

determine whether the societal context had any effect on violent extremist thinking. In 2013, 

there was little discourse in the news or from politicians about Muslim extremism. In 2014 
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however, there were a number of key events and discussions in Australia in relation to 

Muslim extremism. These were measured in the ‘Awareness of 2014 events scale’. Events 

included the counter-terrorism arrests, the proposed changes in counter-terrorism legislation, 

and the backlash suffered by the Muslim community in response to these events. These 

events may also have translated to other dimensions of relevance to the phenomenon of 

radicalisation. One example is racism, although what was found was that racism did not 

change significantly (which will be discussed below). If there were any changes between 

thinking in 2013 and 2014 it could be speculated that the change in the wider social context 

may have played a role. However, other explanations may have also played a role, which 

will be discussed in the discussion chapter. 

As the 2013 wave contained more participants, the data of the eight participants who 

could be identified as having answered the questionnaire in both 2013 and 2014 were 

removed from this phase. This was necessary in order to fulfil the requirements of the 

statistical test (independent groups t-tests). A t-test compares the means of how 2 groups 

score on a variable. In this research, the groups are 2013 respondents and 2014 respondents. 

Hence, the results below show whether there is a statistically significant difference between 

the responses in 2013 and 2014 on a given variable. Largely, no differences were found. 

Where they existed, the direction of the difference was then mentioned. The results of the t-

tests will now be presented. A number of variables did not change between 2013 and 2014 

and were as follows:  

• There was no change in support of Westernisation between 2013 and 2014, 

t(104) = -.26, p = .80.  

• There was no change in support of integration between 2013 and 2014, t(106) 

= 1.71, p = .09.  
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• There was no change in support of takfir between 2013 and 2014, t(101) = .58, 

p = .56.  

• There was no change in sentiments that the West is against Islam between 

2013 and 2014, t(95) = .50, p = .62.  

• There was no change in anti-Western sentiment between 2013 and 2014, t(99) 

=.84, p = .41.  

• There was no change in sentiments of general Islamic superiority between 

2013 and 2014, t(97) = 1.25, p = .21.  

• Ideas about the utility of terrorism did not change between 2013 and 2014, 

t(90) = .53, p = .60.  

• Experience of racism did not change between 2013 and 2014, t(106) = 1.87, p 

= .07.  

• Perception of racism did not change between 2013 and 2014, t(103) = 1.69, p = 

.09.  

• Approval of Muslim attacks on Israeli soldiers did not change between 2013 

and 2014, t(42) = -1.19, p = .24.  

• Approval of Muslim attacks on soldiers abroad did not change between 2013 

and 2014, t(25) = -.32, p = .75.  

• Approval of Muslim attacks on soldiers at home did not change between 2013 

and 2014, t(27) = -1.60, p = .12.  

• There was no change between 2013 and 2014 of Muslim attacks on civilians in 

Muslim countries or at home, t(27) = 1.17, p = .25.  

• Identification of a Muslim did not change, t(115) = .11, p =.91.  

• Identification as an Australian did not change, t(106) = -1.64, p = .10.  
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• The idea that Islam should play a more influential role in the world remained 

unchanged, t(105) = .45, p = .66.  

Variables that did change between 2013 and 2014 included: 

•  Identification with one’s ethnicity, increasing in 2014 (M = 4.96, SD = 1.52) 

compared to 2013 (M = 3.89, SD = 1.99), t(100) = -3.03, p = .003.  

• Religiosity increased in 2014 (M = 5.01, SD = .71) compared to 2013 (M = 

4.65,  

• SD = 1.07), t(94.75) = -2.07, p = .04.  

• Self-reported Islamic knowledge did increase in 2014 (M = 4.46, SD = 1.21) 

compared to 2013 (M = 3.84, SD = 1.11), t(116) = -2.90, p = .004.  

Refer to Table 4 for a comparison of means between 2013 and 2014. 
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Table 4 

A comparison of attitudes in 2013 and 2014 

Year 2013 2014 

  N Mean 

Std 

Deviation N Mean 

Std 

Deviation 

Support for Westernisation 59 3.7 1.43 47 3.78 1.49 

Support for integration 58 5.8 1.18 50 5.35 1.56 

West is against Islam 55 4.27 1.01 42 4.16 1.16 

Anti-Western sentiment 54 3.74 1.15 47 3.91 0.97 

Islamic general superiority 55 4.24 1.26 44 3.93 1.13 

Experience of racism 57 3.11 1.36 51 2.62 1.38 

Perception of racism 56 4.2 1.27 49 3.78 1.3 

Religiosity* 55 4.64 1.07 48 5.01 0.71 

Muslim identification 60 5.47 1.38 57 5.44 1.4 

Australian identification 57 3.79 1.76 51 4.35 1.8 

Ethnic identification* 54 3.89 1.99 48 4.96 1.52 

Islamic knowledge* 61 3.84 1.11 57 4.46 1.21 

Islam playing an influential 

role 
55 1.38 0.71 52 1.33 0.55 

Support for takfir 54 2.84 1.22 49 2.7 1.2 

Utility of terrorism 53 3.35 0.88 39 3.24 0.94 

Approval of attacks on Israeli 

soldiers 
21 2.67 1.39 23 3.17 1.44 

Approval of attacks on soldiers 

abroad 
18 2.38 1.26 9 2.53 1 

Approval of attacks on soldiers 

at home 
14 3.14 1.34 15 3.83 0.98 

Approval of attacks on civilians 14 4.27 0.8 15 3.87 1.03 

* Significant difference (α = 0.05; two-tailed) 

 

Conclusion  

This chapter presented the quantitative analysis of the questionnaire responses. Exploratory 

factor analysis was used to identify items that appeared to be measuring the same construct. 

This informed the calculation of variable scores. Correlations were used to identify variables 

associated with the different expressions of extremist thinking measured in the 

questionnaire. Finally, t-tests were used to determine differences in variables between 2013 
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and 2014. These results indicated that only a small minority of participants exhibited 

extremist thinking, while a considerably larger proportion of participants opposed 

extremism. Several factors emerged as key correlates of violent extremist thinking. This 

included lower Australian identification, opposing Westernisation, opposing integration, 

thinking the West is against Islam and anti-Western sentiment. Of these last four factors, 

opposing Westernisation appeared the least pivotal. To a less frequent extent, awareness of 

2014’s socio-political atmosphere of society and gender correlated with violent extremist 

thinking. The next chapter will discuss the qualitative findings of the study. 
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Chapter Seven: Qualitative Findings 

 

This chapter presents findings of the qualitative component of the investigation. As 

indicated in an earlier section, seven focus groups were conducted to develop a deeper 

insight concerning Muslim adolescents’ views in both their moderate and radicalised 

expressions. Seven of these focus groups occurred at the end of 2014, amidst the prominent 

emergence of ISIS as a terrorist organisation, and after the heightening of the Israel-

Palestine conflict in 2014. Muslim adolescents’ perspectives on certain risk factors were 

also explored to add depth to the understanding of what roles these factors might play in in 

the formation of extremist thoughts. It should be noted that two out of the seven focus 

groups were conducted in 2014. More specifically, this chapter will delineate the views 

expressed by participants pertaining to a range of identified issues related to radicalisation 

and violent extremism. The following section examines these issues in turn. 

Participant theories of radicalisation 

Exploring participants’ thoughts associated with the causes of radicalisation provided 

valuable insights into their understanding about the development of radicalised thoughts and 

behaviours. These insights may arise from the individual’s perception of the phenomenon, 

in combination with their awareness of their peers’/family’s/community’s perceptions. This 

may also be reinforced through individual observance of, or participation in, discourse on 

these issues amongst peers, family, media and elsewhere.  

The focus groups commenced by exploring participants’ theories of radicalisation. To 

this end, radicalisation was framed as the process that would lead someone to support 

extremism or perpetrate an act of extremism or terrorism. Participants’ theories included 
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being in contact with extremists, cognitive factors such as knowledge of Islam, events in 

one’s life that serve as a trigger or catalyst of radicalisation, as well as internal motivations. 

Each of these theories will be discussed below. 

Contact with extremists 

A number of participants communicated theories of radicalisation that involved an 

individual being radicalised by contact with extremist others – that is, either individuals or 

groups. Such contact may involve meeting such individuals, being exposed to their 

arguments, befriending them, or being accepted into their groups. One participant 

communicated a response as follows, “It’s the environment, so if you have a lot of extreme 

friends you’re going to fall into that group.” 

This participant also contrasted Sydney’s Muslim community with Brisbane’s 

community, expressing that radicalisation depends on where you live. In the perception of 

this respondent, radicalisation is dependent on place and the people one associates with; 

inferring that contact with extremists facilitates radicalisation. They stated: 

 (It) matters… on your environment, where you live. So, if you were to live 

in Sydney, you were… not trying to stereotype but I know a lot of people in 

Sydney who, they support ISIS and what not. And, I know a lot of people in 

Brisbane who are against it. So, it differs on where you live. 

Further to this ‘contact’ theory, participants identified several factors that might 

moderate how contact with extremists leads to radicalisation. One factor that was identified 

is the degree of influence extremists might possess or wield over the individual. This 

influence might compel or force an individual to inculcate extremist ideology or at least 

submit to it externally by carrying out what is ordered, expected, or requested of them. One 
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participant expressed this in the following manner, “They might be forced (by)… extremist 

groups.”  

Another factor that might moderate the relationship that contact with extremists has 

with radicalisation was the age of the individual.  Some participants inferred that being at an 

impressionable age, or stage of development, would make one more vulnerable to the 

extremist influence of others. According to one participant, being young in age, without 

stipulating what particular age they were referring to, places one at special risk of 

radicalisation from extremist others. The participant said, “Sometimes they influence young 

people coz it’s easy, when you are young its more (sic) easy to convince.”  

Another participant suggested that growing up with extremists, i.e., one’s family, 

increases the chances of radicalisation of such an individual. This may consist of the 

influence of subtle suggestions during childhood and then more fully fledged extremist 

education, as the individual grows older. One participant perceived that having a father with 

extremist beliefs increased the chances of their child adopting extremist beliefs when they 

were older. This participant explained: 

Growing up with someone with brutal ways and is always like, Jihad this 

jihad that will always solve this. They will grow up like, if your dad does it 

like if your dad smokes you’ve got a high chance of smoking, your dad does 

this you‘ve got a high chance of doing that. It is the same thing. 

Cognitive theories 

Participants postulated several cognitive factors that serve to explain radicalisation. 

The first cognitive factor that participants suggested was that possessing insufficient 

knowledge of Islam places an individual at risk of radicalisation. One participant expressed 
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this succinctly in relation to radicalised individuals, “Maybe they don’t know the true 

Islam?”  

Another participant perceived that a lack of “education” about Islam was a factor in 

radicalisation.  It can be argued, however, that it is not being under-educated about Islam in 

general that is a cause of radicalisation. Instead, being ill-informed about particular aspects 

of Islam may lead to extremism that violates principles of Islam. One such aspect that 

participants discussed was jihad. A section of this chapter is devoted to what participants 

thought about the notion of jihad. In this present discussion, however, only comments made 

about being ignorant of jihad as a cause of radicalisation, will be discussed.  

Jihad, a practice that is a part of Islam, may be understood as an armed struggle that 

can be waged under certain circumstances and governed by certain rules of engagement. In 

relation to this concept, participants were concerned that ignorance of Islam’s teachings of 

jihad places one at risk of radicalisation. The following comments were expressed when 

probed as to what leads to radicalisation: 

Less knowledge about jihad. 

Wrong idea about jihad and stuff. 

Participants perceived that individuals would commit terrorist atrocities due to being 

unaware of Islam’s true teachings about jihad. One participant expressed this notion 

through the following statement: 

They don’t know exactly what they are doing and just following orders 

from some other people.  

Another respondent articulated that terrorists would commit violence thinking it was 

actually jihad:  
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People might get the wrong idea about jihad and stuff and might just go 

killing more people and they wouldn’t know what they are doing.  

One participant perceived that the origin of such myopic perspectives may culminate 

through exposure to mass media. They stated: 

I also think that it’s the media that’s making people become terrorists 

because there was, um, like the more stuff they say Muslims try to prove 

them wrong. And when trying to prove them wrong, um, they try to attack 

and when they attack the Muslims attack back. 

This point was reiterated by another participant who mentioned that the only version 

of Islam that radicalised individuals know is the extremist version like that of Osama bin 

Laden’s. This participant stated:  

Like Osama bin Laden and all that, so they’ve already seen that, they 

haven’t seen another side to it… 

Whilst participants theorised that ignorance of a Muslim’s religion leads to 

radicalisation, they also expressed another factor that operates in conjunction with being 

Islamically illiterate; that is being beguiled by an extremist misinterpretation of Islam. 

Several participants framed such misinterpretation of Islam in terms of misinterpreting the 

Qur’an. One participant articulated as follows: 

They are misinterpreting the Qur’an.  
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Another participant elaborated further, making reference to verses applied to a 

particular context, such as times of war, which could be misused by terrorists, or taken out 

of context, to justify their ideology and actions. The participant elucidated as follows: 

They have twisted views, like some people read the Qur’an and they just 

take the verses out of context and they start reading that and they make it 

like their own view.  

Another participant eluded to the difficulty in understanding the Qur’an without 

studying it, and how this heightens the risk of misinterpreting it in a way that aligns with 

extremist’s ideology. This is because classical Arabic, being the language of the Qur’an, 

requires training, even for many Arabic speakers. Even still, those learned in classical 

Arabic rely on expert exegeses of the Qur’an to better understand the text. This participant 

posited that reading the Qur’an without consulting explanatory resources, in this case 

different translations, was a factor underlying radicalisation. Although translations are not 

an authority for an in-depth interpretation of the Qur’an, this participant’s point is still valid. 

They stated this as follows: 

Maybe they don't know the true Islam. Maybe they don't know the true 

Islam. They just read like a part and they don't search for the translation.  

By misinterpreting the Qur’an and the hadith, extremists advocate terrorism in the 

guise of jihad. According to Islam, a mujahid (someone engaged in jihad) will attract 

certain rewards from God if they were to die in jihad, and in turn become a martyr 

(shaheed). Two participants mentioned that believing that the reward of ‘martyrdom’ would 

be paradise, may be a reason why someone would radicalise and engage in terrorism. 

Participants stated: 
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It says apparently he thought the guy that was going on the airplane, and 

doing that thingy 9/11, believed they were going to heaven or something? 

  

Yeah, some people who do terrorism they think like that if they explode 

themselves like what they did in my country, like in Afghanistan, doing 

suicide bombing and when you die you going to go to umm Paradise.  

Another participant mentioned another misinterpretation of the extremist ideology; 

namely, killing in the name of God, Allah, as well as an argument less relevant to the 

current treatise - that education is forbidden (haram in Arabic) for girls. They said: 

Because they’re always trying to find something like: they’ll say it’s good 

to kill, we have to do this, they say it’s in the name of Allah and it says 

nothing in the book like saying education is haram for girls and all that? 

The following theory was also presented. One participant identified the influence of 

limited ‘secular’ education on the development of radicalised views. However, this was 

contested by another who argued that university graduates were equally likely to commit 

terrorism. This discussion proceeded as follows: 

Participant 1: Yeah, so basically if you have a good education I doubt that 

ISIS, I doubt that they have a really good education and perspective of how 

the world works.  

Participant 2: No but there’s a lot of them that are like, they have PhDs and 

a lot that just go there. There are a lot of educated ones that go there. You 

can’t really base it off who’s smart and who’s dumb.  
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Triggers and catalysts 

Other participants theorised that certain factors served as triggers or catalysts in the 

radicalisation process. These included prejudice and racism, personal tragedy, and 

depression. For example, several individuals elucidated that prejudice towards Muslims 

plays a role in radicalisation. As one individual commented: 

 I think the severity of what is happening here, if it was high, they might 

have like got to the point that they might consider going, fighting against, 

with ISIS just for reasons.  

Another mentioned racism, however they communicated that some might respond by 

participating “not violently, probably in protests.” In response to this comment, another 

individual said: 

It depends, some people have different kind of ways. They might take other 

things extremely.  

This suggests that these participants perceived that racism could radicalise some 

individuals to commit acts of violence and motivate others towards political action. 

One participant articulated that the death of a family member might trigger an 

individual to radicalise. They stated:   

Someone died in their family. A personal tragedy will make someone extreme.  

Two participants discussed their own ideas of radicalisation and suggested revenge, 

death and depression as causes of radicalisation. Their conversation transpired as follows:  

Participant 1: They might want revenge. 

Facilitator: They want revenge. Revenge for what? 
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Participant 1: Some might kill some of their relatives. 

Facilitator: So their relatives might have died, so they want revenge for 

that. 

Participant 2: Caused by depression, in other countries, depression, yeah, if 

their parents are die, killed, so if they, yeah. 

Motives 

Finally, certain motives were raised by participants which may influence a radicalised 

response. These included revenge (which has been partially alluded to in an earlier section), 

anger and self-defence. For example, one participant mentioned defence as a motive of 

extremist actions: 

 They take defence to an extreme… they will start like, defending 

themselves, and doing all these extreme things.  

Another highlighted revenge as a motivating factor behind radicalisation:  

I think it might consume them to the point of getting revenge. There’s 

nothing the people here wouldn’t do for their families to get revenge.  

Further, another participant concurred with this emotional catalyst saying: 

 So they would get mad and stuff and so that anger would drive them to do 

something stupid; like become a terrorist, kill somebody, cause violence, 

blow somebody up. It’s driving people mad. 

Finally, self-defence was indicated as a motivation. One participant stated: 
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Anyone would defend their family or, the ones that they appreciate and 

love, no matter what it costs. And us trying to defend what we, are our 

rights. They call it terrorism. They think that our defence system is 

terrorism. We’re just trying to defend ourselves we’re not actually 

attacking we’re just the ones defending but because everyone’s targeting of 

course we’re going to get angry of course we’re going to be disturbed by 

the fact that everyone thinks you’re doing it because you want to… It’s only 

because they’re defending themselves maybe through violence and 

extremism because they have to not because… even if they want to as he 

said desperate or confused about what’s going on, that they seek extremity.      

The discussion so far in this chapter has presented participant theories of 

radicalisation. They are subjective and potentially speculative, rendering any conclusions 

drawn solely from them as limited. However, they will add value by being considered 

concomitantly with other analyses in this study. Attention will now turn to several factors 

implicated in radicalisation, as well as several issues popular within extremist discourse. 

Muslim disadvantage 

As stated in the section entitled ‘Socio-economic factors: Experienced deprivation, 

experienced affluence, and perceived relative deprivation’ in an earlier section of this thesis, 

experiencing disadvantage due to being Muslim increases the individual’s vulnerability 

towards radicalisation. However, it has been argued that while experienced disadvantage at 

the individual level can be a factor in radicalisation, perceiving that Muslims more broadly 

are disadvantaged is a more crucial factor in radicalisation.  However, when focus groups 
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discussed the level of disadvantage experienced by Muslims, participants did not perceive 

this as a major issue. 

Participants restricted their perception of disadvantage to Muslims finding it difficult 

to find employment (due to having a beard, wearing the niqab or clothing). Some expressed 

that Muslims needed to remove identifiable clothing due to the experience of such 

disadvantage. For example, one student mentioned:  

You know they won’t let you work. You have to take it (hijab) off. It’s kinda 

really unfair. 

When asked whether they understood, experienced or perceived, that such advantage 

would make an individual extreme, the few20 who answered did not regard this as a good 

cause for becoming extreme. Two comments that illustrate this are as follows:  

Nah, I think that’s not a good reason to. I think it won’t cause someone to 

become an extremist. Coz if someone has a (sic) economic disadvantage, if 

he is going to become an extremist, because of that cause, it’s going to 

bring him anywhere. 

 

 You will feel sorry for them (your fellow students if they were poor) but it’s 

not good cause to become an extremist. 

                                                 
20 This discussion was raised in the 2013 group interviews only; hence only 19 of the study’s 94 participants 

were given the opportunity to comment on this topic.  
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Racism 

Like Muslim disadvantage, experiencing racism may not be a necessary cause of 

radicalisation. However, perceiving societal racism against Muslims can be a cause of 

radicalisation. Perhaps being exposed to this perception of racism by society, might act as a 

catalyst for radicalisation.     

Instances of racism  

Each focus group sought to canvass how aware participants were of racism in 

Australia. Some were victims of racism while many were aware of anti-Muslim racism. 

Some examples of racism that participants shared were as follows: 

• the rude finger being pointed at participants,  

• use of obscene language being hurled at a participant, 

• coffee being thrown at Muslims, 

• mosque vandalism, 

• people trying to remove the hijab from Muslim women, 

• swearing at women, 

• pigs’ heads being left in mosques, 

• being prevented from praying in airports, 

• discrimination in jobs, and 

• racist graffiti being sprayed on the walls of a mosque in North Queensland. 

Perceived causes of racism and Islamophobia 

Islamophobia and racism are closely related. Whilst racism is prejudicial attitudes and 

treatment toward Muslims, Islamophobia is a cognitive fear of Muslims and Islam and is 
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arguably a cause of racism. The causes of Islamophobia and anti-Muslim racism were 

discussed. Several participants perceived that fear was a driving factor. For instance: 

They probably think that Muslims are going to overtake Australia. 

  

They have a fear that the Australian identity would be overhauled by the 

Muslim culture. 

 

They’re scared that because Muslims and Islam is a fast growing religion.  

When discussing the sources of Islamophobia and racism, participants mentioned the 

role of media, politicians and fear about Islam and Muslims generated by these mediums. 

For instance, one participant elucidated that the media are brainwashing people against 

Islam: 

They’re brainwashing people thinking that Islam is a violent religion, its 

taking over the world, they want to take over America, they want to take 

over Australia. 

Another participant postulated that politicians, driven by fear of 9/11, are propagating 

Islamophobia. They stated: 

 It's mostly the politicians, it’s because they’re afraid what happened in 

9/11 they’re afraid of that happens (sic) to them.  

Reasons for why politicians might be Islamophobic emerged.  A notion was presented 

that politicians lack close contact with Muslims. This perhaps implies that they have limited 
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awareness concerning what Muslims and the Islamic faith stand for, in contrast to being 

cognisant of Muslim issues, as expressed by one participant who commented: 

Maybe they’re (politicians) not friends with Muslims.  

Another participant surmised that politicians might be Islamophobic because they see 

Muslim women who cover their face as being confronting. They stated: 

Maybe they (politicians) think it’s kind of scary how they are just covering 

the face.  

Reactions of participants to racism 

There have been a number of incidents in 2014 (during the time when seven of the 

focus groups were facilitated), where violence and abuse was directed against the Muslim 

community. It can be inferred that these reactions related to the terrorism related activity 

targeted at Muslims that occurred both domestically and internationally in 2014; such 

activities included ISIS beheading British journalists, and the anti-terror arrests in Brisbane. 

Participants were aware of this backlash and they were asked how it made them feel. The 

following responses were given:  

• angered, 

• under attack, 

• uncomfortable, 

• upset, 

• unsafe, 

• sad, 

• tired (because this backlash occurs too frequently), 
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• framed, 

• oppressed, 

• discriminated against, 

• worried, 

• unfair, 

• disrespected, 

• disgusted, and 

• annoyed. 

Some participants elaborated on how racism makes them feel. One participant 

discussed the feeling of alienation as a Muslim in Australia. They stated: 

You’ll feel that you are left out (inaudible phrase) you are separated, you 

are something else. They don’t see you as a normal person. So for example 

here, when they had the Australia Day riot, it’s mostly against Muslims but 

for example Christians and Jews, you’re not seeing them between them they 

have problems or they say ‘go back to your country,’ it’s mostly against 

Muslims. We feel that people are targeting Muslims.  

Some participants complained about Australia’s double standards. They raised this 

concern in relation to the anti-terror raids on the ‘Iqra Islamic Bookstore’ in Brisbane in 

2014. One participant commented: 

 I think if it was a Christian bookstore, a Bible store, it wouldn’t have been 

400 cops, helicopters,…. No, I thinking it’s because it had something to do 

with ‘Muslim’. 
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Two identified the disparity between Australia as a free country which they perceived 

as not being free for Muslims. They stated: 

 They say Australia is a free country but as soon as it comes to Muslim, 

Australia rejects it. Australians reject to (sic) people being Muslim. 

  

 They say it (Australia) is a free country but then they object it (sic) when it 

comes to Muslims wearing scarves or going out in a way like that. 

One participant also insightfully pointed out a contradiction inherent in the Australian 

national anthem with today’s political position towards immigrants and refugees, a stance 

that some Australians also agree with. They commented: 

 In my idea, you know how no boats are banned from coming into 

Australia? In the national anthem, in the 2nd verse it says ‘for all those who 

come across the seas, with boundless plains to share’ and now they’ve 

banned it. I think they’ve banned it because more Muslim people are 

increasing here. That’s my idea. 

Media 

The media is very influential in shaping awareness and public opinion on issues 

concerning Muslims, radicalisation and terrorism. Whilst not being a trigger of 

radicalisation directly, by portraying Muslims in a negative light the media may fuel racism 

towards Muslims and the notion that all Muslims are sympathetic towards terrorism and 

against Australian values. This could in turn incline Muslims to experience alienation in 

their own country and become sympathetic to anti-Western sentiments. Given the influence 
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that the media wields, it is important to understand the ways in which Muslims perceive the 

media. Do they perceive there is a bias in the way the media reports events of terrorism, or 

issues that affect Muslims?  

In the context of the focus groups in 2014, there was extensive coverage on issues 

associated with terrorism. These included the horrific actions of ISIS; the anti-terror raids in 

Brisbane; and the proposed changes to the anti-terror legislation. Moreover, arguably, the 

Muslim community became victims of hate crimes and racism due to a backlash against 

these events and their coverage in the media. For example, in Queensland a woman in a 

hijab had a cup of coffee thrown at her through her car window, and in a separate incident, 

three men pulled off the hijab of a mother who was with her baby, pushed her and spat on 

her (Aston, 2014). It was in this context, that discussion pertaining to the media arose within 

the focus groups. It must be noted that ‘media’ was not a planned theme of discussion with 

the participants. Rather, it was a prominent theme which emerged amongst a number of 

different discussions and hence warranted its inclusion in this chapter. 

Articulated perceptions concerning the media indicated that participants harboured 

considerably negative views about the role of the media in shaping public opinion. Several 

themes emerged. First, participants complained that when a Muslim does something wrong, 

the media report them as ‘Muslim’. However, if a member of another faith community does 

something wrong, then they are not typically identified as being from their respective faith 

communities. One participant in this regard stated:  

It’s always religiously linked. They never broadcast that it’s a Christian murder, or a 

Jewish murder, it’s always a Muslim murder. 
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A group of participants discussed this issue communicating the same perspective, 

expressing that when a Muslim does anything blameworthy, even if not done in the name of 

Islam, the media still purposefully identify them as Muslims. They discussed as follows: 

Participant 1: There are those cases, but then what happens when a 38-

year-old man, white man, Aussie kills his wife?  

Participant 2: But he’s not doing it in the name of Christianity he just 

committed an act.  

Participant 1: Ok, 38-year-old man – yeah, but what happens when a 

Muslim man never brought any Islam into it? He never said, “Oh, I’m 

doing this because Allah sent messages or something.  

Participant 3: But because he’s a Muslim they assume.  

Participant 1: But they say, ‘38-year-old Muslim man kills his wife’ and 

then it goes overboard, and in saying that as well too, the media aren’t 

stupid.  

Other participants expressed grievances that the media reports on Muslims in a way 

that would defame the Muslim community, and they intentionally identify the accused as a 

Muslim. For example, one participant perceived that the media intentionally shows the face 

of Muslims when reporting events which are potentially defamatory towards Muslims; and 

that this is in contrast to non-Muslims. They stated: 

Even in the media you guys notice how when they have someone do 

something, usually either their face will be blurred or they’ll be looking 

down, and then there’ll all be no picture of that person, and when it’s a 
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Muslim they’ll make sure that everyone can see whatever it is they’re 

wearing and they’ll have a clear picture of their face. 

Two other participants discussed how the media intentionally identify Muslim 

criminals as ‘Muslim’, in contrast to a lack of reporting for people from other faith 

communities.  This discussion transpired as follows: 

Participant 1: Even the way they word things, like ‘Muslim terrorist’ or 

‘Muslim kills’. Like, when have you ever seen like ‘Christian, Jewish’- 

Participants 2: Is that because these people do that in the name of Islam 

and in the name of God? They do these actions, that’s what they say, ‘We 

are doing this action for God.’ But you never hear the pope or something 

abuse a child in the name of Christianity 

Over-reporting of Muslim terrorism activities. 

Going further than intentionally identifying criminals as ‘Muslim’, participants 

perceived that the media pay excessive attention to Muslim activity. For instance, one 

participant expressed this concisely: 

You look at the media, they over-publicize, um, the raids, first of all. That 

was probably, in my opinion, the starter of everything.  

Another participant articulated how this manifested in media coverage of the anti-

terror raids of 2014. This participant expressed grievances over the media reporting more 

information about the raids than other events, violating the privacy of the individuals 

concerned. They stated: 
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But then the media, as well too, like they over-publicize everything like if it 

wasn’t an Islamic Centre I guarantee that addresses, names, full names and 

stuff would not have been publicised because legally you are not supposed 

to do that and after these raids happened there was also the raids at the 

houses in Logan. They gave the addresses for that. Now, the police 

commissioner said that he did not allow for that to happen but without his 

permission that cannot go up onto TV, um, news crews. 

One comment was especially insightful, recalling a discussion a participant had with a 

member of the media about their over-reporting of Muslim terrorism.  This participant 

responded with the following: 

I actually had a talk with one of the head ladies for Channel Seven 

Brisbane office here and she said to me because I did a speech relating to 

most of this, and she came up to me and said, ‘I think you’re completely 

wrong’, and I said, ‘Enlighten me’, and she said, ‘Well, we have people in 

the Brisbane office that are fighting for Muslims to be heard as better 

people’, and I’m like, ‘Ok, good. They’re fighting for us, but how come it’s 

not happening?’ You know, you’re saying this and she just kept trying to 

keep justifying saying that, you know, ‘We didn’t have to over-publicize the 

high terror threats and all the raids and stuff’, and I said, ‘You did. You 

exactly did that. Whether you think that was extreme or not, it was extreme 

because you saw the backlashes.’ If you went on all of their media websites, 

they were saying to, you know um, refrain from, you know, really hurtful 

comments and stuff, they weren’t deleting them. They were supposed to be 
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doing that. Any other post, but their publicity was ridiculous, it was. They 

absolutely over-exaggerated everything. 

The media sensationalises the news. 

Some participants perceived that the media sensationalises, where possible, any 

coverage of Muslims in the news. One participant stated that this is in line with the media’s 

agenda:  

The media always wants to portray things a specific way, like their way, 

they want people to believe things in one way, like ‘oh maybe they aren’t so 

bad’ or something like that.  

Following on from a discussion about mistrust of the media, when asked why they do 

not trust the media, one participant said: 

Because they always mix the stories up to make it more interesting. 

This perception that the media sensationalises news concerning Muslims links with 

the perspective that the media has an agenda against Muslims, as alluded to earlier. 

Possessing such a mindset may underlie the participants’ grievances. In one focus group, 

participants believed the media was biased against Muslims. They stated as follows: 

Participant 1: And also isn’t the media, isn’t it controlled by Murdoch, 

Rupert Murdoch? He is Israeli. So, yeah. 

   Participant 2: So obviously they'd try to make anything biased, towards us 

(Muslims).  

Participants from other focus groups expressed the same sentiment, convinced that the 

media had an agenda against Muslims. One comment that aligns with this notion elucidates 
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how reporters must avoid expressing their own views to align their reporting with the 

agenda of their news network. They stated: 

Yeah. Yeah. There are a majority that actually speak up from Seven News, 

but do you ever see it? Do you ever see anything happen? Do you ever see 

anyone on the news channel actually saying, ‘Hold up, this is my opinion.’ 

I don’t think the broadcasters at Channel Seven, there are 4 of them sitting 

on a couch, doing, they don’t say anything even if they might believe they 

don’t say it because they are not allowed. I believe they are not allowed. 

Similarly, one participant believed that the media report the news according to how 

they want their viewers to think about those issues. The participant expressed this view as 

follows: 

The media always wants to portray things in a specific way, like their way, 

they want people to believe things in one way, like ‘oh maybe they aren’t so 

bad’ or something like that.  

Another respondent expressed their concern that the media do not appropriately or 

responsibly control comments written in their online news stories. Rather, they allow 

comments that vilify and insult Muslims to remain in the comments sections of their web 

pages. 

If you went on all of their media websites, they were saying to, you know 

um, refrain from, you know, really hurtful comments and stuff, they weren’t 

deleting them. They were supposed to be doing that. Any other post, but 
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their publicity was the ridiculous, it was. They absolutely over-exaggerated 

everything.  

In response to this last statement, another participant expressed agreement that the 

media reported news according to an anti-Muslim agenda. In this case, the participant 

insinuated that one of the owners of many media companies, Rupert Murdoch, is an Israeli 

and as such advocates an anti-Muslim agenda that permeates the news reporting of his 

media companies. This participant expressed the following:  

And also, isn’t the media, isn’t it controlled by Murdoch, Rupert Murdoch? 

He’s Israeli, so, yeah. So obviously they'd try to make anything biased, 

towards us.                               

Taking Sharia into one’s own hands  

Some extremists may arguably perceive a personal responsibility to ensure the laws of 

Allah are being carried out, despite living in a non-Muslim country where sharia law is not 

enforced. There are examples of this taking place in Australia. For example, a Muslim was 

reported in the news for whipping a fellow Muslim for drinking alcohol. Instances like these 

were discussed in the focus groups to ascertain whether participants held the belief that 

Muslims were obliged to personally enact sharia law in Australia.  

Participants did not perceive that an individual should take sharia into their own 

hands. For example, one participant indicated that the sins in question are between the 

perpetrator and God and hence Muslims cannot enact sentences on these individuals. They 

stated: 

Even though he is doing a sin, it’s between him and Allah, you can’t punish him. 
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Another participant, during this discussion, made reference to the jihad component of 

sharia law (jihad will be discussed later in this chapter), indicating that there is no reason to 

commit violent acts in the name of jihad in Australia which is geographically distanced 

from the wars in Syria and Palestine. They stated this as follows: 

The wars in Syria or Palestine or something, why are we going to go stab 

people in the street or something? 

One individual was aware of an incident where a Muslim attempted to exercise 

Islamic law by whipping somebody 40 times. They expressed the opinion that this was in 

violation of sharia law and that only Muslim scholars have the jurisdiction to enact such a 

punishment.  They stated: 

I think they did wrong because it’s based on the sharia law. You just can’t 

say he drank alcohol so any person can go whip him 40 times. There has to 

(sic) Islamic code. There has to be sheikhs there that judge the situation 

and like.  

Takfir 

Takfir is the belief that a Muslim is branded as a non-Muslim for certain reasons, such 

as showing allegiance to a non-Islamic government. According to Muslim extremist 

ideology, becoming an apostate from Islam through takfir makes it Islamically lawful to kill 

that person. Such a practice can be observed between the two Sunni extremist groups 

fighting in Syria, that is ISIS and Jabhat Al-Nusra (which is a branch of Al-Qaeda). Based 

on this premise, each group considers the other as straying from the fold of Islam and hence 

are enemies, known to kill one another. Takfir is not a common term, even amongst adult 
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Muslims. Nevertheless, it would be negligent to not enquire whether participants have first, 

heard of the concept of takfir, and second, agree with its underlying notion. 

When the word takfir was mentioned by the facilitator, no participant was familiar 

with the meaning of this term. The meaning when shared, was met with consistent 

disapproval. For example, one participant stated that Muslims must be recognised as 

Muslim if they themselves identify as ‘Muslim’: 

You can't say he is a Muslim or he is a non-Muslim. If he claims to be 

Muslim then we have to say, ok you are Muslim, because we can't read 

their heart. 

Another mentioned that one cannot kill a Muslim unless it is carried out in the name 

of Allah, implying that takfir is not an adequate reason. They stated: 

Unless you kill them or hit them for my name, that’s what Allah said. 

You’re not supposed to hit a brother or kill a brother without it for my 

name, there must have been a reason. 

One participant applied the concept of takfir to contemporary terrorism arguing that it 

is incorrect to practice takfir. They stated: 

They think that non-Muslims are their enemies so once they see their own 

people, like Muslims, with them, they think it’s wrong and they’re no longer 

Muslim anymore. 

During the focus groups, a written example of how takfir has been practiced in 

Australia was shared with all participants.  The example described a Muslim man in Sydney 

who believed he was robbed by his Muslim roommate, an extremist individual who held the 
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religious conviction that it was permissible to kill and rob non-Muslims. The facilitator then 

argued that this inferred that the man in question practiced takfir with his roommate. In 

response to this, participants objected to this behaviour. For instance, several participants 

made reference to the Prophet Muhammad never doing this. One stated: 

Even the prophet, he didn’t steal from the non-Muslims.  

Another participant highlighted how non-Muslim Makkans entrusted the Prophet 

Muhammad with their property. The Prophet Muhammad returned this wealth when leaving 

Makkah, rather than stealing from them. This participant pointed out that if the Prophet 

Muhammad acted in this manner, then a Muslim could not rob from a Muslim they branded 

a disbeliever. They stated: 

So at that time even the non-Muslims, the non-Muslims he gave them their 

property, his property if they because they trusted him with it just to keep it 

with him if they were leaving or if they weren’t there. So when he went 

when he made hijra to Medina, he gave back the property to every single 

one of them. You know?  

Jihad 

Extremist groups are considered extreme, in part, because of the nature in which their 

ideology violates the Islamic laws of jihad. ‘Jihad’ literally means ‘struggle’. According to 

Islamic law, jihad may manifest as warfare, but only if motivated to ‘struggle’ against, or 

combat, oppression. When considering jihad in the context of its laws, it is evident that 

jihad contradicts terrorism. However, the word jihad is often grossly misused and applied to 

acts of terrorism, and their perpetrators. Essentially terrorists, are called ‘jihadists’ or 

‘mujahideen’.  
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It was paramount to the study to discuss the concept of jihad in order to understand 

what type of violence participants believed are accepted in Islam as well as what jihad and 

its laws entail.  

There are a number rules that must be met to remain within the confines of jihad. 

Collectively, participants were familiar with a number of restrictions and principles 

associated with jihad. On an individual level however, it would appear that the majority of 

participants possessed limited or no knowledge of jihad. This may be due to the fact that 

many did not contribute to the discussion on this topic. What follows is a summary of 

participants’ responses when the topic of jihad was examined. 

Meaning of jihad 

Participants had a diverse concept of what jihad actually referred to. Several 

participants correctly understood jihad to be a struggle. Two participants expressed this in 

the following manner: 

Struggle in the way of Allah  

You struggle yourself from being - not doing some unlawful things.  

Several defined jihad in terms of warfare. For example, several participants 

communicated jihad as; 

Fighting in the name of God.  

Fighting in self-defence.  

Fighting in the cause of Allah.  

Fighting in the path of Islam. 
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Others, while recognising that jihad occurs during warfare, believed it might occur in 

other ways also. For example, one participant stated that jihad may be an inner struggle: 

 Jihad literally just means a fight within yourself. There’s many forms of 

jihad, it doesn’t always have to be, you know, violent.  

Another participant made this clearer articulating that Muslims can practice jihad by 

abstaining from sin. They stated:  

I think jihad does not only limit to war and stuff. I think it has like a lot of 

meanings. Like jihad also means controlling yourself from doing bad stuff, 

and doing da’wah. 

In contrast, one participant perceived that the meaning of jihad has been lost. They 

stated:  

To be honest I think, like, the true meaning of jihad has just been lost. Like 

just totally lost. No one really knows the true meaning of it, and everyone’s 

just going their own ways and just killing everyone. … They are just 

basically committing sin. That’s it. 

Rules of jihad 

Discussion also focused on the rules in Islam that govern jihad when manifested in 

the context of war. Participants mentioned many rules of jihad. Perhaps the most basic law 

of jihad is the prohibition against the harming of non-combatants, which several 

participants expressed. They stated as follows: 
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 When you are fighting make sure you don’t harm innocent people who 

haven’t done anything.  

You can’t kill women and children.  

Just defend and fight against who’s involved in the war.  

You’re not allowed to go kill innocent people, old elderlies, the young 

children, you know even the prophet say don’t kill the elderly, don’t kill the 

young children, don’t kill the ladies, even trees.  

Another rule communicated was that infrastructure, like buildings, must remain 

preserved. One participant stated this as follows: 

When you are fighting you shouldn’t just like take a torch and burn down 

whole cities, you should respect it.  

Participants also mentioned that jihad must be declared by an executive authority  ̶  a 

Muslim government, (unless done out of self-defence), and that jihad should not be 

instigated.21 Participants stated the following: 

It has to be declared by an Islamic state.  

You should never start a controversy. You should never start a war. 

Another participant mentioned that prisoners of war must be treated humanely. They 

articulated: 

You're not allowed to treat your prisoners any worse than you treat your 

own family, because you have power over them and people who can 

                                                 
21 More correctly jihad can be instigated with good reason, which will be discussed further in this section. 
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oppress other people have power, so Islam doesn’t allow that kind of bad 

treatment of prisoners. 

All the aforementioned rules that participants mentioned were recognised laws underlying 

jihad in orthodox Islam. The above remarks indicate participants did not subscribe to a 

notion of jihad that may be labelled extremist or radical. Participants did not suggest any 

novel laws.  

Reasons for waging jihad 

Participants espoused several justifications for jihad. For example, some participants 

communicated that self-defence was a justifiable reason to wage jihad. For example: 

It’s like when someone tries to attack you, you are allowed to defend yourself.  

 If someone comes to you and like attacks you first and then you are allowed to fight 

back.  

When you’re being attacked, defend yourself.  

If they are attacking you, you can attack back.  

Islam doesn’t say just go and start a war out of nowhere. Prophet never 

used to fight with Christians all the time. He was defending, but never 

going to act it then.  

From this, evidently many participants were aware that Muslims can be engaged in 

jihad by fighting in self-defence. This is recognized as a justifiable motive for jihad in 

Islamic law (Asad, 1980). 
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When discussing an offensive jihad, fighting oppression is an endorsed motive for 

jihad. This pursuit to eliminate oppression was mentioned within the focus groups. One 

participant expressed that this was the only reason for jihad: 

You’re allowed to fight in jihad if it’s against oppression, but if they're not 

being oppressed then there’s no reason. 

Some discussion did occur concerning offensive jihad; that is when Muslims are 

instigating conflict. Some participants were opposed to an ‘offensive jihad’. For instance: 

You can’t do it as premeditated, you can’t fire it to prevent a war. 

You can’t plan an attack in an innocent country if they never did anything 

to you.  

Similarly, participants also opposed the notion that Muslims can wage jihad to 

convert people to Islam. Some statements made included: 

The prophet did not force anybody.  

When he captured Constantinople, he used to conquer places he would let 

the Christians and the Jews and everyone just be peaceful with each other. 

He would just give them a chance; you don’t have to join.  

This is aligned with the Islamic teaching “There is no compulsion in Religion” 

(Qur’an 2:256), which indicates that it is forbidden to convert people into Islam forcefully. 

Several participants also mentioned that jihad can be waged to spread the message of 

Islam. They shared the following remarks: 

You are fighting to spread the word.   
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It’s supposed to fight for the word la ilaha illallah  

If you are spreading good word they just come and attack you thinking you 

are spreading bad, that’s when you can attack.  

Attacking Australia 

ISIS and Al-Qaeda spread propaganda exhorting Muslims to attack Westerners in 

Western countries. Some Muslims in the West may, in turn, subscribe to such propaganda. 

They might be led to believe Islam encourages the killing of non-Muslims, and that 

Muslims ought to bring the fight from Muslim soil to Western soil, and that establishing an 

‘Islamic’ state is necessary, even by employing unjust means. 

To this end, a hypothetical situation was presented where Australia was allied with a 

country involved in attacking and killing Muslims. Participants were against attacking the 

Australian military in Australia, arguing that those soldiers are not directly involved in 

attacking Muslims. Several participants expressed this reasoning through the following 

statements:  

They are not fighting, like they are still on Australian bases. 

If they are not fighting then why would you attack them?  

No coz (sic) Australian soldiers, its Australia they’re not fighting anyone if 

you want to do something you should go back to that state to fight.  

In one focus group, participants discussed the notion of waging jihad to establish an 

Islamic Republic of Australia. This idea was rejected. One participant stated: 

And I don’t even think it will work, even if you are the highest person in the 

world it still won’t work because people around the world cannot be forced 
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to go open into a religion, and there are a lot of set minds that Islam is a 

terrorist religion. And that’s what wrong, if we change their minds it’s the 

same it’s not a terrorist religion, it will work, but we can’t do that with 

people like. 

When the interviewer explored this further, participants objected to killing the allies of the 

enemy, such as Australia. One participant, although not vocalising support or objection to 

the notion of attacking Australia, mentioned that it would be unwise to do so, since 

Australian soldiers have a significant advantage above terrorists, in terms of weapons and 

technology. They stated:  

You can’t attack them (the Australian military) because they’re a huge 

military people fighting you, so it’s like one person, you just can’t do that, I 

think no-one can do that in Australia. No one can go and fight them… They 

are like high level. Everything they can protect themselves with. 

ISIS 

The Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS), has emerged as the new militant extremist 

threat facing Muslims and non-Muslims alike. They claim to be a legitimate state based on 

Islamic principles, yet they have killed more Muslims than non-Muslims. Despite 

overwhelming criticism by leading Islamic scholars and governments, ISIS advocates that 

Muslims should attack non-Muslims in the West. Some Muslims from countries in the 

West, including Australia, have flocked to join ISIS in their war. With ISIS becoming such 

a prominent enemy to the West, it is necessary to understand participants’ thoughts and 

ideas concerning ISIS, their ideology, and their actions. Despite the infancy of ISIS in terms 
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of its formation in 2014, participants were well aware of ISIS’s existence and their notoriety 

as an extremist group. 

Evaluation of ISIS 

Many participants objected to ISIS. Two such participants stated: 

In my eyes and in my opinion, all that stuff, what they’re doing is wrong 

full-stop. 

What ISIS is doing is definitely wrong. 

Some participants vocalised their objection to ISIS by calling them “extremists” or 

“terrorists”. Some also highlighted how they erroneously kill Muslims and anyone that 

disagrees with them. For example: 

Maybe that person is on the right path and is a Muslim, but they don’t 

know, they (ISIS) just think that it’s not right, so ‘I’ll just might as well kill 

them’.  

When they (ISIS) think that they are on the wrong way they will just kill 

them.  

Another participant was concerned about the consequences of ISIS’s actions on 

Muslims, stating: 

What they (ISIS) are doing is bringing shame to us (Muslims). 

The discussion also focused on ISIS’s perceived objective; that ISIS wants to 

establish a ‘Muslim caliphate’; hence their name ‘Islamic State of Iraq and Syria.’ For 

instance, one participant expressed this in the following manner:  
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They want to like, a Muslim caliphate. 

Another shared their opinion that ISIS is attempting to evoke change.  They were not 

specific in their view. It could be hypothesised that they were alluding to an effort to 

improve the predicament that Muslims find themselves in Iraq and Syria and perhaps 

worldwide. They stated:  

They (ISIS) want a change; they want to see a change in how things are. 

But the way they're going about it is contradictory to Islam.  

Participants disagreed with ISIS’s agenda and methods in achieving their goals. For 

instance, one participant, while implying that establishing an “Islamic” state is a legitimate 

cause, asserted that ISIS are executing this erroneously:  

Well the way they’re establishing it is not good, but they want to establish 

an Islamic state.  

Another argued that their objective to establish an Islamic state is, in fact, wrong. 

They articulated: 

What I think is wrong is their main goal, that’s what I think is wrong. 

Bringing one big state and saying we’re on top? That’s wrong.  

Finally, one individual argued that they are not a legitimate Islamic state because they 

do not have proper sharia (Islamic law). They stated: 

You can’t really call it an Islamic state because they don’t have proper 

sharia.  
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The majority of participants noted that either ISIS’s objective or method of 

establishing an Islamic state was wrong. One participant, however, was in support of ISIS. 

They acknowledged ISIS as a legitimate government by expressing the following: 

From what they have shown they are definitely a legitimate government… 

What’s a government? It’s a group of people with a system and a 

population. That’s good. they got a system, population, prisons, 

judges…court houses.  

This individual voiced statements in support of ISIS several times during the focus 

group. For example, this participant believed ISIS to be engaged in a legitimate jihad. They 

stated:  

Of course they are doing a jihad, a type of jihad, but we’re not there to 

criticize.  

This participant conversed with his focus group, arguing that ISIS was justified in its 

method of warfare, denying that ISIS targeted civilians, and implying the allegations that 

ISIS is mistreating certain people is a conspiracy. The conversation took place as follows 

(where the individual in question is referred to as ‘Participant of focus’):  

Facilitator: So they (ISIS) are killing innocent people?  

Participant 1: I don’t, and I -  

Participant of focus: If you’re in the army you are not innocent. 

Facilitator: Go on. 

Participant 1: No, killing civilians. 

Participant of focus: How can they be killing civilians in the battlefield? 
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Participant 1: For example, in Iraq, in Iraq, um, Christians they are just, 

you know, wherever they are living ISIS just come and into their houses, 

rape their kids - 

Participant of focus: (laughs) 

Participant 1: Um, No. That is right, Ok? I have family! 

Participant of focus: Where is the evidence? 

Participant 1: I have family. 

Participant of focus: Are they Christians? 

Participant 1: Yes. 

Participant of focus: Did they get raped? 

Participant 1: Yes. 

Participant of focus: Show me. 

Facilitator: Astaghfirullah (God forgive me), You want video images? 

Participant of focus: Yeah, yeah, I’d love it. It’s evidence. 

Although this participant alone was supporting ISIS, they were not alone in their 

skepticism of the way media reports news concerning ISIS. In a different focus group, one 

person demonstrated distrust toward Western media coverage of all news regarding ISIS. 

One participant stated:  

You can’t really say that they’re raping women because you’re getting that 

information from Western news. As in if you were to get it from Arabic 

news, where I watch it, my parents watch Arabic news, you don’t really see, 

the journalists don’t say they’re raping women or whatnot.  
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This participant perceived that ISIS was within the parameters of Islam’s orthodox 

view of jihad, as they were not targeting innocent lives. Such skepticism suggests this 

participant thinks that the media are conspiring to wrongly depict ISIS. Put differently, this 

participant does not condone the killing of innocent people, and if he knew that ISIS do 

actually kill and target innocent people he would probably change his perception about 

them. Several participants possessed naïve but similar skepticism about Western media’s 

coverage (without actually condoning ISIS’s actions). For example, one participant believed 

ISIS was controlled by other nations:  

They might be agents, sent by other nations.  

Two participants were skeptical of popular beliefs concerning ISIS: 

Sure that there are extremists everywhere but, how do I explain, you can 

never be too sure that they're doing the right thing or the wrong thing 

because you don’t know the real situation, what they're planning. 

  

 Yeah, you can’t know what they're doing or what their goal… it’s only 

what we think we know, but what we’re actually doing we don’t know. 

Nevertheless, participants regarded ISIS’s behavior as severely detrimental to 

Muslims. Participants communicated concerns such as ISIS causing harm to Islam and 

worsening the predicament of Muslims. They stated: 

 They are causing harm to Islam.  

(Causing harm to Islam by) giving Islam a bad name: 
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They think they are doing something good but in reality they are making it 

worse for us.  

ISIS’s actions 

Several participants were aware of, and concerned that, ISIS was killing innocent 

people. More specifically, quoting the expressions used by participants, they knew that ISIS 

was killing Muslim and non-Muslim, both, Shia (and) Sunni, and that they are killing 

children. 

Participants were also aware of ISIS’s execution of British journalists. In their minds, 

these examples cemented their belief that ISIS is killing innocent people.  Participants 

presumed being cognisant of ISIS’s reasons for their beheadings, without actually agreeing 

with ISIS. For example, three participants stated: 

They probably think all Westerners are bad  

Westerners are reporting the government.  

Because they (the ones beheaded) are supporting the enemy. 

Further, participants disagreed with the possible reasoning behind ISIS’s beheading of 

journalists, namely that they consort with and report news in favour of ISIS’s enemies. They 

stated reasons such as: 

Are they spreading the news? 

They haven’t fought.  

He just taking a photo, because it’s actually his job 

Again, the idea of a conspiracy surrounding ISIS’s beheadings emerged. One 

participant stated: 
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I watched it and when he’s about to behead him or whatever, he has like a 

puny knife which basically can’t do anything. Plus, listen, listen, listen, they 

cut it off before he does anything. And in the background it doesn’t even 

look like they took him to, freaking I don’t know Californian desert or 

something, you can’t really believe it. 

Participants perceived that ISIS was acting strategically, for instance, one participant 

said: 

They’re playing people at fear. They’re making people afraid and that’s 

how they want to control them, with fear. 

Palestine 

The Israel-Palestine conflict has been a source of great grievance amongst Muslims 

due to the decades of subjugation the Palestinian people have endured. As part of the focus 

group enquiry, it was hoped that this part of the study would determine the level of 

awareness of young Muslims concerning Palestinian’s plight. While some Muslims only 

support democratic action to oppose Israel’s illegal occupation, others may arguably support 

the actions of Palestinian groups who commit acts of violence in an attempt to liberate 

Palestine. It was important to determine if this notion was supported by adolescent 

Muslims. If this was the case, this would imply that young Muslims believe this form of 

warfare is accepted in Islam and that this is a jihad in its orthodox sense.  

In the orthodox sense, fighting invaders in self-defence is a legitimate jihad, as long 

as it abides by tenants of jihad such as the prohibition against harming non-combatants. In 

this context, targeting soldiers is acceptable. However, Palestinians have sometimes 

committed suicide bombings, callously killing Israeli civilians. It was of interest to the 
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study to find out whether this violence was supported.  Some Muslims might argue that 

attacking any Israeli civilians or soldiers is Islamically acceptable because all Israelis are 

conscripted into the military. Hence, they can be killed, even if not killed on active duty. In 

contrast, other Muslims might vehemently disagree with this position. 

When the topic of Palestine was introduced, participants demonstrated heightened 

awareness of the Palestinian crisis and had already formulated their opinions concerning it. 

What follows is a summary of the discussion that ensued. 

Opinions concerning Hamas’s war with Israel 

At the time of the focus groups of 2014, the Palestinian government, Hamas, was 

resisting Israeli occupation and was firing rockets into Israel. There was significant news 

coverage concerning this. Hamas’s rockets were nearly always intercepted by Israel’s 

technology, called the ‘Iron Dome’. One Israeli child did die however, from a rocket that 

passed through the ‘Iron Dome’ defence system. In retaliation to Hamas’s offensive, Israel 

was firing their rockets into Palestinian territory. These rockets were not intercepted, 

resulting in mass fatalities and casualties. 

Amidst this context, participants were predominantly opposed to Hamas killing Israeli 

civilians. Some statements included:  

Even if they are Israeli, or they are not, you can’t just kill them.  

But to be honest, I don’t agree with them shooting anything that down there.     

Because, like, they could kill innocent people. The whole point is to kill 

people that’s against you. You can kill, but not all. 
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Some, however, responded differently. Two individuals perceived that civilian 

casualties were acceptable when Hamas indiscriminately fired rockets into Israel. Their 

reasoning was that Hamas’s actions were negligible compared to Israel’s; 

Because Israel have killed more than a thousand people in Palestine. So 

they deserve it.   

In relation to the Israeli child who died, one participant did not object to his death, but 

rather insinuated that his unfortunate and accidental death would be compensated in the 

afterlife. They said: 

He’s a bird in Jannah (paradise).  

Several participants did not think Hamas blameworthy for their actions. For instance, 

the following participant thought Hamas was not killing innocent Israelis; 

And also, they’re not going killing innocent people in Israel. 

Other participants did not consider Hamas acting wrongfully because they were not 

targeting people in other countries. This implies that these participants reasoned that 

Hamas’s targeting of Israelis was acceptable. They stated: 

What they’re trying to do is not killing innocent people that have nothing to 

do with what’s going on.  For example, they’re not going killing other 

people in America or other countries; they are just fighting for their 

freedom in their country. 

 Nah, I think it’s alright, because they (Hamas) didn’t go and bomb other 

people outside the country, they didn’t, no.” 
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Akin to this sentiment, one participant believed that Hamas was specifically targeting 

military locations: 

But they (Hamas) only shoot (rockets) to certain locations. Like not the 

whole Israel, but only some locations. 

Another participant perceived that Hamas’s attacks were pointless and 

counterproductive as they fuel more Israeli attacks on Palestinians. They stated:  

I would say that it is not a revenge allowed against those innocent civilians 

because even if you kill those civilians what difference is it going to make 

to them? Because after the civilians die it makes more Israelis and come 

and start killing Palestinians.  

Some participants perceived that attacking Israeli civilians was legitimate because 

they are conscripted in the military, although not in active service: 

If all the Israeli’s are classified as ‘all soldiers’, then they are all soldiers 

and we, Palestine’s have the right to bomb them.  

Is Hamas waging a legitimate jihad (according to Islamic law)?  

Many participants supported Hamas waging a legitimate jihad against Israel. The 

main reason justifying this assertion was that Israel invaded and took Palestinian land away 

from Palestinians, and that Palestinians are reacting in self-defence. For example, four 

participants expressed this same reason in the following manner: 

The Israelis took their land; they’re just protecting what they have. 

Because they are defending the land, going through a struggle. 
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I think that this is a legitimate jihad because they started to invade their 

land, and they’re just defending. Whereas you’re invading another person’s 

land. 

They’re attacking Israel because they’re taking over their land they’re not 

going killing other innocent people you know. And also they’re not going 

killing innocent people in Israel.  

One participant, the one mentioned earlier who supported ISIS, demonstrated a deeper 

interpretation of Hamas’s actions. They spoke about the underlying religious implications of 

Hamas engaging in jihad. In the following statement, this participant elucidated that only 

extremely devout Muslims would be admitted to fight for Hamas. They stated: 

I don’t physically think you could join Hamas if you don’t have faith in 

Allah because the things you need to do to become soldier of Hamas is so 

much, like for example Qiyamul layl (an optional late-night prayer) every 

day for years. And then to become someone up in the leaders, I think, I 

doubt the ??? can get there. You doubt they are spies. …I doubt it. It takes 

so much to get into Hamas and that’s why you can call them 100% 

mujahedeen [warriors] 

In the following conversation, this participant (labelled below as ‘Participant in 

focus’) perceived that as Muslims involved in a legitimate jihad, slain Hamas fighters or 

mujahedeen would be rewarded with paradise, and the enemy would be doomed to hell. The 

conversation follows: 
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Participant: It’s something we have to understand, too. When we see, like 

name of a fellow participant said it was about one million to one (odds in a 

bate), which was about 3,000 to one, but - 

Participant 2: (laughing) Yeah, exaggerated a little. 

Participant in focus: When it was like 3,000 to one, we have to understand 

where our dead go and where their dead go.  

Participant 2: We don’t see them as losses; we see them straight to Jannah. 

 Participant: …and their losses are losses because they are Jahannam 

straight to Jahannam. 

 Participant 1: How?  

Participant in focus: I’m not talking about the kids, (name of Participant 1). 

I was exaggerating, but I am saying they are dead. 

Another conversation, involving the participant in focus, articulated his understanding 

of the motives of jihad in Palestine. He did not consider the extreme military advantage that 

Israel possessed compared to Hamas as being of concern when engaging in jihad. Rather he 

viewed the pursuit of paradise, no matter what the mounting odds against the Muslims, as 

the ideal motive for engaging in jihad.  

Participant1: That’s what (name of another participant) was saying, why 

would you know your enemy has this defence system why would you bother 

sending rockets in?  

Participant 2: (Agreeing) Yeah.  

Participant 1: If you know it’s going to upset them.  

Participant 2: That’s what I was going to say before. I was going to say… 
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Participant 1: If it’s a waste of money and time, and you were going to be 

attacked so? 

Participant: But we don’t think like that, you see we have obviously lived 

here too long because the answers that we are giving are to think like that. 

We don’t think in a dunya (this life, rather than the hereafter) way like you 

just said. We think jihad, we die – Jannah (paradise). This isn’t our world it 

doesn’t matter if they have got advanced weapons or anything. We send 

rockets, it’s not because…They obviously know, they obviously know that 

Israel is much stronger than them in this world. 

Participants communicated a substantial degree of concern regarding how Palestinian 

fatalities are undervalued in comparison to Israel casualties.  One participant demonstrated 

this concern by saying: 

Like they make a big deal if one of the Israelis (sic) die, but then you see 

thousands of Palestinians dead. 

In another focus group, two participants explained how the death of 5,000 Palestinians 

is trivialised, and this is in stark contrast with how Israel and the world react to the death of 

three Israelis: 

Participant 1: It’s kinda like, it’s like what side you’re on. Like I’m from 

Palestine, and right now there’s like that conflict. If when Palestinian 

people, like the war that happened during Ramadan, I think if I was there, 

and if my family was in trouble I would have done anything, in Ramadan. 

And I think there was about 10,000 people injured and about 5,000 killed, 
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and yet I think there wasn’t even 10 Israelis injured (P one) and there was 

there huge memorial for like ‘oh my god it’s so sad for what these 

Palestinians did to these Israelis,’ you know, and they killed, you know, 

they burnt a boy alive because they think, that Palestine went and killed 

three of their people.  

Participant 2: Yeah. And they always make it so... so burning the boy, and 

killing 5,000 people isn’t wrong. But now, because you have a huge 

memorial and someone’s family is very sad and stuff that is like ‘oh wow, 

look what these Palestinians have done.’ You’ve done that to them. 

Protective factors 

Focus groups concentrated heavily on issues associated with radicalisation and factors 

that may be implicated in radicalisation due to a paucity in the literature on this connection. 

Because of this, it was not practical to pay equal attention to factors that might prevent 

radicalisation. However, at the end of each focus group, a relatively small amount of time 

was dedicated to briefly exploring protective factors associated with the prevention of 

radicalisation. 

Several participants suggested possessing relevant knowledge of Islam as a protective 

factor: 

Yeah I’d say that it might not always turn someone into an extremist, if they 

actually use their knowledge to find out what’s actually going on.  

Participants more specifically identified knowledge of sacred sources (such as the 

words of the Qur’an and the words of the Prophet) as important. Some participants 

suggested reacting with patience to the immense hardships Muslims endure in the world.  
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Like, you know how you look back at Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon 

him) and how he would like, he had a lot of trials but he would never go 

like angry and stuff, fighting everyone something like that. So that’s why I 

wouldn’t become a terrorist.  

We just have to show patience.  

Just remember that one day we will get, stop talking bad about Islam and 

all this. One day we will get our peace.  

To further reinforce the importance of patience, one participant mentioned the 

following Qur’anic verse: 

 After ever hardship comes ease (Qur’an Chapter 94 Verse 5) 

Finally, making du’a (supplication to God) to change the hardships Muslims are 

facing was also posited as a protective factor of radicalisation.           

Conclusion 

The views shared more broadly within the focus groups illustrate what a sample of 

young adolescent Muslims attending Islamic schools think about the topic of violent 

extremism and certain factors implicated in radicalisation, including racism and the role of 

the media. The dynamics of each focus group did affect the distillation of opinions and 

thoughts. In School A, focus groups were conducted with students spanning multiple grades 

at a time. In School B, each focus group consisted only of students in the same grade. 

Participants in School B were more open about their opinions and were more engaged with 

the conversations of the focus groups, compared to School A.  
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Some students did not actively participate in their respective focus group. This may 

have been influenced either by their personality traits (for example, shyness); they may not 

have thought about these issues before; they may have had nothing to comment on in the 

discussion; or they may have held extreme views. 

In saying this however, one individual who held extreme views did vocalise his 

thoughts, although this was tempered with his faith that ISIS were not committing inhumane 

atrocities (such as rape) like the media claims. Hence, although partly negligible for this 

reason, ‘extremist’ thinking was at least partly captured in this focus group, albeit from only 

one participant, which is negligible here. At times, there were heated discussions with this 

individual and one other participant, especially on the topic of the Syrian crisis. The other 

participant identified as Shia.  

 This thesis has already stated that scholarly literature investigating the psychology 

of radicalisation identifies a number of factors as contributing to radicalisation. The 

qualitative component of this study, as discussed in this chapter, sought to extract deeper 

meaning concerning radicalised thinking and several potential contributing factors. In order 

to explore this further, nine (9) focus groups were conducted with participants from two 

Islamic schools, comprising a total of 94 participants. Multiple questions were asked in 

these semi-structured focus groups to explore adolescent attitudes and knowledge about 

radicalised thinking and several potential contributing factors. 

While the focus groups were only representative of a small sample, they served to 

achieve one of the chief aims of the study, which was to understand the prevalence, or in 

this case - degree, of extremist thinking held by participants. The focus group discussions 

revealed that the vast majority of participants held moderate views. Only one individual 

vocalised extreme thoughts (essentially, 1% of the sample). Having more participants may 
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have elicited a broader array of views that encompass extremist thinking and not just 

moderate thinking. However, it should be noted that many students possessed views that 

might be exhibited by extremists and non-extremists alike. This would suggest that such 

views may not be relied upon when seeking to identify a radicalised mindset. These largely 

included grievances over Palestine, racism and media coverage in Australia that is biased 

and hostile towards Muslims. The next chapter will discuss the prevalence and nature of 

radicalised thinking discovered within this study’s sample. 
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Chapter Eight: Discussion of Findings on Radicalised Thinking 

 

This research sought to ascertain the prevalence and possible correlates of radical 

thinking amongst adolescent Muslims in selected Australian Islamic schools. To this end, an 

overarching research question and several subsidiary questions were developed to explore 

these phenomena. They were as follows: 

Research Question One: What is the prevalence, and what are the correlates of violent 

radical ideologies amongst Australian adolescent Muslims? 

Subsidiary Question One: What is the prevalence of attitudes that express (a 

sympathy towards, an alignment with, or an identification towards) radicalisation 

amongst Australian Muslim adolescents attending Islamic schools? 

Subsidiary Question Two: What risk factors, catalysts and triggers are present in 

Australian Muslim adolescents attending Islamic schools? 

Subsidiary Question Three: Is there a relationship between identified beliefs that 

support radicalised expressions of Islam and the prevalence of risk factors evident 

amongst Australian Muslim adolescents attending Islamic schools? 

Quantitative and qualitative research methods were used to provide reliable answers to these 

questions. For the qualitative component of the study, nine focus groups comprising 94 

participants were facilitated to explore adolescents’ perceptions of extremism and terrorism. 

The quantitative component utilised an online questionnaire, which comprised novel and 

pre-existing scales and questions to explore factors implicated in radicalisation, 

manifestations of extremist thinking and different forms of terrorism. In total, 334 responses 
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were received (157 males and 176 females) across the phases of the research. Participants 

recruited for this research were students enrolled in two Australian Islamic high schools.  

This chapter will focus on the responses to the research question that served to 

explore the prevalence of radical thinking in this sample. The chapter will discuss answers 

to these questions based on data gathered in the focus groups and the quantitative 

questionnaire, as discussed in the previous chapters. To address Subsidiary Question One 

concerning the prevalence of radicalisation amongst adolescents, attention will be given to 

the following variables, which were considered within the context of this broader study: 

• attitudes towards takfir, 

• ideas about the utility of terrorism, 

• perceptions about jihad, 

• thoughts concerning Palestine, 

• attitudes about suicide bombing, 

• attitudes concerning ISIS, 

• ideas about Al-Qaeda, and 

• perceptions concerning attacks on Australian citizens.  

Takfir 

Endorsement of takfir refers to the pronouncement that someone is an unbeliever 

(kafir) and is no longer Muslim. This practice is utilised by violent extremist groups such as 

Al-Qaeda and ISIS to justify the collateral deaths of Muslims as a result of its terrorist 

attacks (Rajan, 2015). Responses to the questionnaire demonstrated that a vast majority 

(84.3%) of respondents did not agree with the notion of takfir, with only 2.2% agreeing 

with the ideology of takfir to some degree, and 13.4% who did not respond. Similarly, all 94 
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participants in the focus groups admitted to never having heard of the term ‘takfir’. When 

the idea of takfir was defined, they unanimously rejected it.  

These findings indicate that participants did not endorse the extremist practice of 

takfir. Also, the fact that several participants in the focus groups mentioned evidence that 

opposes the legitimacy of takfir suggests that at least some others in the broader sample 

might be cognisant of certain evidence in Islam that exposes the erroneous reasoning behind 

takfir. Others might not have directly known of such evidence but may merely have drawn 

on their common sense that takfir is inherently flawed. This may indicate a common-sense 

approach, since it seems irrational that someone who calls him or herself Muslim, believes 

in God and his final Messenger, Muhammad (peace be upon him), as well as other tenets of 

Islamic belief, can then be called a non-Muslim. 

Muslim scholars and jurists consider the ideology of takfir to be flawed and very 

dangerous. This is based on the textual evidence found in the statement of the Prophet 

Muhammad, “No person accuses another of being a sinner, or of being a kafir, but it reflects 

back on him if the other is not as he called him.'” (Saheeh al-Bukhaari (6104) & Saheeh 

Muslim (60)); meaning, if the target of takfir is in fact a Muslim, then the perpetrator of 

takfir becomes a disbeliever. This is a grave warning. 

Since takfir as a term and a concept was unfamiliar to all participants, these findings 

may not generalise to all Muslim adolescents. This is because the vast majority of this 

sample did not exhibit extremist thinking. Those who do exhibit extremist thinking may be  

more familiar with it and potentially be accepting of it. This may be as a result of the 

presence of other risk factors associated with these individuals, hence familiarity alone may 

not predict acceptance of takfir. When considering the process of radicalisation, initial 

disagreement with takfir might lead to gradual acceptance in a manner concordant with the 
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internalisation of other extremist ideas. This would suggest that the intellectual reasoning 

that initially refutes takfir may later be questioned, and takfir would be legitimised in a way 

that is consistent with extremist ideology. For now, and based on this study’s findings, data 

gathered from 94 focus groups participants and 334 questionnaires clearly demonstrate the 

absence of an extremist attitude marked by takfir.  

Utility of terrorism 

The utility of terrorism scale was used to assess the degree to which a participant 

believed that terrorism could be used to achieve certain ends desired by Muslims. The items 

of the scale are a mixture of concepts embedded within specific contexts. This would bolster 

this scale’s adequacy in representing extremist motives behind committing terrorism. The 

findings indicate that of the participants who answered questions related to utility, the vast 

majority of participants, 96.3%, neither glorified terrorism nor agreed with its use to 

extricate foreign military in Muslim lands, or to establish an ‘Islamic’ government in 

Australia. Only very few participants (3.8%) seemed to support the utility of terrorism. This 

outcome is negligible in the broader context of this research, but allows for the derivation of 

specific conclusions.    

It is possible that the questions which comprised the utility of terrorism scale were not 

articulated carefully enough to differentiate participants with extremist attitudes from those 

who held moderate ones. This is because an extremist individual may not agree with the use 

of the term ‘terrorism’ in these questions (refer to Appendix A for the wording of each 

question). Participants might, in fact, endorse violence instigated by Muslims for certain 

agendas (such as those asked of in this scale) and call it jihad not terrorism. Hence, this 

scale is limited in its utility due to the terminology it employed.  
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Some of the wording used in this scale may also be problematic. Explicit details of 

terrorism, such as references to murder, and killings, can shock participants and possibly 

inhibit them from answering genuinely or from answering further questions. Hence, each 

question was worded carefully to prevent participants feeling shocked or confronted. 

However, the statement “‘Violence’, also known as ‘terrorism’ can be used to establish an 

Islamic government in Australia” is confronting and might inhibit one from responding 

genuinely. Also, it is very specific, and the response to this statement might not generalise 

to ambitions of establishing an Islamic government in other countries.  

Jihad 

Jihad is a central construct when delineating orthodox interpretations of Islam from 

extremist interpretations. Ideally, participants would have had a reasonable understanding of 

what jihad means, but this study’s findings demonstrated otherwise. The questionnaire 

posited four jihad-related questions that assessed participants’ rudimentary knowledge of 

jihad (labelled ‘principles of jihad’). Further, the survey asked three questions that might 

discriminate those participants who harboured a more extreme interpretation of jihad 

(labelled ‘interpretations of jihad’). When each set of questions was analysed using 

exploratory factor analysis (EFA), neither subscale could adequately be analysed using an 

EFA. This is because there was no uniformity in the manner in which each participant 

responded to these questions. In other words, for a given participant, ideas concerning 

principles of jihad were often inaccurate, and principles of jihad were sometimes orthodox 

and sometimes deviated from an orthodox understanding of the term. This indicates that 

participants did not know a great deal about jihad. It is reasonable to make this conclusion 
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given that a large proportion of participants responded as ‘unsure’ to each question related 

to jihad.  

On the other hand, data from the focus groups demonstrate a different conclusion. 

Participants expressed a number of accurate ideas about jihad, such as its meaning and 

underlying rules. Participants did not mention any inaccurate notions concerning jihad, in 

contrast to the questionnaire data. Further, participants shared reasons for waging jihad that 

were in harmony with an orthodox interpretation of jihad. However, only one participant 

raised an inaccurate reason for waging jihad. 

This disparity between the survey data and the focus groups can be explained. Some 

participants did not contribute to the focus group discussion. This might indicate their 

ignorance concerning jihad. Alternatively, this may demonstrate that they held more 

extreme views concerning jihad, which they did not share with the group for fear of their 

views not being accepted by the larger group. Regardless of these contentions, it is safe to 

conclude that except for one person, inaccurate/false notions of jihad and its application 

were not evident in the focus groups’ sample.       

Palestine 

The focus groups revealed that participants possessed an awareness of the Palestinian 

plight and had developed opinions on the conflict. Views regarding Hamas’ offensive 

against Israel were varied. Some participants agreed with Hamas attacking Israel, while 

some perceived it to be pointless. It did not appear that any participants were against 

Hamas’s actions on moral grounds. Rather, participants considered Hamas’s war a 

legitimate jihad. 
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The survey data further reinforced these attitudes. The majority of respondents were 

opposed to Israel and believed that killing Israeli soldiers was justified. It appears (as will 

be discussed later in this chapter) that concern over the Palestinian plight is not exclusive to 

extremist Muslims, but is a cause many Muslims support.  

It was interesting to observe that the variables that consistently correlated with other 

manifestations of extremist thinking (such as approval of Muslim attacks on Western 

soldiers and civilians), did not correlate consistently with approval of attacks on Israeli 

soldiers.  Further, the data also suggests participants did not consider attacking Israeli 

soldiers to be problematic compared to attacking American or Australian soldiers, or foreign 

armies in Muslim lands. The data appears to indicate that even an adolescent, who is not 

fully aware of contemporary world affairs, is still aware of the Palestine issue and has 

formulated a strong opinion about it; more so than other similar questions (such as 

approving of killing soldiers and civilians, in Iraq, Afghanistan and U.S. and Australia).  

It is worth considering why participants are more supportive of the Palestinian plight. 

Originating in 1948, the Palestinian struggle has attracted worldwide attention, evoking 

sympathy and, at the same time, opposition.  It may be the fact that the longevity of the 

Palestinian plight has led to more opportunity for its news to reach the participants, unlike 

more recent phenomena including ISIS. Hence, awareness of Muslim issues may not be 

something which is sought after by many participants, but rather something that still reaches 

them. Of course, associating oneself with people who will talk about these issues can create 

awareness. Therefore, it can be argued that exposure to worldwide events involving the 

persecution of Muslims is a possible but not necessary factor in the development of radical 

ideas (which will be discussed at greater length in a later section of this chapter). 
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ISIS 

According to data collected from the focus groups, participants objected to the 

extremist and terrorist actions that ISIS is known for. These included the killing of Muslims 

and non-Muslims alike. There were also sceptical attitudes expressed regarding ISIS. 

Despite opposition to the extremist behaviour of ISIS, some participants questioned the 

Western media’s reporting of ISIS’s actions. This does not indicate support for ISIS but 

distrust of the media’s reporting. Because of this scepticism, only one participant denied the 

media’s reports about ISIS and considered ISIS to be engaged in a jihad and not in 

terrorism. Though concerning, this must be interpreted in the context of the participant’s 

ignorance of ISIS’s actions, premised on the assumption that all media reporting is false. In 

other words, it is possible that the participant would change their views if they realised that 

ISIS’s actions contravene the spirit and law of Islam (as demonstrated by multiple leading 

Muslim scholars). Having said that, it is promising to note that all of the other focus groups’ 

participants agreed that ISIS’s actions are objectionable and extreme.   

The questionnaire data revealed that very few participants supported ISIS’s attacks on 

Western soldiers (9.7%) and civilians (5.2%), and a majority either did not know or did not 

answer. These findings suggest two things. First, of those who had formulated an idea, very 

few held extreme views. However, this minority of 5.2% to 9.7% of the sample is 

concerning. Why this is the case requires further investigation. One might speculate that this 

minority may view ISIS as engaged in jihad according to their distorted understanding of 

what jihad allows, i.e., that it is permissible to attack civilians. Further, this minority might 

have understood the questions as referring to killing civilians as ‘collateral damage’, rather 

than targeted attacks (even though the wording in the questionnaire said, “I support its 
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(ISIS’s) attacks on Western civilians”).  Second, the fact that half the participants who 

responded to these questions indicated they were undecided on the ISIS issue suggests they 

were unaware of ISIS or had not formulated an opinion. Perhaps they were not exposed to 

contemporary affairs, either from consuming news sources or hearing about it at school and 

at home.  

Al-Qaeda 

When asked about Al-Qaeda and Osama bin Laden in the questionnaire, a minority of 

individuals expressed support for them. More specifically, only 3.3% supported Al-Qaeda’s 

attacks on Westerners and agreed with their attitudes towards the US. A greater number of 

participants, 19.4%, shared Al-Qaeda’s attitudes towards the US although they objected to 

their attacks on Westerners. This is not evidence of extremist thinking. Further, 14.0% held 

positive feelings about bin Laden. These statistics are reassuring, indicating that a large 

majority of participants did not support terrorist acts carried out by Al-Qaeda. However, a 

large subset of participants responded that they did not know the answer to these questions 

(34.3% and 21.3% respectively). A possible explanation for this may have been the age of 

participants at the time of the September 11 attacks in 2001. Nearly all of the participants 

were either very young children at the time, or not yet born. Therefore, they would have had 

very little exposure to these events and to the existence of Al-Qaeda, whose global activity 

has diminished considerably, and to bin Laden who had been in hiding since 2001 and 

subsequently died in 2011. All these factors would disconnect participants from an 

awareness of Al-Qaeda and bin Laden, limiting their ability to derive opinions about them.    
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Attacking Australian and US soldiers and civilians, in Muslim countries and 

domestically 

In the questionnaire, several questions were posited concerning Muslim attacks on 

soldiers and civilians, Americans and Australians, in certain Muslim countries (like 

Afghanistan, Iraq and Syria), or based domestically, as well as perceived justification for 

suicide bombing targeting soldiers and civilians.  

When asked about attacks on Australian and American soldiers in Afghanistan and 

Iraq, which were invaded and occupied by American-led forces, there was some degree of 

approval of such Muslim attacks (16.4%). This might suggest participants’ objections to 

America and Australia’s roles in the wars taking place in these regions. Further, these 

participants might support Muslims fighting against the Australian and American 

forces/soldiers in these countries. Given participants’ overwhelming objection to terrorism, 

their acceptance of attacks on foreign soldiers in Iraq and Afganistan does not necessarily 

mean they support terrorism. Rather, their view of the context surrounding the situation may 

legitimise war and they may perhaps consider the Muslims in that region as engaged in a 

legitimate jihad against an invading force. However, the questionnaire did not allow for 

extrapolation of these perceptions and further questions could have allowed deeper 

understanding of these views.  

The exploration of perceptions concerning Australian and American soldiers stationed 

in Australia and America, revealed that only 6.0% of participants approved of attacks 

against them. Even fewer participants, 3.4% of the sample, endorsed killing civilians 

residing in Muslim countries and domestically. Importantly, data gathered from the focus 

groups emphatically demonstrated that all participants opposed attacking civilians in 

Australia and America. This aligns with the jihad’s basic prohibition against killing non-
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combatants (Ahmad, 2015) as they are not involved in conflict with Muslims. Such findings 

contravene extremist/terrorist groups’ endorsement of attacks against non-combatants in the 

West. 

When asked about whether the motive to defend Islam from its enemies can be used 

to justify suicide bombing, slightly larger proportions of the participants considered it to be 

justifiable. When asked concerning such attacks targeting American/Western soldiers in 

Iraq, 12.3% considered them to be justifiable. When questioned about suicide bombings 

targeting civilians (although not anchored to a specific geographic region), 7.1% considered 

that they were ‘often’ justified, 7.5% ‘sometimes’ justified, and 9.0% ‘rarely’ justified 

(which may not reflect extremist thinking; this requires research into how adolescents 

interpreted this last option). These two questions are not directly comparable, given their 

different Likert scales, as explained in an earlier section of this thesis. These two questions 

demonstrate that only a minor proportion of participants exhibit extremist thinking. 

However, this mode of thinking is more prevalent than approval of Muslim attacks on 

soldiers and civilians mentioned in the previous two paragraphs. It is possible that these 

participants did not understand the juristic viewpoint on the topic of suicide bombing and 

jihad and thus thought that suicide bombing was acceptable. Those who supported suicide 

bombing targeting civilians and approved of Muslim attacks on civilians (as discussed in 

the previous paragraph) may harbour an incorrect belief that somehow permits civilians to 

be targeted in a jihad. This possibility should be investigated in future research. 

These findings, however, demonstrate that the vast majority of participants do not 

subscribe to the extremist opinion that violence can extend from a region where conflict is 

taking place to the home country of the enemy. It also shows that violence directed at 
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civilians is not acceptable. This question does not entirely address whether accidental 

civilian casualties are seen as acceptable, but it still might have been interpreted in this way.  

Participants were also asked whether they were supportive of groups that attack 

Westerners (in general). A sizable few, 17.5%, supported this to some degree (where 4.9% 

were ‘very supportive’ of groups that attack Westerners – the highest point in the 10-point 

scale). However, 35.0% of respondents did not answer. Though the percentage of support is 

concerning, the ambiguity of the question may have led to unclear responses. The term 

‘Westerner’ in the question did not specify whether this referred to soldiers or civilians. 

(This was a pre-established question (World Public Opinion, 2008b) so it was not edited).  

Further, the response scale may have been difficult for participants to understand and may 

not have been interpreted in the same way by all participants. This may have been because 

only two points in the scale were actually labelled with a word description, 0 (Not 

supportive), and 10 (Very supportive). The rest included only numeric values. While many 

people (23.1%) were ‘not supportive’, ‘0’, and some (4.9%) were ‘very supportive’, ‘10’, 

there was another high response rate for ‘5’ (12.0%). This was not listed as the ‘unsure’ 

point but might have been interpreted in this way by some, as the midpoint of other scales 

used in the rest of the survey were demarcated as ‘unsure’. For reliable answers, a 

rewording of the question, and labelling of the scale, is recommended.  

The questions asking how much participants approved of attacks on Australian and 

American soldiers (in Iraq, Afghanistan and domestically) and civilians (in Muslim 

countries and domestically) could be considered the most controversial questions in the 

entire survey. It is not surprising then that these questions received very little response from 

participants. It raises questions concerning the attitudes of participants about the actual 

questionnaire.  Thirteen (13) participants objected to the survey in their final comments at 
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the conclusion of the survey. Some were disgusted or offended by a survey on terrorism 

being given to Muslims and some were staunchly against expressions used within the 

measure, complaining that the survey findings would make Muslims appear to be 

extremists. This strong reaction might have inhibited them from completing all the 

questions. While most participants held moderate views, non-responders might have held 

extreme views, but judging by the pattern of responses throughout the questionnaire, such 

individuals may have stopped responding to other controversial questions far earlier than at 

the end of the questionnaire, where these questions were situated. It is most likely that some 

participants who had been responding to the survey, but who did not possess extreme ideas, 

simply found these questions too confronting, impacting upon their interest in responding 

any further. It is also possible that some participants stopped responding due to fatigue. In 

any case, judging responses based on one factor/question is inadequate, thus a culmination 

of responses would give a more reliable outcome. Thus far, the culmination of responses 

clearly demonstrated direct and overwhelming objections to extremism, terrorism and the 

killing of innocent people.  

Comparing prevalence rates 

The levels of extremist thinking that emerged in this research were relatively low. 

This sometimes matched findings conducted elsewhere, and sometimes there were 

disparities with other findings. First, the prevalence of support for certain terrorist attacks 

uncovered in the present study (3.4% objected to Muslim attacks on civilians) was similar 

to Bhui et al.'s (2014) findings cited in Chapter Two, who found 2.4% of their British 

sample support violent protests and terrorist attacks.  
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Other measures in the present study, however, reflected higher levels of support for 

terrorism inconsistent with Bhui et al. (2014). The present study found that 15% of its 

sample believed that suicide bombing against civilians was ‘often’ or ‘sometimes’ justified. 

This finding can be compared to American research conducted by the PEW Research Center 

(2011a), as cited in Chapter Two, who found only 8% harbour the same kind of opinions. 

This appears to be a significant difference. However, this same question was polled by the 

PEW Research Center (2013a) in various Muslim countries as well, as cited in Chapter 

Two, but with much higher levels of support than the present study’s findings. 

When comparing views concerning ISIS, 5.2% of this study’s participant condoned 

ISIS’s attitudes and their attacks on Western civilians. The Arab Centre for Research and 

Policy Studies (2015), as cited in Chapter Two, polled Muslims about their opinions 

concerning ISIS as well. Although in some nations 1% of participants held ‘very positive’ 

views regarding ISIS, samples from other nations showed up to 10% having ‘very positive’ 

views.  

Considerations of how participants reacted and interpreted these questions in this 

research might have contributed to apparent higher levels of support for extremism, which 

has been discussed in this chapter. The overall pattern of responses in this study indicates 

that Muslim adolescents possess very low levels of extremist ideas. However, the minority 

who have expressed uniform support for the various manifestations of extremist thinking 

identified in this study cannot be discounted. They may genuinely harbour extremist 

attitudes, or there may be other reasons not understood within the confines of this 

investigation. 
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Conclusion  

The vast majority of participants (95% +) demonstrated non-radical and non-extremist 

attitudes/thinking.  A very small degree of extremist thinking was prevalent amongst 

participants in this research. At least 3.4% of those who answered the questionnaire 

displayed extremist thoughts, and only one (1) participant in the focus groups appeared to 

display extremist thoughts. However, for each of the more sensitive questions in the 

questionnaire (i.e., those concerning killing non-Muslims) a large portion of participants 

either did not answer the questions, or answered ‘I don’t know’. It is impossible to ascertain 

definitively why they did not answer these questions, and any amount of explanation 

amounts to speculation. However, the following explanations may be  assumed. First, some 

particpants may hold extreme attitudes/views and chose not to express them. Second, the 

questions may have been confronting, leading to a lack of response. Third, such questions 

situated at the conclusion of an in-depth survey may have affected the participants’ capacity 

to maintain focus. Whatever the explanation, the overwhelming majority of participants did 

not exhibit extremist attitudes. It would also be prudent to be able to compare the 

prevalence of extremist thinking with other populations, such as older Muslims compared 

with younger Muslims, or individuals of different faiths. This would help determine what 

proportion of people share these kinds of extreme views. The next chapter will discuss this 

study’s investigation into factors that might contribute to radicalisation.  
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Chapter Nine: Discussion of Findings on Contributors to Radicalised Thinking 

 

This chapter will focus on addressing Subsidiary Question Two (What is the 

prevalence of factors implicated in radicalisation?) and Subsidiary Question Three (which 

of these are correlates of extremist thinking?). The questionnaire measured a number of 

factors implicated in radicalisation which will be discussed here. Focus groups had a 

secondary focus on exploring certain risk factors implicated in radicalisation, which will 

also be integrated into this discussion. Finally, the quantitative analysis investigated what 

factors are statistically associated with extremist thinking, which will also be discussed. 

This section will discuss the following factors potentially associated with extremist 

thinking: 

• racism, 

• alienation, 

• the Muslim and Western society and culture, 

• identity issues, 

• Islamic knowledge and religiosity, 

• awareness of politico-social factors concerning Muslims, and 

• Islamic superiority. 

Racism, discrimination, Islamophobia and disadvantage 

According to the questionnaire, about 9.7% of participants had experienced racism 

first hand, and 40.3% perceived that Muslims as a group were subject to racism. This is 

consistent with Blair et al. (2017) who found racism against Muslims to be prevalent within 

Australia in similar proportions. Within the focus groups, however, participants 
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communally expressed awareness of racism, citing several examples. Racism also evoked a 

wide range of emotional and cognitive reactions ranging from fear to disgust, and feeling 

under attack and alienated. 

Participants expressed a limited degree of Muslim disadvantage in society, centring 

on the Australian context only. Examples included problems obtaining employment as well 

as other forms of discrimination, such as feeling unwelcome and/or being rejected or 

restricted from freely practising their religion. Further, participants perceived that the police 

exercising brute force during counter-terrorism raids was another example of Muslim 

disadvantage. 

Despite this apparent awareness of racism within the focus groups, the same views 

were not as common within the questionnaire’s responses. Further the survey found no 

correlation between racism and extremist thinking. This may be due to the small proportion 

of participants who experienced racism firsthand. However, perceptions of racism were 

considerably higher. Hence, restriction of range might not be the problem. It may be an 

anomaly within Islamic schools. This may be because, in Islamic schools, there may be a 

decreased exposure to racism due to the decreased amount of interaction with non-Muslims 

compared to public schools. This might explain the decrease in both perception and 

experience of racism in School A in 2014 compared to 2013, when certain events may have 

increased awareness of racism. However, participants in focus groups contested this lack of 

exposure, saying that they were still aware of the social climate in Australia and they still 

interacted with non-Muslims outside of school. This suggested that participants were not 

necessarily sheltered from mainstream Muslim-related issues. However, it may be only a 

select few who are aware of such issues, like those students who are more mature (who 
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were more greatly represented in the focus groups), while less mature students remain 

oblivious.  

Racism might play an indirect role in radicalisation where an intermediary factor 

bridges the relationship. Such a factor might be alienation, or holding negative judgements 

about Western society and people (these themes will be discussed in the next sub-section of 

this chapter). This, however, does not mean that all victims and perceivers of racism would 

radicalise. Rather, only some would feel alienated or develop anti-Western sentiments, and 

this may be linked to radicalisation (as it was in this study). Hence, racism would not 

directly correlate with extremist thinking, as it was only few from amongst this study’s 

sample who experienced and perceived racism, and who exhibited extremist attitudes.  

This logic also infers that those who do not experience or perceive high or moderate 

levels of racism do not feel alienated or harbour anti-Western sentiments, and as a result, do 

not radicalise.  

There are several factors as to why individuals who experience or perceive a high 

level of racism perhaps do not feel alienated. These include their connection to Australian 

society, their level of integration, the developmnet of a more reasonable view that the 

majority of Australians do not share such similar sentiments as their racist co-citizens, and 

possibly even their emotional regulation and level of patience. 

Furthermore, it must be reiterated that the theory of relative deprivation argues that 

experienced disadvantage (or racism) is not a requisite, but a factor, of radicalisation (Smith 

et al., 2012).  

This data might be correct in demonstrating that racism plays no role. However, this 

finding cannot be generalised to ‘disadvantage’ as this encompasses more than just racism. 
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Disadvantage incorporates occurrences like discrimination, abuse, oppression and 

persecution; themes which will be discussed elsewhere in this chapter. 

Alienation - lack of belonging - agenda against Muslims – anti-Western sentiments, 

West vs Islam 

The focus group responses revealed that participants experienced a sense of alienation 

from society. The survey findings also corroborated this. The manner in which participants 

felt alienated was influenced by the role of the media. Logically, this alienation may have 

affected how a participant considered the West and Western society, harbouring concerns 

that the West is against Islam.  

Concerning the media’s role in influencing feelings of alienation, participants 

expressed considerable grief about the manner in which the media over-reports cases of 

Muslim-related crimes such as terrorism and counter-terrorism operations. This included 

reports purposely magnifying the ‘criminal nature’ of Muslims, by reporting excessive 

attention in minute detail and increased airtime of such news coverage. Participants also 

expressed considerable concern about the media sensationalising news concerning Muslims. 

Underlying this was the expressed attitude that the media has an agenda against Muslims22.  

The media’s pattern of biased and sensationalised reporting against Muslims and 

racism arguably plays a significant role in alienating young Muslims from society. This 

could lead to rejection or having anti-Western sentiments and believing the West is against 

Islam. 

                                                 
22 Adult Muslims also share similar grievances. In a study by Ewart, Cherney and Murphy (2017), with 104 

metropolitan Muslims in Australia, participants commonly communicated concern that the Media conflates 

Muslims with terrorism, and portrays Muslims as the enemy. 
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The survey statistics do indicate that a small minority of participants harbour anti-

Western sentiments (5%) however, a much larger minority think the West is against Islam 

(30%). These two factors were both significantly and positively correlated with extremist 

thinking and significant predictors of a perceived utility in terrorism in the multiple 

regression that was conducted.  

It can be argued that experience of racism, the media’s way of reporting news 

concerning Muslims, and the rhetoric of politicians (which participants in focus groups 

were also concerned about) contributed to a sense of isolation, alienation, ostracisation and 

a lack of belonging in Australia amongst some participants. If a Muslim feels this way, 

according to terror management theory, they will seek solace and refuge in their faith and 

perhaps an extreme interpretation of their faith. This is because this extreme interpretation 

has the most dissimilarity with the non-Muslim Australian society that is attacking (in a 

non-violent way) the Muslim community. Hence, such a person can find a safer level of 

refuge by joining an extremist group.  

This retreat from mainstream Australian society and the moderate Muslim community 

would depend on several conditions. First, it would depend upon a lack of knowledge that 

would impair a Muslim’s ability to discern moderate Islam from extreme Islam. Second, it 

would require poor identification and disaffiliation from Australian culture and Australians. 

Third, such a person would lack a forgiving and patient nature. Fourth, such an individual 

would lack contact with, or awareness of, Australians who arguably do not reject Muslims 

in this country. Other factors would also necessitate someone’s departure from mainstream 

society. 

Of course, thinking the West is against Islam and harbouring anti-Western sentiments 

are not fuelled by alienation alone. The actions of the West toward the Muslim world, their 
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foreign policies, their invasion of Muslim lands, and their silence regarding the oppression 

of the Palestinian people and of others (like the current persecution of Myanmar Muslims), 

all contribute to the sentiment that the West is against Islam and in turn contributes toward 

feelings of hate toward the West. Hence, perhaps radicalisation does not necessarily 

originate solely in the Muslim-related factors considered in this research, but also in the 

actions of Western nations. This is a very confronting insight, as the West’s role in 

radicalisation is not commonly discussed in the literature. 

The survey also explored perceptions of Australia and America’s relationship with the 

Islamic world. However, the findings appeared to indicate that participants did not clearly 

understand this question. While participants may most likely have interpreted this question 

to refer to the Australian government, they may also have understood this to refer to the 

Australian population more broadly. 

The Muslim and Western society and culture  

Akin to alienation is a disconnection from the West, which leads to 

disenfranchisement from Western society. It can be reasoned that a disenfranchised person 

is more likely to be against Western culture and society. In the questionnaire, 15% of 

participants were against Western culture, while 5% were against integrating with society. 

Both these factors correlated with measures of violent extremist thinking such that those 

against Western culture and integration tended to exhibit extremist ideas. Further, in the 

multiple regression, integration played a unique role in predicting a perceived utility in 

terrorism, but support for Western culture did not. This supports the notion that the by-

products of feeling disenfranchised by society, against integration and Western culture, are 

related to radicalisation.  
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Opposition to Western culture may stem from hatred toward the West. This can be 

fuelled by some of the factors discussed above, such as perceiving and/or experiencing 

racism, disadvantage and holding the view that the West is against Islam and Muslims. 

Opposition to Western culture, however, may also stem from lay misinterpretations of 

Islamic text. For example, the prophet Muhammad warned “Whoever imitates a people is 

one of them” (Abu Dawood No. 3512). Additionally, the Qur’an states “And if any among 

you take them (Jews and Christians) as awliyah (friends and helpers), then surely, he is one 

of them” (Surah 5, Verse 51). These sources can be mistakenly misunderstood as a 

prohibition of integrating with Western society or culture. However, this misinterpretation 

conflicts with orthodox Islamic scholarship that allowed new Muslims to retain their culture 

and accepts all good aspects of a culture; instead only rejecting prohibited practices (Abd-

Allah, 2004). Hence, not integrating with Western culture on a mere matter of ‘Islamic 

principle’ is juristically problematic. 

When considering the following four risk factors, (a) Westernisation, (b) integration, 

(c) Islam vs the West and (d) anti-Western sentiments, Westernisation (or acceptance of 

Western culture) consistently failed to emerge as a statistically significant predictor in all 

tested measures of extremist thinking. This would suggest that while Westernisation is 

correlated with extremist thinking, it does not play a role in radicalisation when considering 

the factors related to the individual Muslim and the way they view the society they live in. It 

may also suggest that objection toward Western culture does not cause radicalisation. 

However, this conclusion must be considered with caution, as the cross-sectional design of 

this study does not implicate any form of causation. Further, it would suggest that if one 

were to administer these risk factor scales to determine whether the respondent holds 

extremist ideas, Westernisation would not be a useful scale to use. Rather attitudes toward 
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integration, anti-Western sentiments and considering the West as against Islam would be 

useful measures to ascertain whether someone is at risk of holding extreme ideas.  

The integration scale touched on several aspects, (a) living alongside non-Muslim 

Australians, (b) being content residing in Australia, and (c) helping make Australia a better 

place. The fact that the majority of participants supported integration is reassuring (78.3% 

supporting versus 5.2% against). It indicates they are comfortable living in Australia, and 

are citizens who would commit to serving and contributing to Australian society. This is 

despite their awareness and experience of racism, thinking the West is against Islam, and 

the socio-political climate seemingly against Muslims at the time they completed the 

survey. This indicates that not all adolescents who are deemed as ‘at risk’ of radicalisation 

due to these factors will possess extremist ideas. 

 Believing the West is against Islam consistently positively correlated with all 

expressions of radicalised thinking tested in this research. This attitude was also commonly 

a significant predictor of radicalised thinking when subject to multiple regression analyses. 

Extremist groups pedal grievances that the West is at war with Muslims and Islam to 

arguably rally support and legitimise their cause (Cherney & Murphy, 2017). As such, 

individuals sympathetic to these grievances might be considered as passively supporting 

terrorism (Cherney & Murphy, 2017). This may explain why this mindset was so 

statistically related to radicalised thinking. However, this does not negate that genuine 

grievances exist (such as the Palestinian plight) that attract the sympathy of orthodox 

Muslims who oppose terrorism. 
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Identity 

Identity issues have been understood to play a major role in radicalisation. Awan 

(2008) argues that an extremist rejects his or her ethnic and Western identities in favour of a 

puritanical Islamic one. Participants in the present study were asked the degree to which 

they identify with being a Muslim, being Australian and their ethnicity.  

Participants tended to identify strongly with being Muslim and more so than their 

levels of Australian and ethnic identification. For example, 45.6% completely identified as 

Muslims as opposed to 17.1% who completely identified as Australian and 25.8% who 

completely identified with their ethnicity. This may be because of several reasons. First, 

being aware of anti-Muslim racism in the broader Australian society might destabilise one’s 

sense of being Australian. Further, participants might have been engaged in activities such 

as praying, fasting, learning about Islam, learning to read the Qur’an and being a part of the 

Muslim communities. This would garner a strong Muslim identity.  The same might occur 

to a lesser extent with their ethnic identities as well, such as from being a part of an ethnic 

community, learning the language, visiting one’s motherland, etc. On the other hand, 

participants might not have been involved in such activities that would nurture their 

Australian identity as much.  

Muslim identification, however, did not correlate with extremist thinking. This is 

contrary to existing literature. It seemingly goes against Murshed and Pavan (2009) and 

Awan (2008), who argue that a primary motive for radicalising is to feel strong empathy 

toward Muslims who are suffering. This is predicated with a strong connection with the 

Muslim ummah. Therefore, Muslim identification should have been a correlate of extremist 

thinking. However, it is likely that those who hold extreme beliefs do identify strongly as 

being Muslim. However, many moderate Muslims would identify just as strongly with 
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being a Muslim. Hence, Muslim identification as a factor that appears to be unrelated to 

extremist thinking in this data is possible. 

For the purposes of this study, it would have been ideal to directly measure empathy 

of Muslim suffering. However, due to the study’s limitations, participants rationalising that 

the West was against Islam served to partially inform this mode of thinking; that is, the 

assumption that Muslims would see the West as guilty of causing Muslim suffering in the 

world. 

Identification with being an Australian was not as pronounced as Muslim 

identification. However, nearly all participants identified at least somewhat as being 

Australian. Australian identification did relate to extremist thinking; those that identified 

less tended to be more extreme. Extremist thinking correlating with failing to identify as 

Australian is theoretically coherent. Those who reject Australian culture and their 

Australian identity are more likely to hold extremist beliefs. First, this separates an extremist 

from their potential enemy by creating an ‘us’ and ‘them’ mentality. Second, it correlates 

with hating, rejecting, and perceiving Australian culture as wrong and perhaps evil. This 

demonises the non-Muslim Australian (or Westerner), and serves as a step toward 

dehumanising them. This, as argued by the moral disengagement theory, can be a 

contributing factor toward radicalisation and legitimising the taking of an enemy’s life. 

Ethnic identification was surprisingly high given that most participants were born or 

raised in Australia. Nevertheless, ethnic identification did not relate to extremist thinking, as 

Awan (2008) might have predicted.  Despite participants’ levels of ethnic identification, 

most were born or grew up in Australia, which may mean they only identified superficially 

with their ethnicity or only held an emotional attachment to their ethnicity. Hence, based on 

this study’s findings, it is safe to conclude that despite the levels of ethnic identification that 
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were exhibited in this sample, it was unrelated to extremist thinking. Therefore, ethnic 

identification would not be a reliable measure of predicting radicalisation. 

Islamic knowledge 

Islamic knowledge (based on reliable and sound interpretations of Islam as agreed on by the 

mainstream community) is arguably a protective factor against radicalisation, while Islamic 

illiteracy is a risk factor. For example, a leaked collection of ISIS registration forms for over 

3,000 recruits showed that 70% of them considered themselves as having ‘basic’ knowledge 

of sharia, or Islamic law. This was the lowest response option on this form (Batrawy, 

Dodds, Hinnant, 2016). Due to their lack of Islamic knowledge, such individuals could be 

prone to influence by extremist ideology. In the questionnaire, 12.3% participants indicated 

their level of Islamic knowledge as being ‘none’ or ‘little’ and 31.7% estimated themeselves 

as having ‘basic’ Islamic knowledge, while most claimed to hold ‘decent’ to ‘detailed’ 

levels of knowledge. A small percentage of the sample indicated ‘advanced’ or ‘scholarly’ 

levels of understanding associated with Islamic knowledge; 16.4% and .7% respectively. 

While this would appear to be a fabricated response, this did not surprise teachers of Islamic 

studies at one school. Teachers indicated that certain students did not perceive the need for 

scholars as ‘everything’ in Islam is easily understood. This attitude highlights the concern 

that some participants may be at risk of extremist ideology if they fail to acknowledge 

orthodox Islamic scholarship. Despite this, Islamic knowledge did not correlate with any 

measured manifestation of extremist thinking. This is an interesting finding to highlight. 

Accurate knowledge of Islam should prevent one from holding extremist ideas, but not 

necessarily if combined with negative life experiences such as racism, alienation and 

discrimination. Therefore, it would be reasonable to conclude that knowledge of Islam alone 
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may not directly shield one from extremist propaganda. Instead, sound knowledge of Islam 

sufficient to resist/debunk extremist ideology can endow immunity from radicalisation. 

This conclusion was reinforced by the focus group participants, who expressed the 

view that possessing sound Islamic knowledge would act as a protective factor against 

radicalisation, while lacking Islamic knowledge placed one at risk of radicalisation. More 

specifically, participants argued that a lack of knowledge of jihad, incorrectly understanding 

martyrdom in Islam and misinterpretation of the Qur’an could be risk factors for 

radicalisation.  

Religiosity 

Awan’s (2008) asserted that transitional religious experiences (TREs) can precede 

radicalisation, suggesting that religiosity may be associated with radicalisation. The present 

study did not consistently support this, suggesting that it is inconclusive to assert that 

religiosity plays a role in radicalisation. However, these findings may be prone to ambiguity 

surrounding the questions. The study utilised Haj-Yahia's (2003) 3-item religiosity scale to 

measure religiosity. Due to the length of the survey, this short scale was preferred above a 

longer, thorough scale. Haj-Yahia’s (2003) scale sought to measure religiosity, adherence to 

faith and connectedness with the religion. However, these items are subjective.  For 

example, a practicing Muslim experiencing guilt for their sins could rate themselves as less 

religious than a less practicing Muslim without the same level of guilt. 

 Haj-Yahia’s (2003) scale has one distinct advantage. It measured connectedness to 

one’s religion. By extension, it might infer connectedness with the Muslim ummah (i.e., all 

Muslims in the world). This connectedness could arguably fuel feelings of empathy for 

Muslims’ suffering around the world, which has been linked to radicalisation (Awan, 2008; 
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Murshed & Pavan, 2009). Such empathy may compel individuals to take action. This could 

be through peaceful means like petitions, rallying, lobbying and giving to charity. But if 

there is a lack of faith in the political process, what Awan (2008) calls ‘political impotence’, 

individuals might resort to violence and extremism. Hence, this element of connectedness 

may be a noteworthy reason explaining religiosity’s correlation with violent extremist 

thinking. 

Awareness of 2014 events 

 Participants demonstrated a relatively high degree of awareness of the events which 

occurred in 2014 concerning Muslims. This included acts of terrorism by some Muslims, 

the rise in Australia’s terror alert, counter-terrorism operations, proposed changes to the 

anti-terror laws, and the hate crimes and abuse that Muslims suffered in that year. However, 

many participants did not answer the full set of questions focusing on this issue. 

Nevertheless, awareness was not correlated with extremist thinking except for two 

measures: the takfir scale and the approval of attacking civilians in Australia and US scale. 

This suggests, for this sample at least, that awareness of events in society may not play a 

significant role in radicalisation. 

For the purposes of the study, it would have been ideal to measure awareness of 

events in the first wave of data collection (at the end of 2013). However, it would have been 

difficult to pre-empt the questions asked in the second wave (at the end of 2014). Questions 

could have only been more general, which would not have been as useful as issuing the 

2014 questions. Awareness of socio-political events would have been a useful measure to 

determine whether changes in awareness influenced radicalisation over time. 
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An element of this awareness scale explored awareness of the violence and 

harassment directed towards Muslims which can be understood as an extension of the 

perceived racism scale. So naturally both scales correlated. This might explain why both 

were unrelated with extremist thinking.  

Other elements of this scale were not explored elsewhere in this survey but were 

explored in focus groups. They measured awareness of terrorism, how the government 

treats terror suspects and the degree to which society views Muslims as terrorists. Within 

the focus groups, participants were aware of terrorist groups like ISIS in the world, but were 

not entirely aware (for example, many seemed unaware that Hamas was firing rockets into 

Israel at the time). Further, discussion concerning the Palestinian plight suggested that 

participants were aware of it. Since astute, mature minded students were over represented in 

the focus groups, their relatively high level of awareness may not be generalizable to the 

regular ‘Muslim adolescent.’ 

To a degree, however, these elements (i.e., awareness of terrorism, how the 

government treats terror suspects and the degree to which society views Muslims as 

terrorists) overlap with the feeling of alienation. The by-products of alienation were 

explored in this research (namely anti-Western sentiments and believing the West is against 

Islam), each of which related to extremist thinking. However, these findings do suggest that 

just because someone is aware of terrorism around the world, is aware that Muslims are 

being suspected of terrorism, and that counter-terrorism operations are exercised with brute 

force and with an excessive number of police officers, this is insufficient to influence an 

individual to harbour extremist thoughts. Either more deleterious treatment of the Muslim 

community as a ‘suspect’ community is necessary to evoke radicalisation or this factor does 

not contribute toward radicalisation. Alternatively, long-term exposure to this kind of 
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society may also suffice to make some individuals sympathise with extreme ideas. Hence, 

repeating this survey may help give clarity to this question. 

Comparing 2013 and 2014 survey responses 

Following several significant events occurring in 2014, as mentioned earlier, the 

researcher decided to repeat the survey with the school that participated in 2013. It was 

hoped that enough participant responses would forge a link between each phase by the 

identification of questions presented at the end of the survey. However, participants were 

informed at the time of survey completion that filling in their personal information was 

optional. Therefore, most participants did not provide this information, which affected the 

researcher’s capacity to match responses from the two time points. Even when trying to 

identify individuals based on their demographic data, little success was achieved.  

For those comparisons that could be made, it was evident that some variables did 

change over time although extremist thinking did not. Factors that changed were as follows: 

• integration (marginally23 decreased), 

• experience of racism (marginally decreased), 

• perception of racism (marginally decreased), 

• religiosity (increased), 

• ethnic identification (increased), and 

• Islamic knowledge (increased). 

The findings suggested that levels of racism decreased over time, when they should 

have increased given the events of 2014. Perhaps perceptions were influenced by specific 

                                                 
23 This ‘marginal’ decrease was not statistically significant but relatively close. Conclusions drawn from such 

results, as discussed, are useful but must be accepted cautiously. 
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events that took place in 2014, apart from those explored in the questionnaire. The observed 

changes may also be due to the maturation of the individuals, as the majority of participants 

were responding to the questions a year later. Certain changes within the school may have 

influenced participants. Alternatively, exposure to media might have decreased. Other 

unknown factors might have played a role in explaining these findings. However, if one 

were to assume that the only difference between the two periods were the events, one would 

conclude that such events are not pivotal in the early radicalisation process. 

Islamic general superiority 

Participants varied in their responses to the questions concerning Islamic general 

superiority. This scale contained questions about the following: viewing Islam as the only 

solution to the world’s problems, that non-Muslim ideas have nothing to offer Muslims, and 

that non-Muslims are wrong about how to govern a country. Most participants were unsure 

(28.4%), somewhat agreed (12.0%), or somewhat disagreed (17.2%) to the statements 

concerning perceptions of Islamic superiority. Possessing a sense of general Islamic 

superiority was a positive correlate for most measures of extremist thinking. This is 

consistent with other academic arguments (Rokeach, 1954, as cited in Borum, 2016; 

Huntington, 1996). The underlying thought processes that led these individuals to feel more 

superior were not measured. But a logical explanation might be as follows. These 

participants believed Islam is a divine and unaltered faith, designed by the Creator (i.e., 

God), who used His wisdom and perfect understanding of people to design the practices and 

teachings of Islam. Hence, every aspect and teaching of Islam is the best for humanity. 

While moderate Muslims might share this mindset, within the findings, more extreme 

participants were intolerant of any wisdom that comes from outside Islam.  
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Islam playing an influential role  

Most participants surveyed expressed the view that it was very important to them that 

Islam should play an important and influential role in the world (69.4%). This positively 

correlated with two measures of extremist thinking only. Hence, it is not conclusive that this 

mode of thinking is a predictor of extremist thinking. This single-item question might have 

been understood as making reference to economic, political, scientific or military influence. 

Given the broadness of this question, extreme and moderate participants alike would want 

Islam to play an influential role in the world. This question should have been more specific 

to better discriminate between the two groups. 

Participant theories of radicalisation 

Participant theories of radicalisation are important because they inform insights about 

how an individual radicalises.  However, in exploring this variable, there is the potential for 

bias and inaccuracy, as participants who express particular theories are not necessarily 

radicalised, or simply fail to understand the very nature of the theories they propose. 

Nevertheless, their insight and perspectives are valuable as they may uncover contributing 

factors, catalysts and triggers of radicalisation not captured in the questionnaire. These are 

discussed below. 

Participant theories  

Several theories concerning what causes radicalisation were posited by several 

participants within the focus groups. These included factors associated with age, contact 

with extremist, and triggers and catalysts of radicalisation. 
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A number of participants strongly perceived that knowledge and education play a role 

in radicalising. They argued that being versed in Islam safeguards one from radicalisation, 

as has already been mentioned in an earlier section of this thesis.  

One participant regarded age as an important factor in the development of 

radicalisation. They perceived that the younger an individual is, the greater the risk of 

radicalising. Several reasons for this are possible. First, younger Muslims generally possess 

a lesser degree of Islamic knowledge, pertaining to jihad, martyrdom, and political violence. 

Furthermore, youth may generally be perceived as being more reactive and zealous. Finally, 

an individual’s identity formation may play a role. 

Another theory included the influence of contact with extremists. One participant 

explained this by saying that Muslims in Sydney, where, according to this participant, there 

are apparently more extremists, are at greater risks of radicalising. Another individual 

suggested familial influence.      

Triggers, catalysts and motives 

Participants suggested several triggers or catalysts for radicalisation. These included 

being victims of racism and prejudice, a relative dying and depression. While one 

participant expressed the view that being a victim of racism could lead to a non-violent 

reaction, this could catalyse radicalisation. The findings in the quantitative aspect of this 

study negate the inference that racism plays a role in radicalisation. Something more 

extreme would be required to instigate radicalisation. The experience of physical abuse 

might be an example of such a factor. Hence, experiencing abuse might catalyse 

radicalisation. Another factor may include the experience of the death of a relative due to 

natural causes, influencing a grief response that could catalyse radicalisation. The death of a 
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relative may also, and more likely, catalyse radicalisation if caused by anti-Muslim violence 

such as in war-torn regions around the world. In such circumstances, individuals might 

radicalise as a means of personally seeking justice for their deceased relative. One 

participant suggested depression as a catalyst, however, no literature was found which 

comments on the relationship between depression and radicalisation. Rather it seems likely 

that depression may decrease an individual’s motivation to take action.      

These triggers and catalysts share two commonalities. They represent examples of 

severe trauma and a person being wronged (except depression, which may not play a role in 

radicalisation). The notion that trauma catalyses radicalisation is consistent with Veldhuis 

and Staun’s (2009) root cause model. 

However, trauma will not always trigger radicalisation or act as a catalyst. This is 

evident from the fact that not all Muslims who experience intense trauma commit acts of 

terrorism. As mentioned above, factors such as emotional regulation, patience, and social 

support enhance immunity from the radicalising effects of trauma. 

Participants within the focus groups mentioned several motives for perpetrating acts 

of terrorism. Revenge and anger in general terms were mentioned. The death of a family 

member in a warzone might elicit this reaction. In addition, one participant mentioned self-

defence for one’s self and family as a cause of terrorism. From this, defending one’s self 

from invading forces can also be inferred as a cause of terrorism. One participant asserted 

that such people acting in self-defence could be labelled terrorists. 

Conclusion  

This chapter summarised the prevalence of factors implicated in radicalisation 

amongst this sample, as well as highlighting which factors were in fact associated with 
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extremist thinking. At times, many participants ranked highly on factors typically argued to 

contribute to radicalisation. However, most of these factors were not associated with 

extremist thinking within this sample. The factors that correlated with all manifestations of 

extremist thinking measured (except for approving attacks on Israeli soldiers) were 

religiosity, Australian identification, Westernisation, integration, thinking the West is 

against Islam and anti-Western sentiment. Of these last four factors, opposing 

Westernisation appeared the least pivotal. Factors that predominantly correlated with these 

manifestations of extremist thinking included awareness of 2014’s socio-political 

atmosphere of society and gender. All remaining variables either did not correlate or 

correlated only a minor number of times with the different manifestations of extremist 

thinking. The presence of high levels of the aforementioned correlates in an individual, 

however, does not indicate they hold extremist ideas. These correlations were moderate in 

strength, at best, and exceptions to their trend were not uncommon within the data.  
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Chapter Ten: Conclusions of the Study 

 

Summary of findings 

This study aimed to determine the prevalence and correlates of extremist thinking 

amongst Muslim adolescents. To address this broader aim, the research measured the 

prevalence and nature of extremist thinking (Subsidiary Question One), and the prevalence 

of factors implicated in radicalisation (Subsidiary Question Two), amongst students of two 

Islamic secondary schools based in Australia. The research also sought to identify possible 

correlates of extremist thinking to aid understanding of how radicalisation might occur 

during the age of adolescence (Subsidiary Question Three). As identified in an earlier 

section, there is a gap in the existing literature, which does not determine how widespread 

extremist thinking is in adolescent populations, or how radicalisation occurs in this group. 

To this end, this study has made an original contribution to the field of knowledge by 

empirically seeking to understand the phenomenon of radicalisation and its correlates for 

this particular population. 

The first aim of the study was to ascertain the prevalence of extremist thinking. 

Participants’ responses to the questionnaire indicated that those opposed to extremism 

usually far outweighed the small minority who did support violent extremism. In all 

instances however, many participants had not formulated an opinion. A modest minority did 

not answer certain questions, more so for questions that directly concerned killing. Support 

for Muslim attacks on Israeli soldiers was markedly most commonly supported. Muslim 

attacks targeting civilians and takfir were least supported. 
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Focus groups also explored extremist thinking. Violence against civilians was 

unequivocally opposed. Participants communicated an accurate understanding of jihad 

rather than an extremist interpretation. Awareness of takfir was absent amongst the 

participant group.  Participants were particularly aware of the Palestine plight, and 

supported Hamas’ war with Israel. Only one individual supported ISIS, but this acceptance 

was premised on his rejection of the Western media’s claims regarding ISIS’s atrocities. 

Statistics summarising the proportions of moderate and extremist thinking were presented in 

Chapter Six.     

The second aim of this study was to identify implicated factors, catalysts and triggers 

of radicalisation prevalent among participants. This was achieved by measuring variables in 

the questionnaire that past literature has implicated in radicalisation. In some variables, 

many participants scored highly. These included ambitions for Islam on the world stage, 

religiosity, Muslim identification, and perceiving threats to Islam. Some implicated factors 

aligned with only a moderate proportion of individuals. These included being against 

Westernisation, perceiving the West as being against Islam, perceiving anti-Muslim racism, 

low Australian identification and ideas about Islam being superior in general. Some factors 

were only marginally exhibited in this study. These included possessing low Islamic 

knowledge, experiencing racism, anti-Western sentiment and integration. However, this 

does not mean all participants who rated highly in these factors exhibited extremist ideas. 

This will be discussed further below. Table 5 provides a summary of these factors.  
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Table 5 

Proportion of participants that past literature would infer possessed extremist attitudes 

(based on each variable measured in the questionnaire) and frequency of association of 

each variable with the different measures of extremist thinking (excluding attacks on Israeli 

soldiers) 

Variable 

Proportion of 

participants 

Freq. of association 

with extremist thinking 

Integration 5.2% Often 

Anti-Western sentiment 6.3% Always 

Experience of racism 9.7% Never 

Low Islamic knowledge 12.3% Never 

Low ethnic identification 16.0% Sometimes 

Islamic superiority 23.9% Often 

Low Australian identification 30.6% Often 

High awareness of socio-political 

events 37.7% 

Sometimes 

Perception of racism 40.3% Never 

West against Islam 42.2% Always 

Westernisation 50.0% Always 

Perceived threats to Islam 66.8% Never 

High Muslim identification 71.6% Never 

Religiosity 83.6% Sometimes 

Ambitions for Islam 87.7% Sometimes 

 

Focus groups’ discussions did not focus on typical correlates of extremist thinking but 

on participant perceptions of some implicated factors associated with extremist thinking. 

Participants were aware of racism against Muslims. However, participants had limited 

awareness of Muslim disadvantage. Further, they possessed a significant grievance 

concerning the media. They perceived that the media’s agenda was to demonise Muslims.  

The third aim of the study was to determine and better understand the relationship 

between factors implicated in radicalisation, and extremist thinking itself. Across nearly all 

examples of extremist thinking that were measured in the questionnaire, a common set of 

variables emerged as consistent correlates. These included Australian identification, 
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Westernisation, integration, thinking the West is against Islam and anti-Western sentiment. 

Of the last four which were subjected to further analyses, Westernisation was the weakest 

variable. Some variables frequently correlated with the various measures of extremist 

thinking, but not always. These included religiosity, awareness of 2014’s socio-political 

atmosphere of society and gender. However, some factors occasionally correlated or failed 

to do so. These included age, Muslim identification, ethnic identification, experience of 

racism, perception of racism, awareness of 2014’s socio-political events, ambitions for 

Islam on the world stage, and perceiving threats to Islam. The only measure of extremist 

thinking that did not fit this pattern of correlates was approval of Muslim attacks on Israeli 

soldiers. 

Focus groups explored participants’ theories of the causes of radicalisation. The data 

revealed that adolescents theorised the following as possible causes for radicalisation: 

associating with extremists, lacking knowledge of jihad, experiencing trauma, seeking 

vengeance, emotionality, and acting in self-defence. A dominant perception was prevalent 

within the participant group concerning the media’s influence in corroding Australia’s 

social ethos, thereby fuelling public opinion to oppose and incite hatred towards Muslims. 

This outcome implies that exposure to such hate will contribute to an individual’s 

radicalisation. 

Theoretical implications 

This study contributes significantly to the existing body of theoretical literature 

focusing on radicalisation in Muslim populations. Given the inconsistent findings in this 

study, it challenges the hypothesis that being in a hostile socio-political atmosphere plays a 

role in radicalisation (which stems from prevalent theories that will be discussed below). As 
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measured in this study, this would include awareness of large scale counter-terrorism raids, 

government action to tighten anti-terrorism laws in response to terrorism perpetrated in the 

name of Islam, and Muslims being targets of racial abuse, all of which should increase the 

anxiety of Muslims living in Australia.   

The inconsistent relationship between being in a Muslim-averse society and 

radicalisation invites a reconceptualisation of prevalent theories that have been applied to 

explaining radicalisation. These tend to operate on the premise that factors affecting 

Muslims as a social group and their individual well-being play a pivotal role in 

radicalisation. Such theories include uncertainty reduction theory, (Hogg, 2004; Savage & 

Liht, 2008) terror management theory (Basset, 2005; Greenberg et al., 2003), significance 

questing theory (Webber & Kruglansky, 2016), compensatory control theory (Kay & 

Eibach, 2013), social identity theory (Tajfel, 1979) and self-categorisation theory (Turner, 

1982, 1984), which were discussed in Chapter Two.  

For example, terror management theory asserts that with death salience individuals 

detract from people who challenge their world views.  Racism, Islamophobia and anti-

Muslim rhetoric should, according to terror management theory, influence people to 

subscribe to extremist views and associate with extremists, but in this study they did not 

consistently demonstrate this. Similarly, according to uncertainty reduction theory, living in 

a Muslim-averse context should drive people to associate themselves with extreme groups 

and thereby, adopt extremist attitudes, but in this study, they did not consistently do that. 

The threats to group self-esteem facilitated by racism should compel individuals to ‘quest’ 

for significance (i.e., according to the significance questing theory). However, participants 

did not consistently subscribe to extremist ideas as would be expected. The social identity 

and self-categorisation theories infer that participants should derogate out-groups in 
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response to identity threats. A violent expression of this was not observed through extremist 

thinking. Finally, compensatory control would infer that, in circumstances where Muslims 

are victims of racism and Islamophobia, they have lost their state of control.  They would 

seek to compensate this by possibly aligning themselves closely with extremist groups. 

These outcomes were not consistently evident in the sample. 

Of course, other non-radicalised outcomes are also possibly implied by these theories. 

Further consideration should be given to evaluate how applicable these theories are to 

radicalisation. However, this study has limited itself to factors such as racism, awareness of 

socio-political circumstances and identification, which are simplified manifestations of 

‘uncertainty’, ‘death salience’, ‘loss of control’ and ‘identity threat’ that are key to these 

theories. Further analysis of broader expressions of these key factors might shed light on 

their roles in explaining radicalisation. Finally, these findings may be an anomaly among 

adolescent Muslims, and a replication of this study using adult Muslims as participants is 

necessary. 

This study’s more specific failure to identify racism as a correlate of extremist 

thinking is in stark opposition to several of the aforementioned theories and current 

academic understanding that implicates racism as a driver of radicalisation (e.g., Nasser-

Eddine and colleagues, 2011). Despite this outcome, meaning can still be extracted. For the 

purpose of this discussion, racism can be defined as how society views and treats an 

individual because of his or her group membership. The inverse of this is how the individual 

views society because of his or her group membership. Examples of this type of group 

disharmony with society include opposition to integration and Westernisation, as well as 

harbouring anti-Western sentiments. These were associated with extremist thinking. Hence 

perhaps the subject acting in disharmony relates more to extremist thinking. Otherwise 
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stated, the way society views Muslims as a social group may not play a role in contributing 

toward extremist thinking, as the Muslim individual is not directly responsible for these 

views. Inversely, how the Muslim individual views society (as exhibited in this study 

through ideas about integration, anti-Western sentiment and Westernisation) does play a 

role, as the individual is responsible for that. However, this is a simplified explanation that 

does not account for what causes opposition to integration and anti-Western sentiment. 

This research also suggests a distinction between society’s attitudes and behaviour 

towards Muslims as a social group (e.g., racism which was not a correlate) and society’s 

attitudes and behaviour towards Muslims as a worldwide political entity. The latter is an 

example of this study’s measure of the degree to which participants view the West as 

against Islam, which was a correlate of extremist thinking. While beyond the scope of this 

thesis, consideration of radicalisation from a perspective incorporating theories of 

international political conflict ought to be applied to radicalisation.  

Strengths and limitations 

A number of strengths were evident in this research. First, the study included a robust 

sample size, including the 2013 and 2014 comparison study. The scales designed for the 

investigation had good internal consistency.  Second, the two schools were homogenous in 

terms of socio-demographic characteristics, with both institutions being Sunni schools with 

a somewhat similar socio-economic population. This allowed for ease of interpretation of 

the findings of the study given the similar sample populations. Third, the schools and their 

teachers were supportive in selecting participants for focus groups and administering the 

online questionnaire across the entire school cohorts. The focus group methodology was 

successful in eliciting adolescent perceptions associated with violent extremism. A 
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fundamental strength of the quantitative study was the generation of data that revealed a 

consistent pattern of thinking which discriminated between the many participants who 

opposed violent extremism with the small minority who sympathised with violent 

extremism. The inclusion of inversely scaled measures to explore this particular construct 

assisted in eliminating non-genuine responses from the data set. There were, however, some 

limitations which will be discussed below. 

Generalisability and low correlations 

While the correlations between implicated factors and extremist thinking were 

statistically significant, these relationships were generally weak, and were moderate at best. 

Some participants demonstrated thinking in ways that were contradictory to these 

correlations. Hence, these correlations may not accurately be generalised to broader 

populations. These findings were based on individuals who answered all questions of a 

given scale. Some participants skipped questions, possibly for systematically different 

reasons. For example, some questions may have been too confronting.  

Further, findings may not be applicable to Islamic schools in different geographical 

locations where socio-demographic characteristics of students may be different, or where 

contrasting values and/or educational intentions are evident. This has also been asserted by 

Hassen (2013).  

Findings may not be generalisable to Muslim students located in non-Islamic schools, 

such as public schools. No research was found comparing Islamic and non-Islamic 

schooling specific to factors that might be of relevance to this thesis. However, drawing 

from research within Islamic schools alone, there might be several possible differences. 

Parents send their children to Islamic school for a variety of reasons including protecting 
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their children from un-Islamic practices, promoting potentially higher quality academic 

education, providing a safe environment and giving their child/ren access to an Islamic 

education (Brooks & Ezzani, 2017; Raihani & Gurr, 2010). Children of such parents are 

likely to receive an upbringing concordant with this ethos. To counterbalance this , 

adolescents in state schools may attend afterschool madrassas for their Islamic education, 

increasing their exposure to Islamic values and practices. However, this experience is not 

the same as attendance at an Islamic school. For instance, in Islamic schools, adolescents 

are free to nurture their own unique and strong Muslim identities without meeting 

resistance, disapproval and the need to justify their values and beliefs (Mouhanna, 2018). 

Concurrently though, Islamic schools, can be too restrictive for some, enforcing the 

headscarf as part of school uniform, performing prayers, gender segregation and prohibiting 

music (Zulfikar, 2016). In these respects, greater freedom can be found in non-Islamic 

schools. The long-term implication of adolescents frustrated with such restrictions warrant 

further research. Notwithstanding, it can be argued that adolescents in Islamic school tend to 

receive a stronger and more conservative Islamic upbringing, form firmly rooted, confident 

Islamic identities, are more knowledgeable about their religion and are generally more 

devout in their practice of the faith. Nevertheless, the quantitative and qualitative findings 

may not generalise to other Muslim adolescent populations. 

Finally, generalisability of findings to the present day context is somewhat limited. 

Since this study was completed in 2014, more events affecting Muslims have occurred, 

increasing the likelihood of adolescents being exposed to them, in turn affecting their 

mindsets and subsequent perceptions about extremist ideologies. These considerations 

impact on the generalisability of this study. 
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The problem of correlates and causes  

An inherent flaw of this research is that it does not answer questions about what 

causes radicalisation, as argued by Wikström (2012) and Farrington (2000). Rather it 

identifies correlates or ‘risk factors’ associated with radicalisation. Statistically speaking, 

with enough participants, every variable measured could be correlated with measures of 

radicalisation. The regression analyses completed herein reduces this concern as they 

statistically highlight unique contributions each variable makes toward radicalisation. 

However, for the purposes of this study, it was not appropriate to apply this technique to all 

the investigated correlates. Ideally, future research should employ longitudinal designs to 

better argue a case for causality. This would also facilitate the study of radicalisation as a 

process, which it inherently is.  

Social desirability  

Each focus group included individuals who did not contribute to the focus group 

discussion. As a result, it was difficult to ascertain their views. Such participants may have 

been too reticent to actively contribute to the discussion due to shyness, or they might have 

possessed controversial views and chose to remain silent to avoid disapproval or debate. 

Similarly in terms of questionnaire responses, as discussed earlier, some participants might 

have responded in a socially desirable way, masking their more extreme attitudes. 

Questions inappropriate for adolescents 

Although the questions used in the questionnaire were formulated carefully so that 

adolescents could understand them, it is still likely that some individuals might not have 
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understood all questions. For example, participants may not have understood or been 

familiar with the term jihad, or with Al-Qaeda or Osama bin Laden. 

Scales 

Two final limitations exist within the study concerning the scales used to give 

meaning to the data. Due to the motivation to ensure the utility of the questionnaire by 

limiting its size, short scales were used (like the religiosity scale) and other scales were 

truncated (i.e., the racism scales). The final design of the questionnaire may not necessarily 

have served to comprehensively capture the measure’s constructs as intended.  

Further, the scales that were developed may be potentially flawed. This research was 

unable to ascertain the validity of each scale. Similarly, constructs may not have been fully 

measured.  This may have lead to some measures interacting abnormally with other 

measures.  

The analysis used to determine which items belonged to which scale was somewhat 

unconventional. A full factor analysis of all items combined was not presented in this 

research. Such an analysis did not statistically demarcate each scale as intended. This does 

suggest that certain items of one scale might not be statistically different from items 

belonging to other designed scales. An alternative approach was adopted, to undertake 

factor analysis on a scale-by-scale basis including items intended for each scale only. While 

this approach is unconventional, it successfully eliminated problematic items as they 

pertained to respective scales. 

A comment on fabricated responses 

As indicated, participants in this study were high school students invited by their 

teachers to complete the study survey. Because of the participants’ levels of maturity and 
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their choice to undertake the survey independently, there was a concern that the participants 

might not engage seriously with the completion of the questionnaire. To this end, it would 

seem that, based on a number of participant responses, several participants may have 

fabricated specific responses. This was confirmed through the incorporation of two 

contradictory sets of questions in the survey design. These responses were removed from all 

the analyses. However, these questions served to facilitate a filtering process through items 

that enquired about perceptions associated with support for groups who attack Westerners 

and approval of Muslim attacks on non-Muslim civilians in Muslim and non-Muslim 

countries. These scales were designed to elicit polarised responses; whereby an individual 

who scored higher on the first question should have scored lower on the second set of 

questions if they were answered honestly. The questions appeared towards the end of the 

survey and were listed on two separate but consecutive pages. From this, specific responses 

eliminated four individuals from the final sample. This does not however, rule out all 

participants who might not have responded consistently throughout, but considering the 

placement of the questions, it provided a strong means of eliminating non-genuine 

responses.  

There may have been other reasons that may have compelled individuals to fabricate 

their responses. For example, some may have chosen to not disclose attitudes or perceptions 

that they may have believed might marginalise them from the broader group. Others may 

have fabricated answers towards the end of the survey due to fatigue.  

Recommendations: Implications for future research 

The generalisability of this investigation’s findings would be strengthened if this 

study could be replicated amongst other samples. This includes Muslims in state schools, 
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recruiting groups from other contexts, including other Islamic schools and young Muslims 

who have completed high school.  Such groups might have had more exposure to factors 

that contribute to radicalisation and possess more mature attitudes that could be 

investigated. Hence, their attitudes may be more extreme, or more moderate, and less 

uncertain than the current population under investigation. Including more mature sample 

populations would assist in identifying how radicalisation occurs throughout different stages 

of adolescence and young adulthood. 

Including non-Muslim cohorts in future research would serve to make comparisons 

across the general population and other faith groups. This would assist in determining 

whether the present research’s findings are in fact specific to the Muslim community. 

It would also be prudent to replicate this research with convicted terrorists. This could 

provide a baseline focusing on how individuals at the end of the radicalisation process 

respond to the questionnaire. This could further explore the level at which an individual is 

radicalised. Such an approach could also assist in testing the criterion validity of the 

questionnaire by comparing a non-radicalised sample with a completely radicalised sample 

population. 

It would also be ideal to repeat the questionnaire and focus groups in the future with 

the same sample. Exposure to a threatening socio-political climate as it pertains to Muslims 

over longer periods may play a role in radicalisation, in contrast to testing the effects of this 

exposure in the short term, as investigated in the current research. It would also inform how 

factors and attitudes change over time. This may also help determine whether or not the 

questionnaire has predictive validity. Unfortunately, this was not within the scope of this 

research’s sample. 
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Exploring ideological justifications for sympathy with terrorism is also an important 

direction for future research. There is a need to identify how individuals are influenced by 

extremist ideology, using the perspective of cognitive psychology. Cognitive processes 

involving cognitive dissonance, persuasion and obedience are interesting processes worthy 

of application to the exploration of radicalisation. It is also important to identify what 

aspects of extremist ideology are inculcated during radicalisation and at what phase in the 

radicalisation process. Certain extremist doctrines and rhetoric may seem more appealing in 

earlier phases. Alternatively, more extreme principles of extremist ideology may be readily 

accepted by some, or act as a fundamental deterrent for others. 

An understanding of the process of de-radicalisation is also vital in future research. 

Research needs to ascertain how cognitively convinced an individual is by extremist 

ideology and how entrenched they are in radicalised thinking. Such research approaches 

could explore different methods of de-radicalising individuals based on the nature of their 

radicalisation. This may prove challenging amidst an unchanging socio-political context 

that might sustain a radicalised individual’s inclination towards extremism and their 

sympathies with terrorism.  

Racism may play a role in radicalisation in a way that was undetected in this research. 

As mentioned before, certain affective responses can moderate violence, and applying this 

factor to the Muslim context would contribute to understanding how universal such 

affective influences are.  

A growing need exists to understand radicalisation and the influence of the internet. A 

basic study of modern terrorist organisations like ISIS acknowledges how social media, the 

internet and globalisation can accelerate radicalisation. This arguably explains the 

increasing prevalence of lone-wolf terrorism. Such individuals have easy access to extremist 
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propaganda and contact with recruiters of terrorist organisation through online mediums. 

Disenfranchised individuals can readily find their own like-minded communities online and 

are vulnerable to propaganda that appeals to their concerns. An investigation of online 

variables that serve to influence the process of radicalisation is vitally important. These 

include the implications of remaining anonymous online, how association with online 

extremists differ to in-person contact, how affiliation with an online community differs to 

communities in the real world, and how mainstream Muslims interact with disenfranchised 

Muslims online. 

The nature of evidence supporting models and theories of radicalisation requires 

further attention. Relying on case studies is insufficient. This research was mostly restricted 

to cross-sectional research. However, a major component of the research consisted of 

comparative analysis between two time points. Consequently, it provided a comparative 

analysis of how socio-political events impact on attitudes over time. This approach could be 

considered quasi-experimental. It positions itself as an investigation within a real-world 

context, therefore displaying a good degree of ecological validity. However, as already 

acknowledged, the study was limited by poor experimental control. Further research should 

‘prime’ participants’ awareness of events before they respond to questionnaire items to 

develop conclusions that are more robust. Alternatively, exposing only half of the 

participants to a reminder of such events would add experimental control and provide a 

more definitive indication of the influence of particular socio-political events on 

individuals. Experimental research is able to more precisely isolate factors implicated in 

radicalisation and present an argument for causation of radicalisation. Further research 

integrating experimental, quasi-experimental and observational research methods is 

necessary.  
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Implications for future practice and policy 

This research has several implications for the Muslim community and more 

specifically, given the sample of this research, Islamic schools. The implementation within 

Islamic schools of strategies that promote positive attitudes towards integration with society 

and acceptability of Western culture would be beneficial in reducing the risks of 

radicalisation. Initiatives that increase integration and those that foster a sense of ‘servant-

citizenship’ of one’s country are beneficial. 

The education of Muslims is important in the attempt to combat radicalisation. Key 

areas need to be addressed in terms of broader educational initiatives. Greater clarity needs 

to be given to determine what aspects of dominant ‘Australian’ culture could be integrated 

within Muslim identity and what this means for one’s identification with that culture. 

Additionally, education that fosters in-depth understanding of what jihad entails in its 

orthodox interpretation, as has been agreed upon for 14 centuries within Muslim 

scholarship, is crucial. This may drastically increase one’s immunity from being 

ideologically converted to extremist groups. 

Disharmony between Muslims and the West emerged as a prominent correlate of 

extremist thinking. Such disharmony is fuelled by governments, politicians, hate groups and 

the media. Governments need to amend their foreign policies and legislation against 

vilification and hate speech and they need to promote inclusivity and acceptance of 

Muslims. The media needs to be discouraged from publishing or broadcasting material 

promoting an ethos that disenfranchises Muslims from mainstream society. Attention and 

support for politicians who pedal anti-Muslim rhetoric and hate groups need to be reduced 

or countered by initiatives that promote inclusivity and acceptance. Initiatives ranging from 

government policy to grass roots projects have the potential to facilitate transformative 
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attitudes that promote greater acceptance and social inclusion of Muslim people within 

Australian society.  

Finally, committed action needs to be taken by governments worldwide and by the 

United Nations to stop the subjugation, discrimination, violence and murder of innocent 

Muslims. Policies and campaigns need to be introduced that kerb racism and discrimination 

internationally. The international community needs to engage reparative processes to 

alleviate the ways Muslims are suffering and enact preventative measures to arrest the 

development of radicalisation and extremist responses in Muslim populations. 
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Appendix A – Final scale composition of designed scales 

The final scale items were as follows: 

Westernisation scale 

• Modern western culture should be rejected 

• Muslims should not wear Western clothes 

• Muslims should not watch Western movies 

• Muslims should not read or listen to Western Media 

• Removed: Muslims should not reject all Westernisation 

Integration scale 

• Muslims can live with non-Muslims in a Western country like Australia 

• Muslim Australians should help make this country better 

• Muslims should be content living in Australia 

• Removed: Muslims living in the West should migrate to Muslim countries 

Takfir scale 

• An Australian Muslim who is loyal to a non-Muslim government is a kafir 

(disbeliever)]   

• Committing bid’ah (innovation in religion) makes one a kafir 

• Having a non-Muslim friend makes one a kafir 

West against Islam scale 

• The war in Afghanistan is really a war on Islam 

• The war in Iraq is really a war on Islam 

• The West treats Muslims badly because they are Muslim 

• In general, non-Muslims are trying to harm Muslims 

• Muslims must defeat the West 

Anti-Western sentiment 

• Non-Muslims should not be welcome in Muslim countries 

• Islamic values contradict Western values 

• Muslims should not migrate to Western countries 

• Muslims must reject Western democracy 

Muslim superiority 

• Islam is the only solution to the world’s problems 

• Non-Muslims are wrong about how to govern a country 

• Non-Muslim ideas have nothing to offer Muslims 
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Utility of terrorism 

• It is permitted to use violence to remove non-Muslim military from Muslim lands 

• Violence a.k.a. “terrorism” can be used to defend Islam 

• Violence a.k.a “terrorism” can be used to establish an Islamic government in 

Australia 

• Terrorist acts strengthen the Muslim cause 

• Violence can further the cause of Islam 

• Fighting non-Muslims will NOT make Islam superior in today’s world (reversed 

question) 

• Removed: Muslim suffering around the world demands that we Muslims fight back 

Perception of racism 

• Muslims are treated with less respect 

• Others assume Muslims are less trustworthy 

• People make fun of Muslims because they are Muslims 

• People are unfriendly with Muslims 

• Australian political leaders dislike Muslims 

• Police dislike Muslims 

• Judiciary (the judges in the court of law) dislike Muslims 

Experience of racism 

• I think I have been treated with less respect because I am a Muslim 

• I think I have experienced others trust me less because I am a Muslim 

• I think my progress at school has suffered because I am a Muslim24 

• I think my progress in sport has suffered because I am a Muslim 

• I think people make fun of me because I am Muslim 

• I think people are not friendly with me because I am Muslim 

Religiosity scale 

• In general, to what extent do you consider yourself religious?]   

• In general, to what extent do you practice and adhere to the laws and customs of your 

religion? 

• To what extent do you identify and feel connected with your religion? 

                                                 
24 This question might seem irrelevant for a Muslim attending an Islamic School. However, Islamic schools 

employ non-Muslim teachers. The inclusion of this question measured whether participants saw their non-

Muslim teachers as racist. 
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Awareness of 2014 events 

• The terrorism related activities by some Muslim groups in the world in 2014?   

• The raise of the terror alert level in Australia to ‘high’ in 2014?   

• The counter-terrorism operations (like raids and arrests) in Australia in 2014?   

• The proposed changes to the anti-terrorism laws in Australia in 2014?   

• The violence and harassment directed towards Muslims in Australia in 2014?   

Approval of Muslim attacks on Israeli soldiers  

• Muslim attacks on Israeli troops in Israel/Palestine 

Approval of Muslim attacks on troops in Muslim countries and domestic 

• Muslim attacks on US troops in Iraq 

• Muslim attacks on AUS troops in Iraq 

• Muslim attacks on US troops in Afghanistan 

• Muslim attacks on AUS troops in Afghanistan 

Approval of Muslim attacks on soldiers domestic 

• Muslim attacks on US troops in US 

• Muslim attacks on AUS troops in AUS 

Approval of Muslim attacks on civilians in Muslim countries and domestic 

• Muslim attacks on US civilians working in Islamic countries 

• Muslim attacks on AUS civilians working in Muslim countries 

• Muslim attacks on civilians in the US 

• Muslim attacks on civilians in AUS 
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Appendix B - Focus Group Stimulus Material 

 

22/6/17

1

The	Debate	on	Violent	Extremism:
Voices	of	Young	Australian	Muslims

Interview	material

• “it	is	true	that	socio-economic	disadvantage	
in	Australia's	Muslim	communities	needs	to	be	
addressed.	Zammit says	it's	growing,	with	
Australian	Muslims	only	half	as	likely	to	own	
their	homes	as	non-Muslims,	Muslim	children	
twice	as	likely	to	live	in	poverty,	and	their	
parents	twice	as	likely	to	be	unemployed,	
even	though	they’re	more	educated	than	the	
average	Australian.”	

• “A	Muslim	man	who	was	whipped	40	times	for	
drinking	alcohol	was	told	to	remember	the	
pain	next	time	he	thought	of	picking	up	a	
drink,	a	Sydney	magistrate	has	been	told.”
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22/6/17

2

• Atik is	facing	charges	for	
terrorism	in	Australia

• “Atik told	him	(Mr	Khodr)	it	
was	permissible	to	steal	from	
and	kill	non-Muslims,	Mr	
Khodr said	in	his	statement.”

• “Mr	Khodr said	that	he	ceased	
his	friendship	with	Atik after	
the	unit	they	lived	in	was	
robbed.	He	believed	it	was	Atik
who	robbed	him.”
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3
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Appendix C – Histograms of quantitative findings 
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Appendix D – Residuals plots 

Takfir scale 
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Utility of terrorism 
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Attitudes towards group that attack Westerners 
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Approval of Muslim attacks on Israeli soldiers 
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Approval of Muslim attacks on Soldiers abroad 
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Approval of Muslim attacks on soldiers domestic 
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Approval of Muslim attacks on civilians in Muslim countries and domestic 
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Appendix E - Example of a mind map designed in qualitative analysis (Theme- jihad) 
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Appendix F – Full Questionnaire 

The Debate on Violent Extremism: Voices of Young Australian Muslims 

By completing this questionnaire you are consenting to participate in this research. 

 

PART A: Your Background 

 

 Please TICK (√) the boxes or PRINT clearly in the space provided 

Are you Muslim?                    Yes          No, please specify ___________________  

What is your gender?             Male       Female  

In what year were you born?  ____________ 

Which ethnic background do you mostly identify with? (Please ONE only) 

e.g. “Algerian” NOT “Arab”  & “Indonesian” NOT “Asian” 

Please Specify:  ______________________ 

What was your age when you first arrived in Australia? (if applicable) 

 

What is your highest level of education: 

    Grade 10 

      Grade 12 

 

      Diploma 

      Bachelors  

 

       Post Graduate 

       Other: ______ 

What is your father’s highest level of education: 

      Unsure 

      Grade 10 

      Grade 12 

      Diploma 

      Bachelors  

       Post Graduate 

       Other: ____ 

 

What is your occupation class? (or in what class  are you training to become?)  
      Manager 

      Professional 

      Technician or trade 

      Community or personal service worker 

      Clerical or Administrative worker 

      Sales worker 

      Machinery Operator or driver 

      Labourer 

      None 

      Other: ___________________ 

      Unsure 

 

What is/was your father’s occupation class? (or in what class  are they training to become?)  
      Manager 

      Professional 

      Technician or trade 

      Community or personal service worker 

      Sales worker 

      Machinery Operator or driver 

      Labourer 

      None 
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      Clerical or Administrative worker       Other: ___________________ 

      Unsure 

  

 

PART B: About You 

Please give a rating to the following questions by CIRCLING the relevant response option 

Your religiosity 

In general, to what extent do 

you consider yourself 

religious? 

Not at 

all 

To a 

very 

small 

extent 

To a 

small 

extent 

To a 

moderate 

extent 

To a 

great 

extent 

To a 

very 

great 

extent 

In general, to what extent do 

you practice and adhere to the 

laws and customs of your 

religion? 

Not at 

all 

To a 

very 

small 

extent 

To a 

small 

extent 

To a 

moderate 

extent 

To a 

great 

extent 

To a 

very 

great 

extent 

To what extent do you identify 

and feel connected with your 

religion?  

Not at 

all 

To a 

very 

small 

extent 

To a 

small 

extent 

To a 

moderate 

extent 

To a 

great 

extent 

To a 

very 

great 

extent 

 

Please CIRCLE 

Your level of religious knowledge 

What is your 

general level of 

Islamic knowledge ? 

None Little Basic Decent Detailed Advanced Scholarly 

 

Please place a CIRCLE the response option that best represents attitudes. 

Your identity 

On this scale how strongly do you  identify… 

as a Muslim? 
None 

Slightly 

identify 

Somewhat 

identify 

Moderately 

identify 

Highly 

identify 

Intensely 

identify 

Completely 

identity 

as an 

Australian? 
None 

Slightly 

identify 

Somewhat 

identify 

Moderately 

identify 

Highly 

identify 

Intensely 

identify 

Completely 

identity 

with your  

ethnicity? 
None 

Slightly 

identify 

Somewhat 

identify 

Moderately 

identify 

Highly 

identify 

Intensely 

identify 

Completely 

identity 

 

Do you think of yourself first as an Australian or first as a Muslim? (please circle) 

Australian Muslim Both equally I don’t know 

 

How important to you is it that Islam plays a more important and influential role in the 

WORLD than it does now?  

Very important 
Somewhat 

important 
Not too important 

Not at all 

important 
I don’t know 
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Your experience of racism  

I think I have been 

treated with less 

respect because I 

am a Muslim 

Strongly 

disagree 
Disagree 

Somewhat 

disagree 
Unsure 

Somewhat 

agree 
Agree 

Strongly 

agree 

I think I have 

experienced others 

trust me less 

because I am a 

Muslim 

Strongly 

disagree 
Disagree 

Somewhat 

disagree 
Unsure 

Somewhat 

agree 
Agree 

Strongly 

agree 

I think my 

progress at school 

has suffered 

because I am a 

Muslim 

Strongly 

disagree 
Disagree 

Somewhat 

disagree 
Unsure 

Somewhat 

agree 
Agree 

Strongly 

agree 

I think my 

progress in sport 

has suffered 

because I am a 

Muslim 

Strongly 

disagree 
Disagree 

Somewhat 

disagree 
Unsure 

Somewhat 

agree 
Agree 

Strongly 

agree 

I think people 

make fun of me 

because I am 

Muslim 

Strongly 

disagree 
Disagree 

Somewhat 

disagree 
Unsure 

Somewhat 

agree 
Agree 

Strongly 

agree 

I think people are 

not friendly with 

me because I am 

Muslim 

Strongly 

disagree 
Disagree 

Somewhat 

disagree 
Unsure 

Somewhat 

agree 
Agree 

Strongly 

agree 

 

Your perception of racism in society 

Muslims are 

treated with less 

respect 

Strongly 

disagree 
Disagree 

Somewhat 

disagree 
Unsure 

Somewhat 

agree 
Agree 

Strongly 

agree 

Others assume 

Muslims are less 

trustworthy 

Strongly 

disagree 
Disagree 

Somewhat 

disagree 
Unsure 

Somewhat 

agree 
Agree 

Strongly 

agree 

People make fun of 

Muslims because 

they are Muslims 

Strongly 

disagree 
Disagree 

Somewhat 

disagree 
Unsure 

Somewhat 

agree 
Agree 

Strongly 

agree 

People are 

unfriendly with 

Muslims 

Strongly 

disagree 
Disagree 

Somewhat 

disagree 
Unsure 

Somewhat 

agree 
Agree 

Strongly 

agree 

Australian political 

leaders dislike 

Muslims 

Strongly 

disagree 
Disagree 

Somewhat 

disagree 
Unsure 

Somewhat 

agree 
Agree 

Strongly 

agree 

Police dislike 

Muslims 

Strongly 

disagree 
Disagree 

Somewhat 

disagree 
Unsure 

Somewhat 

agree 
Agree 

Strongly 

agree 

Judiciary (the 

judges in the court 

of law) dislike 

Strongly 

disagree 
Disagree 

Somewhat 

disagree 
Unsure 

Somewhat 

agree 
Agree 

Strongly 

agree 
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Muslims 

 

 

PART C: Research Questions 

Please CIRCLE the response option that best represents your thoughts 

What is the world like today? 

Today’s world is a 

horrible place to 

live in 

Strongly 

disagree 
Disagree 

Somewh

at 

disagree 

Unsure 
Somewh

at agree 
Agree 

Strongly 

agree 

In general, non-

Muslims are trying 

to harm Muslims 

Strongly 

disagree 
Disagree 

Somewh

at 

disagree 

Unsure 
Somewh

at agree 
Agree 

Strongly 

agree 

We have rulers so 

evil and corrupt 

they should be 

overthrown using 

any possible 

method 

Strongly 

disagree 
Disagree 

Somewh

at 

disagree 

Unsure 
Somewh

at agree 
Agree 

Strongly 

agree 

 

Modernisation and Westernisation? 

Modern western 

culture should be 

rejected 

Strongly 

disagree 
Disagree 

Somewh

at 

disagree 

Unsure 
Somewh

at agree 
Agree 

Strongly 

agree 

Muslims should 

not reject all 

Westernisation 

Strongly 

disagree 
Disagree 

Somewh

at 

disagree 

Unsure 
Somewh

at agree 
Agree 

Strongly 

agree 

Muslims should 

not wear Western 

clothes 

Strongly 

disagree 
Disagree 

Somewh

at 

disagree 

Unsure 
Somewh

at agree 
Agree 

Strongly 

agree 

Muslims should 

not watch Western 

movies  

Strongly 

disagree 
Disagree 

Somewh

at 

disagree 

Unsure 
Somewh

at agree 
Agree 

Strongly 

agree 

Muslims should 

not read or listen 

to Western Media 

Strongly 

disagree 
Disagree 

Somewh

at 

disagree 

Unsure 
Somewh

at agree 
Agree 

Strongly 

agree 

 

Integration? 

Muslims can live 

with non-Muslims 

in a Western 

country like 

Australia  

Strongly 

disagree 
Disagree 

Somewh

at 

disagree 

Unsure 
Somewh

at agree 
Agree 

Strongly 

agree 

Muslim 

Australians should 

help make this 

country better 

Strongly 

disagree 
Disagree 

Somewh

at 

disagree 

Unsure 
Somewh

at agree 
Agree 

Strongly 

agree 

Muslims should be 

content living in 

Australia  

Strongly 

disagree 
Disagree 

Somewh

at 

disagree 

Unsure 
Somewh

at agree 
Agree 

Strongly 

agree 
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Muslims living in 

the West should 

migrate to Muslim 

countries 

Strongly 

disagree 
Disagree 

Somewh

at 

disagree 

Unsure 
Somewh

at agree 
Agree 

Strongly 

agree 

 

Does this make someone a kafir (i.e. a disbeliever)? 

An Australian 

Muslim who is 

loyal to a non-

Muslim 

government is a 

kafir (disbeliever) 

Strongl

y 

disagree 

Disagree 

Somewh

at 

disagree 

Unsure 
Somewh

at agree 
Agree 

Strongly 

agree 

Committing bid’ah 

(innovation in 

religion) makes one 

a kafir 

Strongl

y 

disagree 

Disagree 

Somewh

at 

disagree 

Unsure 
Somewh

at agree 
Agree 

Strongly 

agree 

Having a non-

Muslim friend 

makes one a kafir 

Strongl

y 

disagree 

Disagree 

Somewh

at 

disagree 

Unsure 
Somewh

at agree 
Agree 

Strongly 

agree 

 

Is the West fighting Islam? 

The war in 

Afghanistan is 

really a war on 

Islam 

Strongl

y 

disagree 

Disagree 

Somewh

at 

disagree 

Unsure 
Somewh

at agree 
Agree 

Strongly 

agree 

The war in Iraq is 

really a war on 

Islam 

Strongl

y 

disagree 

Disagree 

Somewh

at 

disagree 

Unsure 
Somewh

at agree 
Agree 

Strongly 

agree 

The West treats 

Muslims badly 

because they are 

Muslim 

Strongl

y 

disagree 

Disagree 

Somewh

at 

disagree 

Unsure 
Somewh

at agree 
Agree 

Strongly 

agree 

Non-Muslims 

should not be 

welcome in Muslim 

countries 

Strongl

y 

disagree 

Disagree 

Somewh

at 

disagree 

Unsure 
Somewh

at agree 
Agree 

Strongly 

agree 

Islamic values 

contradict Western 

values 

Strongl

y 

disagree 

Disagree 

Somewh

at 

disagree 

Unsure 
Somewh

at agree 
Agree 

Strongly 

agree 

Muslims should not 

migrate to Western 

countries 

Strongl

y 

disagree 

Disagree 

Somewh

at 

disagree 

Unsure 
Somewh

at agree 
Agree 

Strongly 

agree 

Muslims must 

reject Western 

democracy 

Strongl

y 

disagree 

Disagree 

Somewh

at 

disagree 

Unsure 
Somewh

at agree 
Agree 

Strongly 

agree 
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What would you say? 

US GOAL: 

Weaken and divide 

Muslims  

Is definitely a 

goal 

Is possibly a 

goal 

Is possibly 

not a goal 

Is definitely 

not a goal 

I don’t know 

AUS GOAL: 

Weaken and divide 

Muslims  

Is definitely a 

goal 

Is possibly a 

goal 

Is possibly 

not a goal 

Is definitely 

not a goal 

I don’t know 

US GOAL: 

Weaken and divide 

the Muslim world 

Is definitely a 

goal 

Is possibly a 

goal 

Is possibly 

not a goal 

Is definitely 

not a goal 

I don’t know 

AUS GOAL: 

Weaken and divide 

the Muslim world 

Is definitely a 

goal 

Is possibly a 

goal 

Is possibly 

not a goal 

Is definitely 

not a goal 

I don’t know 

 

Miscellaneous statements 

Violence can 

further the cause 

of Islam 

Strongly 

disagree 

Disagree Somewh

at 

disagree 

Unsure Somewh

at agree 

Agree Strongly 

agree 

Muslims must 

defeat the West 

Strongly 

disagree 

Disagree Somewh

at 

disagree 

Unsure Somewh

at agree 

Agree Strongly 

agree 

Fighting non-

Muslims will NOT 

make Islam 

superior in today’s 

world 

Strongly 

disagree 

Disagree Somewh

at 

disagree 

Unsure Somewh

at agree 

Agree Strongly 

agree 

Islam is the only 

solution to the 

world’s problems 

Strongly 

disagree 

Disagree Somewh

at 

disagree 

Unsure Somewh

at agree 

Agree Strongly 

agree 

Non-Muslims are 

wrong about how 

to govern a 

country 

Strongly 

disagree 

Disagree Somewh

at 

disagree 

Unsure Somewh

at agree 

Agree Strongly 

agree 

Non-Muslim ideas 

have nothing to 

offer Muslims 

Strongly 

disagree 

Disagree Somewh

at 

disagree 

Unsure Somewh

at agree 

Agree Strongly 

agree 
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The word ‘terrorism’ will be used several times. In this questionnaire ‘terrorism’ refers to the 

use of violence by individuals, groups, or states to achieve certain political or religious aims 

even if that means harming civilians (i.e. non-soldiers) 

What will terrorism achieve? 

It is permitted to 

use violence to 

remove non-

Muslim military 

from Muslim lands 

Strongl

y 

disagree 

Disagree 

Somewh

at 

disagree 

Unsure 
Somewh

at agree 
Agree 

Strongly 

agree 

Violence a.k.a. 

“terrorism” can be 

used to defend 

Islam 

Strongl

y 

disagree 

Disagree 

Somewh

at 

disagree 

Unsure 
Somewh

at agree 
Agree 

Strongly 

agree 

Violence a.k.a 

“terrorism” can be 

used to establish an 

Islamic government 

in Australia 

Strongl

y 

disagree 

Disagree 

Somewh

at 

disagree 

Unsure 
Somewh

at agree 
Agree 

Strongly 

agree 

Terrorist acts 

strengthen the 

Muslim cause 

Strongl

y 

disagree 

Disagree 

Somewh

at 

disagree 

Unsure 
Somewh

at agree 
Agree 

Strongly 

agree 

Muslim suffering 

around the world 

demands that we 

Muslims fight back 

Strongl

y 

disagree 

Disagree 

Somewh

at 

disagree 

Unsure 
Somewh

at agree 
Agree 

Strongly 

agree 
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What do you understand Jihad to be? 

Jihad cannot be 

pre-emptive  

Strongl

y 

disagree 

Disagree 

Somewh

at 

disagree 

Unsure 
Somewh

at agree 
Agree 

Strongly 

agree 

Jihad means only 

warfare against 

non-Muslims 

Strongl

y 

disagree 

Disagree 

Somewh

at 

disagree 

Unsure 
Somewh

at agree 
Agree 

Strongly 

agree 

Jihad must not 

target civilians 

Strongl

y 

disagree 

Disagree 

Somewh

at 

disagree 

Unsure 
Somewh

at agree 
Agree 

Strongly 

agree 

Muslims who 

support violent 

jihad against non-

Muslims because 

they are NOT 

Muslim are 

upholding the 

teachings of Islam 

Strongl

y 

disagree 

Disagree 

Somewh

at 

disagree 

Unsure 
Somewh

at agree 
Agree 

Strongly 

agree 

Killing civilians in 

jihad is wrong 

Strongl

y 

disagree 

Disagree 

Somewh

at 

disagree 

Unsure 
Somewh

at agree 
Agree 

Strongly 

agree 

Jihad must be 

declared by a 

religious body or 

state  

Strongl

y 

disagree 

Disagree 

Somewh

at 

disagree 

Unsure 
Somewh

at agree 
Agree 

Strongly 

agree 

All non-Muslim 

countries are darul 

harb (the abode of 

war)  

Strongl

y 

disagree 

Disagree 

Somewh

at 

disagree 

Unsure 
Somewh

at agree 
Agree 

Strongly 

agree 

Jihad must be 

waged in darul 

harb (the abode of 

war) 

Strongl

y 

disagree 

Disagree 

Somewh

at 

disagree 

Unsure 
Somewh

at agree 
Agree 

Strongly 

agree 

Muslims who 

support violent 

jihad against non-

Muslims who are 

oppressors are 

upholding the 

teachings of Islam 

Strongl

y 

disagree 

Disagree 

Somewh

at 

disagree 

Unsure 
Somewh

at agree 
Agree 

Strongly 

agree 

Muslims fighting 

war in self-defence 

are doing a valid 

form of jihad 

Strongl

y 

disagree 

Disagree 

Somewh

at 

disagree 

Unsure 
Somewh

at agree 
Agree 

Strongly 

agree 

Jihad can be waged 

to establish an 

Islamic state ruled 

by shariah 

Strongl

y 

disagree 

Disagree 

Somewh

at 

disagree 

Unsure 
Somewh

at agree 
Agree 

Strongly 

agree 

Non-violence is a 

valid form of Jihad 

Strongl

y 
Disagree 

Somewh

at 
Unsure 

Somewh

at agree 
Agree 

Strongly 

agree 
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disagree disagree 

Jihad un nafs 

(jihad against the 

soul) is a superior 

form of Jihad 

Strongl

y 

disagree 

Disagree 

Somewh

at 

disagree 

Unsure 
Somewh

at agree 
Agree 

Strongly 

agree 

 

Relations with Islamic world  

United States: 

They mostly 

show respect to 

the Islamic world 

They are often 

disrespectful to 

the Islamic 

world, but out of 

ignorance and 

insensitivity 

They purposely 

try to humiliate 

the Islamic world 

I don’t know 

Australia: 

They mostly 

show respect to 

the Islamic world 

They are often 

disrespectful to 

the Islamic 

world, but out of 

ignorance and 

insensitivity 

They purposely 

try to humiliate 

the Islamic world 

I don’t know 

In your opinion, are there any serious threats to Islam today? 

Definitely yes Kind of yes Kind of no Definitely no Don’t know 

 

About violence perpetrated by Muslims 

Some people think that suicide bombing and other forms of violence against civilian targets 

are justified in order to defend Islam from its enemies. Other people believe that no matter 

what the reason, this kind of violence is never justified.  

What do you personally feel about this kind of violence? (Please CIRCLE) 

Often justified Sometimes justified Rarely justified Never justified Don’t know 

 

What about suicide bombing carried out against American and Western military soldiers in 

Iraq? Do you personally believe that this is justifiable or not justifiable? 

Justifiable Not justifiable Don’t know 

 

What are your views of Al Qaeda? 

I support its attack on 

Westerners and share 

its attitudes towards 

the US 

I oppose its attacks on 

Westerners but share 

many of its attitudes 

toward the US 

I oppose its attacks on 

Westerners and do not 

share its attitudes 

toward the US 

I don’t know 

 

What are your feelings toward Osama bin Laden? 

Very 

positive 

Somewhat 

positive 
Mixed 

Somewhat 

negative 

Very 

negative 
I don’t know 

 

What are your personal feelings about groups that attack Westerners on a scale from 0 (not 

supportive at all) to 10 (very supportive)?) 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

(Not 

supportive) 
         

(Very 

supportive) 
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Some people approve of the following actions, others disapprove. What do you think about 

these matters? 

Please indicate your level of agreement/disagreement for the following statements by placing a 

CIRCLE around the relevant response option. 

Muslim attacks on 

Israeli troops in 

Israel/Palestine 

Strongly 

approve 

Somewhat 

approve 

Mixed 

feelings 

Somewhat 

disapprove 

Strongly 

disapprove 

I don’t 

know 

Muslim attacks on 

Russian troops in 

Chechnya 

Strongly 

approve 

Somewhat 

approve 

Mixed 

feelings 

Somewhat 

disapprove 

Strongly 

disapprove 

I don’t 

know 

Muslim attacks  

on US troops in 

Iraq 

Strongly 

approve 

Somewhat 

approve 

Mixed 

feelings 

Somewhat 

disapprove 

Strongly 

disapprove 

I don’t 

know 

Muslim attacks on 

AUS troops in 

Iraq 

Strongly 

approve 

Somewhat 

approve 

Mixed 

feelings 

Somewhat 

disapprove 

Strongly 

disapprove 

I don’t 

know 

Muslim attacks on 

US troops based 

in Persian Gulf 

Strongly 

approve 

Somewhat 

approve 

Mixed 

feelings 

Somewhat 

disapprove 

Strongly 

disapprove 

I don’t 

know 

Muslim attacks on 

AUS troops based 

in Persian Gulf 

Strongly 

approve 

Somewhat 

approve 

Mixed 

feelings 

Somewhat 

disapprove 

Strongly 

disapprove 

I don’t 

know 

Muslim attacks on 

US troops in 

Afghanistan 

Strongly 

approve 

Somewhat 

approve 

Mixed 

feelings 

Somewhat 

disapprove 

Strongly 

disapprove 

I don’t 

know 

Muslim attacks on 

AUS troops in 

Afghanistan 

Strongly 

approve 

Somewhat 

approve 

Mixed 

feelings 

Somewhat 

disapprove 

Strongly 

disapprove 

I don’t 

know 

Muslim attacks on 

US civilians 

working in 

Islamic countries  

Strongly 

approve 

Somewhat 

approve 

Mixed 

feelings 

Somewhat 

disapprove 

Strongly 

disapprove 

I don’t 

know 

Muslim attacks on 

AUS civilians 

working in 

Muslim countries  

Strongly 

approve 

Somewhat 

approve 

Mixed 

feelings 

Somewhat 

disapprove 

Strongly 

disapprove 

I don’t 

know 

Muslim attacks on 

US troops in US 

Strongly 

approve 

Somewhat 

approve 

Mixed 

feelings 

Somewhat 

disapprove 

Strongly 

disapprove 

I don’t 

know 

Muslim attacks on 

AUS troops in 

AUS 

Strongly 

approve 

Somewhat 

approve 

Mixed 

feelings 

Somewhat 

disapprove 

Strongly 

disapprove 

I don’t 

know 

Muslim attacks on 

civilians in the US 

Strongly 

approve 

Somewhat 

approve 

Mixed 

feelings 

Somewhat 

disapprove 

Strongly 

disapprove 

I don’t 

know 

Muslim attacks on 

civilians in AUS 

Strongly 

approve 

Somewhat 

approve 

Mixed 

feelings 

Somewhat 

disapprove 

Strongly 

disapprove 

I don’t 

know 
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What are your views of the ‘Islamic State in Iraq & Syria’ (ISIS, otherwise known as ISIL or 

IS)? 

I support its attacks on 

Western SOLDIERS 

and share its attitudes 

towards the US & AUS 

I oppose its attacks on 

Western SOLDIERS but 

share many of its 

attitudes toward the US 

& AUS 

I oppose its attacks on 

Western SOLDIERS 

and do not share its 

attitudes toward the US 

& AUS 

I don’t know 

I support its attacks on 

Western CIVILLIANS 

and share its attitudes 

towards the US & AUS 

I oppose its attacks on 

Western CIVILIANS but 

share many of its 

attitudes toward the US 

& AUS 

I oppose its attacks on 

Western CIVILLIANS 

and do not share its 

attitudes toward the US 

& AUS 

I don’t know 

 

Some people approve of the following actions, others disapprove. What do you think about 

these matters? 

Please indicate your level of agreement/disagreement for the following statements by placing 

a CIRCLE around the relevant response option. 

Muslim attacks on 

US troops in Syria 

Strongly 

approve 

Somewhat 

approve 

Mixed 

feelings 

Somewhat 

disapprove 

Strongly 

disapprove 

I don’t 

know 

Muslim attacks on 

AUS troops in 

Syria 

Strongly 

approve 

Somewhat 

approve 

Mixed 

feelings 

Somewhat 

disapprove 

Strongly 

disapprove 

I don’t 

know 

How aware are you of the following things? 

The terrorism related activities by some Muslim groups in the world in 2014? 

Completel

y unaware 
… … 

Somewhat 

aware 
… … 

Completely 

aware 

⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ 

The raise of the terror alert level in Australia to ‘high’ in 2014? 

Completel

y unaware 
… … 

Somewhat 

aware 
… … 

Completely 

aware 

⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ 

The counter-terrorism operations (like raids and arrests) in Australia in 2014? 

Completel

y unaware 
… … 

Somewhat 

aware 
… … 

Completely 

aware 

⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ 

The proposed changes to the anti-terrorism laws in Australia in 2014? 

Completel

y unaware 
… … 

Somewhat 

aware 
… … 

Completely 

aware 

⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ 

The violence and harassment directed towards Muslims in Australia in 2014? 

Completel

y unaware 
… … 

Somewhat 

aware 
… … 

Completely 

aware 

⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ 
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PART D: Your Comments 

We are offering you the opportunity to write down any comments you have about either this 

survey or the issue of youth and Muslim terrorism. Please take a few minutes to write down 

some comments. 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

PART E: Follow Up Research  

We, the researchers, may want you to participate in follow up research to better understand 

what we are researching. 

To facilitate this we are requesting you to provide us with some of your contact details which 

will be stored separately from your survey data to ensure your responses are not easily 

identified to you.   

While this is optional, it would be extremely beneficial to this research if you could volunteer 

to be a part of follow-up research by providing us this information.  

This sheet will later be detached and stored separately from your data. 

Thankyou. 

 

First name: ____________________________ 

Surname: ______________________________ 

 

Email address: ________________________________________ 

AND/OR 

Home/mobile phone number: ___________________________________ 
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